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Yes: Trying to bring complexity to rock.

Keith Emerson: The daggers are 
like an extra set of fingers.

Yes Shake-Up 
Shapes 4th Disk
LONDON — Yes was bogged down 
in the midst of its new album, 
FRAGILE, when a sudden upheaval 
wrenched it from a musical impasse. 
“We were working on ‘Heart of the 
Sunrise’ . . , and it just wasn’t 
working out,” says guitarist Steve 
Howe. Then a founding member of 
the group was abruptly thrown out, 
and blond, rangey Rick Wakeman 
popped up in his place. . . . page 20
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by Janis Schacht

ELP: As far as they 
were concerned. 
Picture* At An Exhibition 
was just a training 
exercise, "a blueprint to 
get the group together.”
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MUSIC 
Emerson the seventh best musician 
on an unusual instrument (the 
moog). Emerson, Lake and Palm
er—the group that plays music with 
dynamics: "Volume to suit the dy
namics and synamics to suit the 
music," quoth Carl Palmer, adding, 
"hmm, nicely put."

Pictures At An Exhibition: Their 
latest release. Pictures at an Exhi
bition, ELP’s version of the Mus
sorgsky classic, was recorded before 
Tarkus, and until it received an in
credible string of reviews there were 
no plans to release it in America. 
The album was recorded at New
castle’s City Hall in March, 1971. 
How did a group with the com
posing capacity of ELP start off

RING. ‘I’m not coming around 
tonight.'). People running in and 
put: manager, record company rep-

Emerson, Lake and Palmer:
The Dagger Does

More Than You Think
Greg

eith Emerson, Greg Lake and 
Carl Palmer seem totally out 

of place in today’s pop music scene, 
and they couldn’t care less.

"Pop music is simple rock and 
roll," explains Keith Emerson. 
"We don’t have a place in pop mu
sic, we have a place in music in gen
eral."

Three tired, kooky, friendly 
people lounging around the War
wick Hotel after a full day of re
hearsal and before a major Ameri
can tour. Girls phoning constantly 
(Greg: "This chick's phoned three 
times to say she’s not coming 
around: ‘Hello, I’m not coming 
around tonight (alright), Well, I’ll 
phone you later then (okay). Have a 
nice tour (right, bye).’ RING adapting whole pieces of classical 

music? As Keith tells it: "When we 
started playing in England, Pic
tures was like a blueprint to get the

Lake is ordering filet mignon 
and milk shakes, Carl

Palmer is running around half-naked, 
and Keith Emerson is calling 

himself a twit. Is this
the group that took rock to college?

resentatives. Friends and roadies 
all present and accounted for. 
There’s an organ and amplifier in 
the middle of the room. Emerson. 
Lake and Palmer are on the road 
again. Carl Palmer is running 
around in little more than a 
beach-length bathrobe. Greg Lake 
is ordering filet mignon and choco
late milk shakes for dinner. Are 
these the people that have revolu
tionized rock and made it go to col
lege? The answer is yes.

Winners: When the British tallied 
their tastes for a national music 
poll this fall, they gave Emerson, 
Lake and Palmer a top place in ev
ery category the group could quali
fy for. They dubbed ELP the num
ber one British group. Tarkus the 
number one British LP. Carl Palm
er number one drummer, Greg Lake 
number two bass guitarist. Emer
son and Lake the number two top 
composers, Tarkus the third best 
LP worldwide, Greg Lake the third 
best record producer and fifth best 
British male singer, and Keith

group’s musical direction together. 
Mainly just to get out a whole thing 
and play it together. We had to 
learn how to play together ’cause 
we hadn’t really got a system of 
writing our own music. It takes a 
long time for musicians to under
stand each others musical thinking 
and be able to sort of put them to
gether. It’s only since Tarkus that 
we really got into a good system of 
writing together, so Pictures was 
like a first stage. We played it all 
around England and people wanted 
it, so we decided to give it to them. 
Since we’ve been coming over to 
America we’ve gotten into a whole 
new thing like Tarkus, and we only 
played Pictures once at Carnegie 
Hall. We don’t look on it as a third 
album, just a good vibe."

Getting a buzz: One of the things 
the critics have praised most about 
the Pictures album is the sound 
quality; this is no accident. Poor re
production is one of the major haz
ards of recording live, and Keith 
knows it: "It’s not easy to get a
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good sound. When we recorded Pic
tures in England, we spent all day 
just working on the sound system." 
One critic in England said that lis
tening to a live record of Emerson. 
Lake and Palmer is even more sat
isfying than seeing them, because 
when you attend their concerts, too 
many visuals attract your attention 
and detract from the music. Emer
son admits that he has his own rea
sons for recording in front of an au
dience: 'Pictures At An Exhibition 
was recorded live because it con
tained a lot of improvisation. I get 
more of a buzz playing an improvi- 
zation live than playing it cold in 
the studio. I probably will do more 
live recording, it just takes a lot to 
get it together."

Greg Lake cavorts: That buzz they 
get from an audience filters into 
their hotel room performances too. 
All it takes is one visitor, and they 
begin bouncing words around like 
ping pong balls. They become in
credible. impossible, and unpredic
table. Emerson eventually settles 
into seriousness. Palmer is okay 
once you’ve convinced him you 
don’t give up easily. Greg Lake is 
impossible! He’s very funny, very 
friendly and very unprintable. He 
seems to be embarrassed about 
speaking his mind in front of the 
others, so instead of talking se
riously he riddles his statements 
with high-school level pop por
nography (that’s four letter words 
to you).

Before he became bass guitarist 
for ELP, Greg was Crimson’s lead 
singer. Cynically he announces 
that "The highlight of my exper
ience with King Crimson was the 
night Mike Giles left."

Modest escape: That cynical tone 
is a clue to Greg’s humility. It may 
seem he’s putting others down, but 
in the end the person he’s criticizing 
turns out to be himself. When he ex
plains the identity of the "Fraser," 
the group credited for a third of 
"Knife Edge" on the first Emerson, 
Lake and Palmer album (Cotil
lion), Greg says, "He was a roadie, 
a roadie's roadie, called ‘Dynamite 
Legs.’ We got to be friends with 
him. He helped one day with the 
words, so we gave him the credit.” 
Then comes the self-criticism: "We 
only gave him credit. We never gave 
him any money.”

Greg’s modesty grows stronger 
the closer he gets to his music. "I 
am more another instrument than I 
am a lead vocalist. Do you know 
what I mean?” he asks, groping for 
an exit from the spotlight. "But a 
vocalist isn’t really an instrument. 
I don’t look on myself as a star 
singer.”

Palmer’s keyboard romance:
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Carl’s past has been fairly well 
publicized: he joined the Crazy 
World Of Arthur Brown in 1968, 
left to form Atomic Rooster with 
Vincent Crane, and then deserted 
The Rooster to form Emerson. 
Lake and Palmer. Not bad for a 
twenty-one year old from Birming- 
ham. But even before Arthur 
Brown. Carl was a professional mu
sician. And already, back in those 
early days. Carl was headed in the 
ELP direction:

"I’ve always worked with organ
ists. you see. Before I met Keith I 
never thought of working with him. 
For one thing. I didn’t know him. 
And I was doing my own sort of 
scene, you know. I’d rather always 
work with an organ than guitar, be
cause I find guitar sort of limiting 
to play with unless it’s someone 
like Hendrix . . . you know. I’ve al
ways played with a keyboard in
strument ... I played with Chris 
Farlowe and the Thunderbirds 
when I was 15. That was soul, 
yeah, that was a blues band, a soul 
band with saxophones and every
thing. It was fun. Even before Far
lowe, I was with a band called The 
Locomotive which had an organ. I 
started when I was eleven. Like it’s 
so hard to come up with a different 
style on guitar."

Raunch and roll: When I ask if 
Keith has rubbed off on him at all, 
there’s a general break out of hys
teria, waves of laughter roll across 
the bed they are all sprawled across 
. . . "Has he rubbed off on me,” 
Carl repeats, ‘‘I don’t know. I 
didn’t see him,” (and then sudden
ly, as if he understands), "You 
mean musically? Well you sort of 
get something from everyone you 
know. The way I play is the way I 
play, I just sort of got into different 
things. I’ve never played with any
one who had classical influences 
before Keith. Playing with Keith 
gives me a different aspect; my 
drumming is slightly sweeter now. 
My drumming was very brutal with 
Arthur Brown and with Atomic 
Rooster. It’s a lot subtler now. 
Playing with a bass player like 
Greg Lake is a lot different than 
with Arthur Brown. With Arthur 
the bass player was very ri
gid. . .

There’s an almost magnetic at
traction that has drawn Carl to 
Keith Emerson: "Playing with 
someone like Keith is an advan
tage. I don’t lose any of my musical 
background in this band, you see, 
which is one of the main factors as 
a musician to me. All the stages 
I’ve gone through. I can apply them 
all and then more. Vincent Crane 
(of Atomic Rooster) was very much 
a blues musician, so I couldn't de-
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Does it seem strange that one rock 
organist should challenge 
another tc a musical duel, and that the 

weapon he chooses 
should be a piece for . . . orchestra?

MUSIC
big explosive sound. I could do the 
same thing by standing in one place 
and rocking the organ, but I get the 
same affect out of riding it across 
the stage, so why not do it?"

How to castrate your organ: How 
did all this start? Keith explained: 
“Using knives in the act came from 
when the Nice were doing ‘Amer
ica’ and in ‘America’ (on Ars Longa 
Vita Brevis, Immediate) I wanted 
to hold down two notes and sustain 
a fifth while I was playing another 
organ. I started out by using pegs, 
just wooden things to hold down 
the keys. Then I thought I could do 
the same thing with knives and if 
I'm playing America.’ the music 
from ‘West Side Story.’ then the 
knives have a definite part in it. 
being connected with the film and 
the gang fights. So I thought, ‘yes. 
it has a place here,’ and then I used 
to take the knives out of the key
board and throw them on the floor: 
and then probably one night I de
cided to throw them at the cabi
nets. It has a place in the music. I 
mean if I rode an organ across the 
stage and there wasn’t anything 
coming out of it. that would be ridi
culous.’’

Since Keith had brought up the 
Nice and “America" it was only 
natural to ask him about burning 
the American flag and being ban
ned from the Royal Albert Hall in 
London for life because of it. Keith 
said: “It doesn’t worry me that 
much, because the Albert Hall is a 
bad place accoustically anyway. I 
don’t regret doing it because I felt 
genuinely about it. when the in
cident happened at the Albert Hall. 
I really felt genuine about the sort 
of situation that wras happening in 
America: every sort of worthwhile 
leader in America had been shot. I 
decided to make a statement. I 
don’t regret having done it. but this 
group is not politically based at all. 
At that stage in my life it was very 
important to me." As the English 
child at the end of the single ver
sion of “America" (Immediate) put 
it: “America’s government has 
promise and anticipation, but it’s 
murdered by the hand of the inevi
table."

Synthetic extensions: Emerson. 
Lake and Palmer have been dabbl
ing in electronics lately, and suc
cessfully too—as was proven when 
Emerson scored high in the British 
music polls for his use of the Moog. 
But electonics or no electronics. 
Keith says the group is moving in a 
very different direction from tran
sistor masters such as Pink Floyd. 
“You see. I'm not even very aware 
of the Pink Floyd’s music. I have 
listened to Atom Heart Mother 
(Harvest). But I use the Moog more

CIRCUS i

velop a jazz style or rock drumming 
style, which is what I’m trying to 
do now. Keith’s organ playing and 
piano playing have helped me de
velop the jazz and rock approach, 
which is what I wanted. Only I 
didn’t know I wanted it until I 
played with him. Playing with him 
for that reason is an advantage . . . 
and I love him."

Who is the man that Carl Palmer 
loves? He’s the same man that al
most every musician and music fan 
world-wide lives . . . Keith Emer
son has given a whole new dimen
sion to rock organ playing and, all 
things considered, he’s rather mod
est about it.

Why the daggers: Keith can’t es
cape Lake's sexual banter, even 
when the subject is his instrument. 
“What I want to know." says the 
poker-faced guitarist, “is w’hat 
you’re doing when you’ve got that 
organ on top of you. bouncing up 
and down." Keith answers calmly 
enough: “getting off on it.”

But there’s more than sex to 
Emerson’s infamous theatrics. 
When asked if he would ever con
sider playing without jumping 
around, he answers:

“I’ve gone on and I've played 
and I’ve not done any theatrics at 
all and it’s gone down just as well, 
so I have a choice really of doing it 
or not doing it. It all started (the 
whole thing wasn’t planned) out of 
being exhilarated onstage and 
reaching a point where the music 
was no longer sufficient to reach a 
climax. There weren’t notes good 
enough to go above what you want
ed to do and that’s the point where 
I started going into this other me
dium, the visual side. The way I 
look on the stage act now is crea
tion and destruction. The visual 
side of the act does become destruc
tive art. The fact that we’re creat
ing right from the start can only 
reach a certain peak musically. 
That’s why I’m sort of into destruc
tive art: that’s what Pete Town
send is into anyway. It’s a whole 
sort of thing with the Who."

It helps the music: “I think 
there’s a place for destructive art in 
music. Music is generally a release 
and whatever way a musician 
chooses to do it, whether visually or 
musically, I don’t think it matters 
as long as the music comes out the 
same and everything I do which can 
be considered as a theatric does a 
certain function in the music. The 
fact that I choose to ride an organ 
across the stage has a function in 
the music. I could get the same ef
fect if I stood there and shook the 
instrument, because what is hap
pening is the reverberation unit in 
the back is crashing and making a
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harmonically, not really as a sound 
sorce. I do sort of extend the possi
bilities of the Moog to noise which 
is not musical, but not as much as I 
mainly use it as a harmonic in
strument.” What he was trying to 
tell us is that for him the Moog is 
an extension of the organ. He con
tinues: “I’d reached the stage on 
the organ where I was getting 
sounds out of it which even the 
Hammond Organ Company hadn't 
built the instrument for. Using the 
Moog Synthesizer I had all these 
sounds more readily at my finger
tips and a lot of other sounds as 
well.”

Does Keith like to use the syn
thesizer to simulate other instru
ments such as a trumpet and vio
lin? “I’ve gone to great lengths to 
imitate these sounds. But mainly I 
use it to create new ones."

Ego lesson: Where did Keith 
Emerson come drom? Did he 
mystically appear as the classical 
organist for the Nice? No, before 
that he was playing in rhythm and 
blues bands. First in a group called 
Gary Farr and the T. Bones and 
then as a part of the backup behind 
soul singer P. P. Arnold. (He 
recorded Cat Stevens’ “The First 
Cut Is The Deepest” as a part of 
her backing group.)

The ego problems that were poi
soning the T. Bones taught Keith a 
lesson: “That was my awakening.” 
he explained. “The band was on 
the rise, and I was the underdog. 
Gary Farr would come in and say, 
‘I’m the leader in this band and you 
play what I want you to play.’ 
Whenever I play with anybody, 
that’s not going to be the working 
relationship that I have, because I 
left about a week after that. . . . So 
it was good for me to be in that po
sition, because there are so many 
bands that sort of get that way. 
The Faces are beginning to be a 
band for Rod Stewart, which is 
rather sad for the others. I don’t 
know how they’re taking it. This 
band (ELP) is designed so that ev
erybody gets featured equally. I 
think it’s working out that way, 
we’re all getting recognized in our 
own right and we’re very pleased 
about that. That’s why we're called 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer. The 
fact is, if we want to do our own 
projects, then we have a chance.”

Avoid the cliche: What organists 
does Emerson enjoy? Who does he 
listen to? “I don’t listen to many 
organ players,” Keith admits, 
“none that are on the rock scene. 
There are organists I admire, like 
Brian Auger. I haven’t heard him 
lately, but I admire his technique. 
The fact that he used to copy Jim-
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Gunfight at the philharmonic: 
As Emerson picks up the com
plaints about Crane, he unwittingly 
moves the conversation into pecu
liar territory—the subject of music 
for orchestra: “I can remember an
other funny statement that Vincent 
made about the orchestral writing 
abilities of both me and Jon Lord. 
He said he’d take us both on writ
ing for an orchestra, which is a fun
ny thing to say. I mean you don’t 
compete with other musicians.

Does it seem strange that one 
rock organist should challenge an
other to a musical duel and demand 
that the weapon be a piece for . . . 
orchestra? That’s “orchestra” as in 
“symphony orchestra!” Actually 
it’s only a sign of the experiments 
that are bringing fresh life to the

my Smith so much used to put me 
off a bit. That’s the way it is with 
so many musicians—I feel they’ve 
copied too much. I prefer to listen 
to the person they’ve copied.”

At this point Carl, who has been 
snuggling under the covers, pops up 
to comment on his old Atomic 
Rooster partner: “Vincent Crane 
had a cliche that I hate. Guitarists 
use it and I can’t stand it. . . .’’ 
Emerson explains. “It’s the old sev
enth chord.” And Carl continues, 
"He will play it every night. I’ve 
also played with Dave Greenslade 
of Colosseum. One thing I do ad
mire with Vincent is that when he 
plays, he knows what he plays well 
and he won’t try anything harder. 
He’d never try to play things that 
Keith plays. It’s when you get 
someone in between, like when I 
played with Dave Greenslade with 
Colosseum I always felt that he 
tried to do things that were beyond 
him.

supposedly dead body of rock. And 
Keith is a front-runner among the 
experimenters. Over two years ago, 
The Newcastle Arts Festival com
missioned him to compose the 
“Five Bridges Suite,” which was 
later recorded live.

Hard-working twit: “It was the 
highlight of the Nice for me because 
it took such a lot of hard work. 
Looking back on it, it was an im
possible feat. I wrote and scored it 
in a week for an orchestra. I can’t 
imagine doing it again. It was one 
of those totally inspired occasions 
when I’d get up at nine o’clock in 
the morning and I’d write con
stantly until three o’clock in the 
morning every day.” Lake asks: “Is 
this because you’re a 
Keith, without even a 
swers, “No, it was because I was a 
twit. And in the middle of that 
week I got very pissed on tequila 
and I came home and said I’ve still 
got to get this thing done cause 
there was a deadline . . . the con
cert was coming up, you know. So 
I’m drunk out of my head and I’m 
still writing the dots. It was quite 
cool, except when we did the run 
through the flute player was play
ing some amazing phrase and I had 
to correct it. It wasn’t quite how it 
should have sounded.”

The next LP: It may seem amaz
ing that Emerson could construct 
the “Five Bridges Suite” in seven 
days, but even more amazing, the 
first side of Tarkus (Cotillion) was 
recorded in six days. How is it that, 
whereas far less sophisticated 
groups can take a year to make an 
album, ELP can go in and produce 
a masterpiece in just days. Emer
son explains:

“Our sort of creativity comes in 
varying periods. We get long peri
ods when there isn’t any creativity, 
we go into a studio and nothing 
sounds right, you know. Tarkus 
was written in six days because 
there was an awful lot of in
spiration and one idea triggered an
other idea, and it was a long series 
of ideas being triggered off of what 
what we had already done.”

Palmer adds: “I think it took 
two and a half weeks (from con
ception to final recording), not be
cause we rushed it, but that’s all it 
did take.” And Keith adds, “No, 
we didn’t rush it. Before we went in 
we had ideas of what we would do. 
It was just a question of putting it 
in a good order.”

Then Keith slips in a hint about 
the next step in ELP’s evolution: 
“We’ve already recorded what we 
consider our third album, and it’s 
totally different from Tarkus. 
There’s no total concept on either
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EVER. WELL, ALLRIGHT!!!
Mario Mazz 

Brooklyn, Montana

COMMIE-ROCK CONSPIRACY
To Whom It May Concern:

It is my duty as a parent to see 
that my children grow mentally as 
well as physically. That they have 
respect for all people and grow to 
be useful citizens.

Three of my children. I know, are 
going to benefit by my teachings 
and love. But somehow I have lost 
my sixteen-year old son. Robert.

He has turned to the world of 
drugs and Communism.

This is not all my fault. It is 
mostly the fault of these Commu
nist magazines such as Circus and 
countless others.

I have read some issues of Circus 
when my son wasn’t around. In 
them I saw filthy, long-haired 
creatures. And to think my child 
took their way of life instead of the 
life of a good American.

CUM1A 9

musician,” then why has Lennon 
been writing and playing music 
with McCartney since he was 16 
years old? Maybe Lennon’s jealous!

Lennon’s feelings towards 
McCartney do not seem to bother 
McCartney. I don’t see why they 
should, because like the saying 
goes, "only the truth hurts!”

Joanne Schulze
Lincoln Park. N.J.

Send letters to: 
Letters to the Editor 
CIRCUS Magazine 
866 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y. 10017

I have always followed the Beat
les music and even their personal 
lives since way back in 1964. I read 
all I can about them in every maga
zine or book. When the Beatles 
broke up. I was not really that sur
prised when I heard the news. I 
knew it would happen sooner or lat
er, especially since Yoko Ono and 
Linda Eastman entered John and 
Paul’s lives.

Today I mostly follow Paul 
McCartney’s music. I believe that 
McCartney is the greatest song 
writer today. Ever since Mc
Cartney’s suit against the other 
three Beatles. Lennon has been 
putting him down by insulting him 
and his music. I believe that 
McCartney did what I’m sure any
one of the other three, including 
Lennon, would have done in that 
same situation. If Lennon thinks 
that McCartney is such a "lousy

side. There are individual pieces 
which have no connection with 
each other at all. There’s a cowboy 
song, a hoe-down type number, and 
there’s a fugue which I wrote and 
another very grand piece of music. 
They all differ.”

Touring behind masks: Since 
Keith Emerson, Greg Lake and 
Carl Palmer have all toured Amer
ica with lesser known bands (The 
Nice, King Crimson, and The Cra
zy World Of Arthur Brown, respec
tively), it seems logical to ask them 
the differences between touring 
then and now.

“I don’t know how the audiences 
were,” Carl explains. "I couldn’t 
see them with Arthur Brown. I was 
wearing too many masks, there 
were too many strobe lights, it was 
very hard to tell. The audiences 
were nothing like what we have 
now. And with Arthur being so vis
ual you never really got a chance in 
that band. Not even Vincent 
(Crane, again) being the lead in
strument got a chance. Audience 
anticipation was all Arthur’s, he 
was the only one who got them at 
all. If anything got to them. So mu
sically I was really left behind. 
They would clap when he lit his 
fire-helmet up. If I did something 
good, or Vincent did something

MUSIC
acoustic guitar, that’s quiet, that’s 
not loud. When I play piano, that’s 
not loud. But when I play organ 
. . . that’s LOUD.” Then he adds 
with a mischievous grin, "Anyway, 
we’re playing bigger venues now to 
accommodate for our large P.A. 
system.”

But, let’s face it, Emerson, Lake 
and Palmer are playing large audi
toriums now because they’re good 
enough and popular enough to draw 
enormous crowds. They are con
cerned with pleasing the audiences.

Keith sums it all up: "We’re very 
concerned with doing new things. 
Every time we do an album, if it 
sounds like something we’ve done 
on the other albums we reject it. 
We’re into progressing and music 
to us is a challenge, but we don’t 
put the end result on a record until 
the public has heard it. When we 
work with an audience live, we can 
tell how they’re reacting to a 
piece.” Dinner smells are wafting 
through the Warwick suite. Carl 
Palmer is beginning to look faint 
with hunger, and the telephone is 
ringing again, for Greg. . . . 
There’s a flurry of photographs, 
jokes and confusion. Then Keith 
Emerson poses a final ques
tion— "How would you like.” he 
says, “to become our roadie?” •

THE BEATLE BATTLE
I’m writing this letter in response 

to the Ringo Part II article. First of 
all the critics are right when they 
say he’s shit: second the "pudding 
sound” is all B.S.; and third, the 
last paragraph of the article where 
Ringo says "We were always bigger 
than the Stones.” I got sick to my 
stomach. Man, when the Stones 
first came out they started with 
heavies such as "Come On,” "Sat
isfaction,” “Not Fade Away,” 
"Time Is On My Side,” etc.. While 
the Beatles were still singing junk 
like "She Loves You,” "I Wanna 
Hold Your Hand,” etc., and so on. 
The Beatles woke up with Sgt. 
Pepper, and that’s when the four 
year olds lost them, and the 90 year 
old grandmothers started pissing 
on them.

The STONES were bigger in the 
betting, the STONES were bigger 
in the median, and as of now OH 
BEATLES WHERE HAVE 
YOUSE GONE! MAY MICK 
AND THE STONES LIVE FOR-

good they wouldn’t clap. Mind you, 
it might not have been good. I have 
no impressions from last time. This 
is the first time that I’ve played in 
front of an audience over here that 
was coming to see me, the three of 
us. The audiences here are better 
than anywhere we play.”

England vs. the States: Do the au
diences react differently in England 
than the audiences here? Keith 
says: "They generally stay quiet 
till the end in England, whereas 
American audiences react in the 
middle of something, which is rath
er exciting and inspires you.” Greg 
adds his lick: "There’s more energy 
in American audiences.” And 
Keith goes on: "When we played in 
London at the Drury Lane theater, 
you could hear a pin drop it was so 
quiet. . . .” Greg is more emphatic: 
"It was like playing in a f . . . ing 
church.” And Emerson agrees: "It 
was terrible. I’d crack a joke and 
nobody would laugh." At which 
point Greg adds that "at the end 
they’d wreck the joint,” and every
one in the hotel room laughs.

Since we’re on the subject of 
playing live, I add that many 
people have accused ELP of play
ing too loud. This causes a general 
level of disturbance in the room. 
Emerson says: "When Greg plays
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or money order. In exchange, you agree to buy ten records (at 
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OR — if you prefer your music on Stereo Tapes join the Colum
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Davies’ guitar lines in “Milk Cow 
Blues” pack more excitement than 
the entire recorded output of The 
Dead. If you haven’t seen The 
Kinks live, do so; you’ll never regret 
it. Don’t forget to get into their 
newest album called Musivell Hill
billies on R.C.A. God saved The 
Kinks a long time ago.

Editor’s Note: Merry is discussed 
in the Back Pages of this issue. 
Though she only gets a feu) lines, 
it’s at least a start.

In response to Jack Springer’s 
comments concerning THE MOVE 
(Dec. 71 issue): THE MOVE has 
not broken up. The Electric Light 
Orchestra is still forming and will 
function along with THE MOVE. 
THE MOVE have released two sin
gles since “Message From the 
Country” in England. First was 
“Tonight” and more recently there 
is "Chinatown.” THE MOVE is 
also doing the music for a film 
called Freedom City. It’s about 
time people started to recognize 
this fine group.

Roland Jarvinen 
(A Very Disturbed 

Santana Freak) 
Warren. Ohio

Al Wright 
New York

Your friends. 
J.T.L. and M.C.L. 
Rockford, Illinois

P.F.C.
Vietnam

RE: “Santana: Clues To A Culture 
Storm” (Jan. 1972 Circus) 
You make no sense, Meltzer!

I care not about the crisis in the 
9th inning of the 6th game of the 
1971 World Series baseball game.

I already know how to spell 
“Santana” correctly.

I care not about boxing in the 
Western Hemisphere.

I already know how much it 
costs to mail a letter.

Who told you “Guajira” is 
Bar-Mitzvah music?

I care not of “Cheech & Chong.” 
Your “jokes” make me puke green.

I also care not for the two-step.
I care ONLY to read good arti

cles on good groups, like Santana.
After reading yours, I feel as 

though the only thing you know 
about Sanatana is their name.

The photos used, and the last ten 
words you said in the article were 
the only things that made any 
sense at all.

He is always talking to his 
friends about the Rolling Stones 
and Lead Zeplin (sic). I imagine 
these bands and others actually 
provoke the use of drugs and vio
lence.

Where has America gone?
A Concerned Parent 
Brooklyn, New York

Powerman 
Valley Stream. New York

SETTING CIRCUS STRAIGHT
I’d like to clear up a gross error 

in Walli Elmlark’s article on Wish
bone Ash in the December issue of 
Circus.

Mr. Elmlark stated “in the last 
Melody Maker and Sounds Maga
zine poll, they (Wishbone Ash) were 
picked as best new group over such 
organizations as Emerson Lake & 
Palmer.” Where the hell does he 
get his (mis)information from?

Wishbone Ash may have been 
picked as best new group, but cer
tainly not "over” ELP. The fact is 
ELP were chosen as best new 
group in the 1970 poll (that was 
last year's poll, Walli!). In the 1971 
Melody Maker poll, ELP placed 
second as best group in the inter
national category, and Numero 
Uno as Best British group, and de
servedly so!

Get your shit straight, Elmjark. 
Next you’ll be telling us about some 
fab “new” group you’ve heard 
about, called the Beatles.

Ellen Vellensky 
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Hello friends. We’ve written to 
tell you how much we appreciate 
your beautiful magazine. Your 
"Back Pages” are really nice. That 
way we know what’s going on. 
Thanks for your article on Cat Ste
vens and Santana in your January 
’72 issue.

But we’d like to mention some
one your magazine has overlooked. 
How ’bout giving Merry Clayton 
some credit. More than half the 
population of music lovers have 
never heard of her. This is mainly 
because she usually is considered as 
a background vocalist, but she has 
made two solo albums (Merry 
Clayton—Gimme Shelter and Mer
ry Clayton) and has done back
ground for Carole King and Joe 
Cocker (just to mention a few). We 
realize you can’t write about every
body, but Merry Clayton’s talents 
can’t be overlooked.

KINK AND COOPER FEVER!
Last Sunday, I saw the Kinks 

at Carnegie Hall. It was the fourth 
time I’ve seen them live. This 
coming Saturday I’m seeing them 
at the Ritz theatre and I’m see
ing them again at my college, 
C.W. Post on Long Island. They 
are, without any doubt, the best 
rock group to come out of the Six
ties, and there isn’t one group of the 
Seventies who can even compare 
with them. There is no combination 
of words that could ever express the 
love I have for The Kinks. Ray 
Davies, if not as good as Lennon 
and McCartney and Dylan, is 
better without question. Dave

12 CIRCUS

CURES FOR THE VIET BLUES?
From what 1 hear, George Harri

son’s concert was really great, but 
he has done nothing for the people 
of East Pakistan, except give them 
the indirect means to start a war. 
They didn’t start a war by selling 
wooden shoes or something.

The U.S. of A. has a good system 
for getting involved, it’s called the 
draft.

Will you help your brother???
Sometimes I think some people 

are better off sitting on their 
lily-pad singing (joy to the world).

Well if you will excuse me, a 
couple of my buddies and I are get
ting together for a moonlight stroll. 
Yea involved!!!

Pray for peace!
P.S.
We can’t get fooled again!

Greetings. This letter is dedi
cated to the unprejudiced people of 
the nation. I hope I can reach the 
readers of this magazine with sin
cerity and truth. Something has to 
be done about prejudice. Right 
Now!

To begin with, I don’t live in the 
South. Everybody thinks the racial 
problem is worse in the South, but 
that’s not completely true. I live in 
a Northern Illinois “hick town." 
This place is really in sad shape. 
Most of the high schools have bad 
racial problems. I’ve seen white 
kids beat up black kids (and vice 
versa) over a lousy seat in the cafe
teria at school. If a white dude is 
seen talking to a black chick, is he 
wrong? If a black dude asks a white 
chick about the exam they’re going 
to have the next day, is he wrong? 
Does that give people the right to 
label the white dude "nigger lover” 
and the black dude "honky lover?” 
No! This kind of thing is enough to 
really upset a person! Especially 
when you have a mixture of friends 
and you want to be with all of 
them. God, is it scary to be walk
ing down the hall with a black 
chick and hear, “We’re gonna get 
ya nigger!” I go through this at 
least three or four times a week, 
and it’s very depressing. As I said 
before, something’s got to be done!

My friends and I are pleading 
with you, please try and solve this 
problem. Prejudice is a bummer. 
Love is everything. We don’t ex
actly know how you can help, but 
please try and think of something!

Lover of all People, 
Rockford, Illinois
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boors folk song replete with 
fields, autumn imagery. One 
Tom Jones fans.
SICKNESS AND DISEASES 
(Swarb)
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“Nothing hath he who nothing doth”. 
Especially true in these days of destruc
tive sexual adventure. A warning to all 
those about to launch their frail 
human canoes on the raging river of 
clap.
LORD MARLBOROUGH (Swai 
A childhood hero whose virtue ha: 
obviously survived to the 
History lessons would be i . ..
realistic with a few more fellows like 
this.
SIR WILLIAM GOWER (Simon) 
It took so long to assemble this song 
from the 4 or 5 versions we had that 
compounded his crimes to make it 
more interesting. In retrospect the 
combination of infanticide and incest

A&M Records and Tapes
Use the Power @ Register and Ifote.

irb) 
virtue has 

' 20th century, 
more

ANGEL DELIGHT (Swarb, Simon, 
Peggy)
A census song written by committee 
on the perils of (largely) sharing a 
bathroom with a herd of large white 
British Landrace pigs. Thankfully, 
comma, we are all moving out by 
degrees and it keeps super-roady in pm 
money.
BANKS OF THE SWEET 
PRIMROSES (Swarb) 
A grade “A” English folk 
be confused with the other Ei 
folk song which starts "As I 1 
on a winters night . . ." 
INSTRUMENTAL 
Yet another medley of frantic dance 
tunes. One wonders exactly how many 
people get up in the middle of a side 
and sit down again to listen to the 
next track.
BONNY BLACK HAIR (Swarb) 
A through and through straw-in-the-

song, not to 
English

lie in bed

would appear to be over doing it a bit. 
However, there is no claim for an 
increase in the wages of sin before 
the T.U.C.
BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER ASH 
(String Quartet)
Or Thames, or Danube or Manchester 
Ship Canal, or wherever we are at 
the time.
WIZARD OF THE WORLDLY
GENE (Swarb) .
We've all met at least one wizard.
THE JOURNEYMAN'S GRACE

words are £* ;uj for th 
tune is elodut"
, _ Klbr KUnd Rc<..rd» Lun.icd. Londonhowever-1 ■



don't overlook these disks by Steve Ditlea

Mordecai Jones (Polydor) The

The tastiest 
records from the 

bottom of the stack.

The Album Soup (Big Tree—Ampex) 
A little like a fair consomme, cool 
and a touch too bland. Soup has yet 
to get into a firm but delicate treat. 
But don’t sell them short, they 
have all the makings of a feast for 
the ears. All they need is a skilled 
chef, the right producer to mix their 
sound with the right amount of 
spice and a touch of loving care. 
Soup are a talented trio from Madi
son. Wisconsin, with an album on a 
label which has done little to devel
op and promote their limpid sound.

Christopher’s nimble rhythm work 
more than make up for Prine’s or
dinary acoustic guitar playing. The 
uniqueness of each song combines 
with Prine’s distinctive folk
country style to make this album 
interesting even after many listen
ings. When you think of all the 
singer-songwriters who fade away 
after just one hearing, this is no 
mean feat. Prine’s album is defi
nitely Grade-A Prime.

Doug Yankus, lead singer and 
writer of the group’s material, 
blends a good, if not always con
fident voice with an ear for 
straightforward lyrics and for the 
jazz and blues runs that flavor his

Fraser & DeBolt (Columbia) A wom
an’s twangy voice singing flat, a 
nasal male vocal weaving weird 
atonal harmonies, both linked to
gether by the jackhammer stroking 
of an acoustic guitar and the knif
ing thrusts of a leering fiddle; Fra
ser & DeBolt are as far as you can 
get from foot-stompin’ music or 
easy listening. In fact, they make 
for rather difficult listening, but 
they’re well worth the effort. Their 
sound is addictive; it burrows its 
way into your brain and refuses to 
go away after the record has ended. 
The album begs you to listen over 
and over so you can figure out what 
they are singing about and how 
their voices can work so well in 
such perfect disharmony.

Fraser & DeBolt are a Canadian 
couple, joined by fiddler Ian Guen
ther on this, their first LP. Though 
released over six months ago to al
most uniform disregard by rock 
critics, it has managed to become 
the object of a small but growing 
cult of fans. Its appeal seems to lie 
in the illusion of the music’s 
spontaneity and naturalness. Only 
after a while do you realize that 
their sound is carefully worked out, 
and that you are hearing Fraser & 
DeBolt’s souls bursting through the 
constraints of their music. Some
times sweet and sometimes harsh, 
their songs make your nerve end
ings tingle with pure feeling. The 
announcement of a forthcoming 
second album from Fraser & De
Bolt has their coterie of fans wait
ing impatiently for its release. 
Maybe it will shine more light on 
the nature of their music and render 
them more easily classifiable. If so, 
then it will be a lot easier to write 
about Fraser DeBolt, but at the 
risk of doing away with some of the 
mystery and magic of their inde
scribable attraction.

sepia-tinted cover picture of an old 
washing machine sitting con
tentedly on a back porch some
where in the country tells it all. 
The bare trees in front mean that 
it’s too cold to be outside, so every
one is hanging out indoors, jam
ming and playing some tasty 
down-home blues and rock. Mor- 
decai Jones, vocalist on Link 
Wray’s highly acclaimed album, 
steps out in front on his own and 
proves to be one of the finest singers 
in the field. Recorded at Wray’s 
Shack Three Track studio in Acco
keek, Maryland, you know this has 
got to be the real thing, tight and 
mellow with lots of funky licks 
from his backup musicians — 
including Link and Doug Wray and 
Billy Hodges on a variety of in
struments. But quality is never sac
rificed for the sake of authenticity. 
This has got to be one of the 
best-produced albums of the yeaj; 
the arrangements and recording are 
a pleasure to hear.

Mordecai Jones displays a good 
range of vocal styles as he makes 
his way through everything from 
hard blues like “The Coca Cola 
Sign Blinds My Eyes” to melodic 
country sounds like “Walkin’ In 
The Arizona Sun.” On several cuts 
his voice has the same feel as Rob
ert Plant’s, but Jones’ phrasing and 
intonation leaves Led Zep light 
years behind. His instrumental 
work on piano, mandolin and harp 
(especially on “Son of a Simple 
Man” and “Gandy Dancer”) prove 
that Jones can hold his own in the 
fast company of the fine musicians 
he plays with.

John Prine (Atlantic) Thank God for 
smart-ass citified country music! 
After having your attention span 
lacerated by groove upon groove of 
self-righteous singer-songwriters 
complete with lyric sheet and lush
ly cluttered backup arrangements, 
what a relief to hear some good 
folksy music played with a wink 
and sung with tongue in cheek 
(well, not always, too much wear 
and tear on the old taste buds that 
way). With both feet on the firm, 
earthy base of down-home country 
sounds, John Prine never gets lost 
in the airy reaches of his significant 
lyrics, no matter how earnest the 
message of his songs. More often 
than not, he makes his point with a 
smile instead of an accusing finger. 
Yet he never hesitates to be serious 
about the things that seem to effect 
him most, the little bit of dying we 
do every day. the loneliness hang
ing about us everywhere and the 
emptiness of old age which awaits 
us all.

John Prine sounds like Arlo 
Guthrie with a grown-up voice and 
something to say. When he tries to 
be funny, he displays real wit and 
not just strained humor. His sense 
of the absurd lets him bring off the 
most whimsical dope song ever 
recorded, “Illegal Smile,” and a 
classic statement with a self- 
explanatory title, “Your Flag Dec
al Won’t Get You Into Heaven 
Anymore.” When he tries to be 
serious, he shows an eye for ex
pressive details and an ear for ar
resting phrases. Some songs, like 
“Sam Stone”—the story of a Viet 
vet back home with a hundred dol
lar habit, or “Six O’Clock News.” 
about an unwanted child—create 
searing portraits with a novelist’s 
touch. When he turns to imagery, 
Prine can deliver some mighty fine 
lines without the least pretention 
(“Tragic magic prayers of passion 
stay the same through changing 
fashions They freeze my mind 
Like water on a winter’s night. )•

The nicest thing about Prine s 
premiere album is that after the 
novelty of his lyrics wears off, the 
melody lingers on. Leo Le Blanc’s 
zingy steel pedal guitar and John
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OUR ACOUSTIC <•/
Ovation's new uniquely designed acoustic electric guitar has captured all the sweet tones of the acoustic guitar plus the 

amplification needed to compete with the volume of today.
This new acoustic electric roundback guitar has a compression pick-up mounted in the bridge which is capable of trans- 

mitting both the string and top vibrations. The output of this pick-up goes into a small fet 
amplifier mounted on the inside of the bowl. This amp serves two functions. First, it 
reduces hum by lowering the impedance and secondly, it balances the tonal characteristics 
of the pick-up with your amplifier.

This instrument can sound like a regular acoustic guitar 
or a blend of any sound your amp can produce. You 
can even try it through your home stereo set. We 
think it has created some totally new funky sounds . .

Whatever your bag, you'll get deeper into it with I 
an Ovation acoustic electric.

Ask for an Ovation Electric Artist 
Balladeer.
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record reviews by Ed Kelleher

Mountain: Knuckle-blistering.

for months that

Ben Sidran—Feel Your Groove (Capi
tol) There’s no way you can cate
gorize Ben Sidran, and for that very 
reason too few people are going to 
listen to his fine album. Better not 
try coining some silly combination 
of words like jazzy rock or rollin’ 
jazz; just listen to Ben Sidran and

Jim Horn—Through The Eyes Of a 
Horn (Shelter) With a name like Jim 
Hom, how could you help but be
come a super-sideman who has 
played sax with the likes of Joe 
Cocker and Leon Russell. He even 
led the horn section at the now im
mortal George Harrison Bangla 
Desh concert at Madison Square 
Garden. On this, his first album on 
his own, Horn plays a varied selec

tive music which was played there 
was absolutely unforgettable. But 
as the days grew shorter and the 
time drew nearer for release of this 
three record set, there glimmered a 
doubt that the magic—the histori
cal significance—the pure joy—of 
that evening could be captured in 
something as mundane and limited 
as the grooves of a 33 1 /3 disk. But 
those qualms should be dispelled 
now that the album is upon us. And 
“upon us” is the proper phrase: the 
music here practically jumps right 
out into your life.

Where do we start? Side five con
sists entirely of Bob Dylan in live 
performance. And, as if a time ma
chine had dropped unnoticed 
through the roof of the Garden, it is 
the Dylan of the early-Sixties—the 
freedom-riding, defiant young man

who laid the groundwork for so 
much of the rock and roll which we 
now take almost for granted. As he 
does “A Hard Rain’s Gonna Fall’’ 
and ‘‘Blowin’ In The Wind,” you 
can hear the silence of an awe
struck almost disbelieving crowd. 
And when he finishes “Just Like A 
Woman,” with Leon Russell and 
George Harrison singing harmony 
and Ringo Starr playing tambour
ine, it’s enough to make you cry and

his friends—Jesse Davis, Charlie 
Watts, Boz Scaggs and Jim Keltner 
among others. Ben Sidran should 
be familiar to anyone who has 
heard his keyboard work and writ
ing contribution to two of Steve 
Miller’s albums. Number 5 and 
Children of the Future, where he 
successfully blended his jazz ori
entation in with the rock. Feel Your 
Groove is an extension of his work 
with Miller; it’s some of the smoo
thest rockin’ music you’ll ever hear.

Sidran’s vocals are close to jazz, 
very loose and easy with a dash of 
Mose Allison drive and intonation. 
His piano and organ glide ef
fortlessly through some rapidly 
changing runs while his backup 
players play off each other in in
tricate and unbelievable com
binations. This album has a little 
of everything—from boogie to rock
in’ twelve-bar blues—all with the 
unmistakable Sidran stamp. The 
record is not recommended for ev
eryone, just those readers who want 
to open up their ears to new musi
cal horizons.

tasty soft rock & roll. His lead gui
tar is tender and rich, but not ad
venturesome enough; his playing 
will surely improve with age. David 
Fass on bass constantly flirts with 
a hard rock sound, but should take 
the plunge if the group is to appeal 
to larger audiences. Drummer Rob 
Griffith lays down a firm but 
unimaginative beat; percussion is 
perhaps Soup’s greatest weakness.

With all these little nagging re
servations, why bother listening to 
Soup? Because they’re an ex
tremely tight, very together band. 
In a period when pop music is try
ing to find itself and effect is often 
more important than musicianship, 
these three dudes are bucking the 
trend and waiting for their time to 
come. As they say in one song: ‘‘I 
wanna keep my music and keep it 
fed a little/ lovin’ on the side to 
make it all worth while a little 
freedom of time so it won’t cramp 
my style to keep peace.” Dis
covering them in a stack of like- 
sounding bands is like coming 
across a rough gem which needs a 
lot of polish. Let’s hope they are 
discovered by a producer who can 
make them shine.

tion of lush arrangements which 
tend a little too much towards 
middle of the road music. Maybe 1 
shouldn’t knock it. over fifty-seven 
percent of the radio stations in this 
country play middle of the road, 
while a little less than ten percent 
air good old rock and roll. When 
Horn does set himself to really 
rocking, the result is infectious. It’s 
hard to keep your head from bob
bing and your feet from moving. 
Maybe it’s more than a small 
coincidence that his best numbers 
are those on which Leon Russell 
lends a helping hand. There are 
three new Leon compositions on 
Through The Eyes Of a Horn. They 
make up for all the filler on both 
sides of the album. ‘‘Guerrilla 
Love-In,” “Brain Dance,” and 
“Sweet Motor City” inspire Horn 
to some fine flights of melody on his 
sax, often playing off of Leon’s 
pounding piano or hard-driving gui
tar. One other track, “Shake and 
Bake.” written by Larry Knetchel. 
Rita Coolidge and Horn features 
some tasty free-wheeling jamming. 
Unfortunately, most of the other 
songs on the record never get off the 
ground, despite the talent-laden 
roster backing up Horn. If that’s 
the price you’ve got to pay to hear 
some of Leon Russell’s influence on 
less than half of the album, then no 
matter. It’s worth it to hear one of 
today’s most talented recording 
artists jammin’ along at the peak 
of his musical powers. •

Carole King: A fine appetizer, 
but no main course.

A nyone lucky and or pnvi- 
A leged enough to attend last 
summer's George Harrison and 
Friends concert at Madison Squa 
Garden has known for months tna
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smile at once. A close runner-up in 
terms of impact, if not emotion, is 
side four wherein Leon Russell 
rips through “Jumpin’ Jack Flash” 
and “Youngblood,” serving firm 
notice that if Dylan and the Beat
les are the royalty of rock, he is 
very much an heir to their thrones. 
Harrison himself is in splendid 
voice for eight of his own com
positions including “While My Gui
tar Gently Weeps” and “Some
thing.” Aided by Pete Ham’s 
acoustic guitar, he delivers an out
standing performance on “Here 
Comes The Sun." But enough of 
this attempt to single out individ
ual highlights in an album which is 
one consistent high. By the way. af
ter you’ve sampled the musi
cianship of Harrison, Russell, 
Starr, Dylan, Clapton, et. al. you 
might want to return to the very 
first side, on which Ravi Shankar, 
the most masterful and accom
plished of them all, plays with a 
sensitivity born of his love and con
cern for the people of Bangla 
Desh—the people aided by the pro
ceeds of the concert and the album.

Wild Life—Wings (Apple)
Some critics compared Paul & 

Linda McCartney’s Ram with a 
home movie. A cute analogy—if not 
exactly a fair one. Ram had its mo
ments. It even had a few hummable 
little ditties. Nothing earth-shatter
ing to be sure, but hardly as bland 
and Unexciting as your average 
home movie. Wild Life, the couple’s 
latest effort, is as bland and unex
citing as your average home movie. 
No, that’s not quite it. At least a 
home movie moves. Not so Wild 
Life. It’s rather like a series of 
snapshots which a fellow might 
show you from his wallet. If that 
sounds unnecessarily cruel, try this 
test. Put the needle down anywhere 
on this album and let it play for 
three minutes. Then dust off your 
copy of Sgt. Pepper and do the 
same. Okay, you say, Paul is on his 
own now and without the consid
erable talents and services of the 
other Beatles. True enough, but this 
record isn’t even one-quarter as 
good as the worst record put out by 
the Beatles.

According to the liner notes, 
Paul & Linda, along with drummer 
Denny Seiwell and guitarist Denny 
Laine, laid down most of the tracks 
in a mere three days time. It sounds 
it. With the exception of a song en
titled “Some People Never Know,” 
the instrumentation is predictable 
and boring. And on something 
called “Bip Bop” it is downright ir
ritating. Having a drum beating in
cessantly in one’s ears is not what 
rock and roll is about. The album

• Two models—one plugs into amplifier 
and the other-plugs into instrument.

(8.95
All Electro-Harmonix accessories 

are compatible and modular and any 
combination of more than one unit will 
give you an infinite variety of sounds.

For example, using 2 LPB-l’s will 
give you even more power and more 
sustain. Turning up the volume level of 
the first LPB-1 past the halfway point 
will shift the second LPB-1 into over
drive. Using the first LPB-1 control, 
you can now develop this initial bare 
hint of harmonic distortion to any de
sired degree. The second LPB-1 can 

 control the volume of 
the combination.
| Try the LPB-1 
lout for 15 days. If 
fit is not everything 
' we say it is. return 
L it to us for a prompt 
Ey. refund.

electro-harmonix C-1301
15 West 26th Street, New York, New York 10010
Please ship: Quantity
LPB-l’s (plug into amplifier) $8.95 
LPB-l’s (plug into instrument) $8.95 

 Enclosed is a total check for $ 
 Ship C. O. D.
 Please place me on your new products announce

ment mailing list at no charge.

Name.

We've towered our firice 
without lowering our sound.

The way things are going today, one 
of the nicest things to hear is that some
body’s lowering a price.That’s why 
we’ve lowered the price of our LPB-1 
Power Booster from $14.95 to $8.95.

The LPB-1 is a compact solid state 
preamplifier that will boost the output 
of any electric instrument, such as the 
guitar, bass, organ or microphone. Since 
all amplifiers are overdesigned to more 
than handle the most powerful pick-ups. 
the LPB-1 will let you derive optimum 
results from your amplifier.

• Maximum setting of the volume 
control will make your amplifier 
TEN times louder.

• The switch allows instant
change from regular instru
ment output to pre-set 
boosted output. A

• Increases guitar A
SUSTAIN. A

• Vastly increases the per 
formance of all distor
tion devices, wah-wah 
pedals and other 
accecssories.

• Lifetime 
guarantee.
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pretty nearly steals the show. His

Traffic: Haunts your brain 
like a wasted bee.

sissippi Queen.” And for further re
alization of exactly what has cata
pulted Mountain into the front 
ranks, drop in on ‘‘Dream Se
quence.” which conveys as much of 
the excitement and fervor of their 
in-person work as is possible on a 
record’s grooves. This is a five part 
suite, featuring a fiery Leslie West 
guitar solo, a frenzied ‘ Roll Over 
Beethoven” and some sparkling 
and inventive improvisation on 
“Dreams Of Milk And Honey.” 
“Flowers Of Evil” isn’t really evil.
it’s good.

might have been saved had 
McCartney turned in the kind of 
strong singing job which dis
tinguished him in the past, but that 
simply doesn’t happen. Paul 
sounds tired. And as for Linda’s 
singing: well, let’s just say she does 
her best. The liner notes end with 
the statement, “In this wrapper is 
the music they made.” and the 
question, “Can you dig it?” The an
swer is we can’t. Can you dig that?

A Nod Is As Good As A Wink . . . To A 
Blind Horse—Faces (Warner Bros.)

There has always been a subtle 
shade of difference between Rod 
Stewart albums and Faces albums. 
Somehow on the latter, Rod has 
shared more of the spotlight with 
his cronies. This is definitely the 
case on Nod .... In fact, Stewart 
only sings lead on two-thirds of the 
tracks, letting Ronnie Lane step up 
to the vocal mike for the remainder. 
And a funny thing happens. Lane

Bob Dylan: As if a time machine had fallen

through the roof of Madison Square Garden, voice is smooth and clear. He 
knows how to hold a note and draw 
the humor from a lyric, something 
he does quite handily on a little re
frain entitled ‘‘You’re So Rude.” 
This is the age-old tale of a young 
man trapped flagrante delicto, and 
Ronnie works it for all it’s got. But 
we did say “pretty nearly.” This is 
still very much Rod’s show—it 
seems as if he must dominate the 
proceedings whether he wants to or 
not. Could be his scratchy set of 
pipes. Could be his effervescent per
sonality. Maybe it’s his breath. It 
doesn’t matter. By now everyone’s 
become accustomed to Stewart's 
extraordinarily appealing style, 
and from the opening track, “Miss 
Judy’s Farm,” on which he takes 
the love-crazy hero of “Maggie 
May” farther out into the pastures 
of raunch, to the closing number, 
the appropriately titled “That’s 
All You Need.” he is neatly in com
mand.

The material on the record is 
pretty evenly divided as far as 
song-writing credits are concerned. 
“Stay With Me,” penned by Ron 
Wood and Stewart is a cockeyed 
masterpiece which Rod treats in a 
properly raucous and rowdy fash
ion. A nod (and a wink as well) go 
to Chuck Berry via a smartly mov
ing version of “Memphis.” An al
bum of high level hi-jinks which 
should appeal to even the blindest 
of horses.

Music—Carole King (Ode)
This is Carole King’s third solo 

album. In years to come it will 
probably be looked back on as one 
of those transition LP’s that crop 
up in most artists’ careers. 1971 
saw Carole move from being a de
cent writer of pop songs into being a 
superstar performer. Small wonder 
then that “Music” is a rather 
cautious and steady LP. Most of 
the dozen songs roll up into a pleas
ant enough little ball, but fall quite 
a bit short of the things on 
“Writer” and “Tapestry.” Ex
ceptions: “Carry Your Load,” 
marked by a thoughtful lyric; 
“Some Kind Of Wonderful,” a 
blast from the past done up with as 
much energy as the original Drif
ters version; and “Back To Califor
nia,” the LP’s final track and the 
only one where Carole pulls out all 
the stops, throws her head back and 
sings her ass off. Lots of talented 
folk turned up at the sessions: 
James Taylor, Merry Clayton. 
Danny Kootch and Abigale Haness 
to name a few. Carole’s piano play- 
ing is precise and often in
vigorating. But what the record 
does most is whet the appetite for 
the next Carole King album. It just 
might be a great one.

The Low Spark Of High Heeled 
Boys—Traffic (Island)

Traffic was a six-man group on 
this record, and they were tighter 
than ever. Their Welcome To The 
Canteen set was mildly dis
appointing because it seemed little 
more than a rehash of previous ac
complishments. Low Spark is a 
dramatic turnabout—a startlingly 
original work of art and quite possi
bly the best Traffic album to date. 
The title tune is a twelve-minute 
masterwork which will get into 
your brain and buzz around there 
like a wasted bee. “Light Up Or 
Leave Me Alone,” a Jim Capaldi 
song, is another jewel. Credit Chris 
Wood with the most outstanding 
instrumental effects on the LP. His 
flute playing has never been better 
and it gives just the right touch to 
each of the six cuts. Winwood is his 
usual amazing self, playing and 
singing with intensity and grace. 
His production work is close to 
flawless—the LP is mixed with 
each sound nicely lifted into the 
swirl which is the record’s totality. 
This is the sort of album which 
sounds finer each time it is played. 
Traffic is really moving again. •

Flowers Of Evil—Mountain (Windfall)
Those who contend that Moun

tain is the top American rock band 
have their strongest ammunition 
yet in this blistering set. Once 
again Felix Pappalardi—fast be
coming the producers’ producer of 
rock—has elicited a heads-on, no- 
punches-pulled barrage of sound 
from fellow Mountaineers Leslie 
West, Corky Laing and Steve 
Knight, but this time there is an 
added bonus in the form of an en
tire side recorded live at the Fill
more East. For sheer freakiness you 
can’t do much better than the as
tral sounds which assault you on 
the seven minute “Pride And Pas
sion.” For poetry enclosed in a 
tightly arranged packet, try "One 
Last Cold Kiss.” which should take 
its place beside classics su^h as 
"Theme For An Imaginary West
ern." For a 
sample the

bit of recent nostalgia, 
live version of "Mis-
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garbage. The two outstanding 
tracks could be “The Radio Song” 
and “Miss Libertine.” (By the way. 
Buzzy Linhart does the vocals on 
The Radio song). However, even 
these cuts are screwed by crummy 
Pink Floyd elements, done without 
the substance that manages to keep 
the Floyd’s music together.

The second side is far better. 
However, on the whole they are try
ing too hard.

Though this album is hardly 
comparable to Zephyr’s first effort, 
and though the group has almost 
completely broken away from the 
blues, the new LP is enjoyable after 
you’ve listened to it at least four 
times. Buy it for the new Zeph
yr—don’t buy it for the old Zephyr. 
Sorry this isn’t one new group on 
the rise to super-stardom, but they 
should be.

One fine day I strode into my lo
cal Bambergers store with the in
tent of looking for an album. I was 
set to buy the new Santana release, 
but I was looking through their 
records when I found Zephyr’s lat
est. I was attracted by its strikingly 
beautiful cover so I bought it.

I had purchased Zephyr’s first al
bum {Zephyr, Probe) from a rack of 
leftovers for 59c. On the first listen, 
I loved it. Its contents contained 
some raggedy jams in between 
songs of constantly changing, com
plex melodies and rhythms with 
sneaky organs, intertwining bass 
lines, well-placed guitar riffs and 
above all fantastic vocals which 
clashed, soothed, pleaded, de
manded. and pitied. The band is 
sort of on a par with Big Broth
er—sloppy, but perfectly suited to 
Candy Givers vocals.

I have placed Miss Givers among 
my favorite vocalists. I feel she has 
been a victim of what is known as 
“Janis Joplinitis.” Today you’ll 
find many critics accusing a lot of 
female vocalists of ripping off 
Janis’ style. This is quite true. 
However, among those also accused 
of being imitators are Grace Slick. 
Ruth Copeland and Genya Ravan. 
This is wrong, since each performer 
has a style quite her own. (Grace 
was around before Janis anyway). 
Now Candy Givers is trying to 
avoid the Joplin image. This is sad, 
on her latest release, she refrains 
from using that gutsy voice, and re
places its raw beauty with cheap 
studio gimmicks, muddles of sound 
and an absence of creativity.

Complex rhythms and ever
changing pace accompany basic 
melodies and simplicity, but the 
finished product remains sloppy 
and undesirable. So Zephyr be
comes a victim of the critics’ claws, 
and abandons the emotion, ex
citement and tenseness instilled in 
their previous album.

Zephyr’s latest is also quite plas
tic. The band is trying to show its 
versatility by the use of flutes, syn
thesizers. vibes, etc. But the only 
additional instrument that adds to 
the music’s quality is the saxo
phone. There has also been a 
change in personnel. Bobbie Berge 
has replaced Robbie Chamberlain 
on drums.

The second side is far better than 
the first. Side one contains cheap 
gimmicks and over-complication 
that slowly turns into muddles of

what I believe is the most exciting 
“live” album ever recorded!

Recorded at Newcastle City 
Hall. March 26. 1971, the song 
“Promenade” opens an eventful 
evening with three great musicians. 
The songs are blended so well into 
each other that you may think 
there is only one song to each side. 
But if you listen closely, a few fa
vorites come through the well-built 
maze of melody—such as “The 
Sage,” “The Curse of Baba Yaga.” 
and more! This album proves that 
Emerson. Lake & Palmer can do 
material in the studio, play it live, 
and have it sound just as good if not 
better than the studio album!

At the end of the LP the group 
comes back for an encore by asking 
“You wanna hear more music?” 
which triggers an ear shattering, en
thusiastic “Yeah!” Then they fly 
into “Nutrocker” written by Kim 
Fowly and arranged by the group!

Myke Is Coming 
Kenosha. Wisconsin
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Jon Anderson: He writes the words, but 
can he tell you what they mean?
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Englishmen, and the sophisticated 
accent of a native Londoner. But 
both were self-taught musicians, 
both were into rock and roll, both 
had a leaning toward classical mu
sic, and before long, both were 
working together to organize a 
five-member group.

According to Bill Bruford, who 
got a phone call to join the group 
after he’d advertised his drumming 
abilities in one of the music papers, 
“We got together in a basement. 
Jon Anderson organized it basical
ly. He said, ‘If we’re ever going to 
get out of this basement, we’ve got 
to do something different,’ and I 
thought ‘right on,’ ’yeah!’

The “something different’’ was a 
rebellion against undiluted heavy 
rock. “There’s definitely two kinds 
of music,’’ explained Chris Squire

Yes -.Weaving The Fragile Web
The upheavals that changed 

the course of Yes’ fourth album.
\ A idway through the studio 
-LVjL sessions destined to produce 
the new album Fragile (Atlantic), 
Yes was hit by an upheaval violent 
enough to shake all other news off 
the front page of Britain’s biggest 
music paper. Tony Kaye, the 
group’s organist and one of its 
founding members, had been asked 
to leave. At the same time, rangy 
blond organist Rick Wakeman had 
been wrenched out of a well-known 
folk-rock group called the Strawbs 
and suddenly placed in Yes’s va
cant keyboard slot.

American ferment: Behind the 
sudden shakeup in the group was 
an upheaval of a different kind. Af
ter two years on the stony road to 
nowhere. Yes had finally kindled 
the enthisiasm of the public. The 
Yes Album had risen to the number 
one slot in the British charts for 
over four weeks, then continued to 
hover near the top for another half 
year.

Perhaps that, in itself, would not 
have been enough to shake the 
group. But eventually The Yes Al
bum began to break a market five 
times the size of England—the 
United States. And when Yes 
toured the States with Jethro Tull 
last summer, they realized just how 
great the potential for success was.

Yes had always been a hard
working group, but the possibility 
of conquering the American public 
made them even more ambitious. 
After gigs, Chris Squire, Steve 
Howe and Jon Anderson would ig
nore the groupies and go back to 
their hotel, where they’d spend the 
night working up fresh numbers. 
Tony Kaye couldn’t take it. “I like 
to go out and meet people after a 
gig,’’ he says.

Heart of the Sunrise: Kaye’s atti
tude began to drag the group down 
when they went into the studio to 
record Fragile. They began search
ing for what one member called “a 
more colorful sound;’’ and Tony 
Kaye wasn’t helping them find it. 
"They wanted me to play Moog 
and Mellotron,” complained Kaye, 
who preferred to “plonk chords on 
his organ” (as Yes’ embittered 
drummer put it).

But the impatient mood of the 
group was just right for Rick e" 
man, who entered the studio anx
ious to play organ, Moog, and e- 
lotron. plus the electric piano.
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one morning over a breakfast of ba
con and eggs. “There’s body music 
and mind music, and we wanted to 
combine the t’.vu.

The blend: “It was a hard road to 
follow. People wanted Crosby, 
Stills, Nash & Young with light 
backing. Or they wanted Grand 
Funk Railroad with little melody. 
They weren’t ready for the best of 
both at once.’’

Ironically, the new group got a 
boost from the heaviest of the heav
ies it was rebelling against—Cream. 
Yes was only a few months old 
when they were invited to join 
Clapton, Bruce and Baker on their 
farewell tour of England.

But despite the exposure brought 
by that first tour, Yes had a lot of 
climbing to do before it could get to

were working on ‘Heart of the Sun
rise’ with Tony Kaye and it just 
wasn’t working out,’’ says guitarist 
Steve Howe, “but when we got 
Rick in, we finished it in about 
three days.’’

When “Heart of the Sunrise’’ 
was completed Steve Howe was ec
static. It was, he says, the best at
tempt at a complex structure the 
band had ever made. Even superior 
to “Yours Is No Disgrace.’’ Knit to
gether in its intricate framework 
were answering dialogues, inner 
conversations between drums, or
gan, bass and lead guitar, and 
sharp changes of mood which 
ranged from the frantic movement 
of spiralling chords to the smooth, 
satiny feel of a church choir float
ing over the other instruments.

Rick Wakeman was even more 
impressed. He felt that Yes was 
helping create an entirely new mu
sical form. “We are moving into 
what I can only describe as orches
tral rock,’’ he says. “You’ve had the 
heavy bands such as Cream and 
The Who. Now we are trying to 
move on one stage further.’’

What’s the difference between or
chestral rock and heavy rock? For 
one thing, adrenaline bursts of 
on-the-spot improvisation are re
placed by musical blueprints drawn 
in advance. “Every bar is thought 
out when the song is formulated,’’ 
explains Rick. “Once the whole 
thing is together, you can play it as 
you feel it, but there is a solid back
bone and arrangement to work 
from.” The result, says Wakeman, 
can be awe-inspiring. The musical 
power generated when one player 
gets a solo now comes from five 
men at once: “You know, Steve 
(Howe) will get a really fast riff, 
and instead of just the guitar taking 
it, we’re putting it out together. It’s 
frighteningly impossible.’’

Back to ’68: Wakeman may not 
realize it, but the group he’s just 
joined has been rebelling against 
heavy rock and groping toward a 
more “orchestral’’ sound ever since 
its beginnings. In 1968, Jon Ander
son and Chris Squire bumped into 
each other in a London bar. In 
many ways, the two were very dif
ferent. Jon was short, with a friend
ly, open flat face and the accent of 
a Lancashire working man. Chris 
was tall, with the slightly non-de
script face common to so many



mind music.Chris Squire: "There’s body music and 
We wanted to combine the two."

MUSIC
come and go in the band. It never 
ceases to amaze me that we are still 
here and we’re all playing at the 
same time and that some of us have 
been for three and a half years.”

Weirdness: As for Yes’s sound. 
Bill Bruford can’t figure out what 
makes it so unique. ‘‘We are differ
ent, and I can’t understand why. 
We use basically the same in
struments and the same sort of am
plification, but when the five of us 
play, it doesn’t sound like Humble 
Pie. for example, in any respect. We 
sound strange. We even overhear 
lighting men, stage hands and man
agers saying it’s strange—and I 
love that.”

The strangeness comes partly 
from the group’s infatuation with 
classical music. Jon Anderson may 
be from “very solid working class”

Yes: They were trying to weave the complexities of a classical symphony 
into their album when the pressures put a crack in the group.

had been doing live.
Then came a tour in England 

and Europe with Iron Butterfly, 
and that, according to Bill Bruford. 
“really kicked the album off in 
England.”

And finally, while The Yes Al
bum was still soaring on the British 
and American charts, the group 
went into the studio to do a fourth 
LP, only to run into the hassle of 
having to eject Tony Kaye and 
adopt Rick Wakeman.

The name of the album that 
emerged — Fragile — was like a 
monument erected to remind the 
group of how frail and easily broken 
a musical partnership can be. “It 
came,” says Bill Bruford, “out of 
talking at a rehearsal one day 
about Tony and the people that

the top. Their first album was poor
ly produced, so it went nowhere. 
Then came a barrage of manage
ment hassles.

It was a grim time to do a second 
LP. Jon Anderson was miserable 
and uncertain about the future of 
the group, so he retreated to his 
house and wrote songs while sitting 
alone with a tape recorder. “We 
just sort of came along and record
ed them,” says Chris Squire. The 
result, as you can imagine, was 
none too thrilling.

Borrowing from ELP: When the 
time came for The Yes Alburn, the 
group was at last able to latch on 
to a producer who could understand 
what they were trying to do—Eddie 
Offord. the producer engineer be
hind ELP. The album was the first 
to reflect the kind of music that Yes

folks, and he may have dropped out 
of school at the age of fifteen, but 
his conversation is still peppered 
with the names of classical com
posers like Sibelius, Tchaikovsky, 
and Stravinsky.

Chris, too. has long been into the 
classical bag. “I was in the St. 
Paul’s choir in London.” he ex
plains. “and I took up the bass be
cause the bass line in Bach always 
fascinated me. You know Jack 
Bruce is really into Bach.”

In classical music the themes 
— the melody lines—are always 
there, but you have to search to find 
them. Threads of notes snake to 
the surface, then seemingly dis
appear. only to be found weaving 
their way through some other me
lodic pattern while waiting for a
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chance to reappear again. Often 
they return to the surface dressed in 
strange disguises, with their in
strumentation changed, their tim-

Bill Bruford: A tour with Iron Butterfly 
kicked The Yes Album off.

13

work is dominated by one theme 
that is taken apart, rebuilt, and 
reshaped from the time it appears 
until the end.

The white queen: The classical 
structure would be enough to make 
Yes’s music different from the mu
sic of Humble Pie. but the words 
Jon Anderson writes do even more

to give the songs a surrealistically 
strange effect. Jon tantalizes you 
with a seemingly straight-forward, 
albeit poetic, line like “Take a 
straighter, stronger course to the 
corner of your life.” He follows that 
with an image which seems as if it, 
too. could make sense (“Make the 
white queen run so fast she hasn’t

in reverse.
Eight minute symphonies: “When 

_ I first listened to Stravinsky,” Jon 
■q. Anderson admits in his working 

man’s brogue, “I just couldn’t 
make head or tail of where he was 
going.” But apparently Jon glued 
his mind to the music until he could 
follow it, and found the effort re
warding.

“Most of the music, you’ve got to 
really get involved in,” Jon empha
sizes. “You’ve got to listen to it so 
many times before you grab all of

"g

1
S ing warped, and even entire strings 
o of notes turned around and played

g

the meaning.” Once you’ve suc
ceeded, though, “there is so much 
more emotion, it can take you so 
much further, and there is so much 
more to get into.”

Jon is trying to weave music so 
rich in texture that his audiences 
are forced to listen as closely as 
they would to a symphony. And 
he’d ultimately like to be doing 
pieces of symphonic length.

But for the moment. Yes’s love of 
classical music is showing up in 
eight-minute pieces instead of 
hour-and-a-half long tracks. Long 
Distance Runaround,” the flip side 
of the single from Fragile, is a good 
example. Though the arrangement 
seems almost stripped down, tne
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New member Rick Wakeman: Burst into the 
group burning with Brahms fever.

pot time to make you a wife”). 
Then he totally throws you off the 
track with a set of lines that are 
close to nonsense (“Cause his time 
is time in time with your time And 
his news is captured for the queen 
to use”).

“They’re totally personal . . . 
and just a little bit far out,” says 
Steve Howe with a twinkle in his 
eye when he tells you why Jon’s 
lyrics are perfect for the group. But 
Steve doesn’t explain why the lyr
ics are so puzzling. For that ex
planation, you have to turn to mad 
scientist Jon Anderson himself.

What does it mean: When he’s 
talking about his words, Jon is just 
as elusive as the lyrics themselves. 
“I just write the words to sound

and will admit there is some sense 
to his songs. “Perpetual Change,” 
one of the most involved cuts on 
The Yes Album, turns out to be 
something he wrote “when we were 
in Devon rehearsing The Yes Al
bum. ” It also turns out to be a song 
with a serious message. “Nature 
was all around us, and it was amaz
ing. It was a very beautiful valley, 
and the thing that sparked the song 
was the moon walking and all that 
kind of thing. And at the same time 
there was the Pakistani disaster— 
the floods—remember the floods?”

Save the planet: "I was relating to 
the fact that we zoom up to the 
moon and start thinking about 
Mars and the rest of the planets 
when our own environment is get-

Former member Tony Kaye: They wanted 
him to play Mellotron and Moog, 

but he preferred to "plonk
chords on his organ."

ting so fouled up anyway that it 
seems obvious that we should re
late more to the planet we’re on 
and develop it better. Like, the one 
thing that sparked me off was the 
fact that when they’d been to the 
moon the first thing they did was 
send something back to blow it up 
to see how thick it was, which is all 
very scientific, I suppose; but okay, 
you knock the moon off its axis and 
you’re going to mess up the world.”

And there you are
Saying we have the moon 
So now the stars 
When all you see 
Is near disaster
Gazing down at you and me 
And there you're standing

MUSIC
Saying we have the whole world 
in our hand
When will you see
Deep inside the world’s con
trolling you and me?
Jon is completely sincere when 

he says, “I don’t think of myself as 
a poet,” but he’s also completely 
wrong—he is a poet.

Zen moondog: “We Have Heav
en,’’ the cut which follows “Round
about” on the new album, is filled 
with enough meaning to satisfy a 
student of Zen. The basic words, 
says Jon, are “Tell the moondog, 
tell the marcher/We have heaven,” 
and the last line is “Be like heav
en.” As Jon was overdubbing the 
many layers of vocal tracks, he 
“started adding things I’d had in 
mind for a long time. Like ‘Tell the 
man to look around/ He is here/ 
Here is here.' ” This is no random
ly thrown together nonsense. The 
idea, admits Jon, is “that heaven is 
in your body. You’re in your ve
hicle.”

What can you expect from Yes in 
the future? The flying webs of har
mony and teeming images should 
get even more complex, even longer, 
and even more intricately struc
tured.

Right now Yes’s songs are like a 
house built by one man, but deco
rated by each of the musicians who 
live in it. Jon writes the lyrics and 
the framework of the songs, then 
the other members of the group 
throw in extra verses, bridges, in
troductions and instrumental pas
sages. The group has found that 
this is the best way to put every
one’s creativity together in one 
unit; but the fact that Jon is the ar
chitect and the others just interior 
designers is sometimes frustrating. 
“Everyone, even Rick Wakeman, 
goes home and writes lyrics in se
cret,” says Steve Howe.

The next album: To get the solo 
itch out of their systems. Yes in
cluded a “special goodie” from 
each of the group members on Frag
ile. Rick Wakeman, for example, 
presented a little spoof on the or
nate majesty of Brahms by playing 
orchestral lines on five keyboards 
at'once. (He doesn’t actually play 
-|hem simultaneously—he achieves 
the effect by overdubbing.) And 
Chris Squire contributed a musical 
picture of a fish undulating through 
watet.

But that experiment is over: Yes 
expects its next album to be a group 
effort all the way through. And if 
they keep moving tow’ard their 
goals, they may succeed in teaching 
those of us who get our musical 
kicks from the gut-rhythm of hard 
rock how to follow the airy undula
tions of a restless melodic theme. •

by Anne Tan and Howard Bloom

good.” he says, trying to give you 
the idea that he doesn’t really have 
a meaning in mind when he writes.

Then he continues to imply that 
his words are just elaborate non
sense by telling you a story. It 
seems a reporter on the Coast came 
up and asked him about “Your 
Move,” the song about the white 
queen on the chess board. Do you 
play chess,” asked the newsman, to 
which Jon answered, “No, actually 
I play checkers.” The result the 
reporter went off shaking his head, 
his concept of Jon Anderson, 
serious chess player shot to pieces.

It’s only when you’ve talked to 
Anderson for a long time that he 11 
stop pulling the wool over your eyes



“Come And Get It” 
A group with the unlikely name of 
"Badfinger” recorded it. and the 
public decreed it good. Badfinger 
were the “Come And Get It boys," 
they had recognition and the joys of 
a world-wide hit single; and the 
‘Iveys’ were never heard from 
again. Badfinger’s association with 
Paul McCartney was nearly as 
fleeting as the sentiment in “Come 
And Get It.” After the three songs 
the group recorded for “The Magic 
Christian,” Paul stopped working 
with the band completely. “Actual
ly,” Mike Gibbins admitted, “our 
ideas were very juvenile and 
McCartney’s experience gave us the 
push that we needed.”

“No Matter What,” the group’s

ishment for the famished ear, espe
cially the ear that’s been starving 
for something Liverpuddlian.

From whence they came: Badfi
nger devotees will argue about the 
Liverpool influences on, in and 
around the group. After all, they’ll 
tell us. only two members of the 
band (Tom Evans, guitar and voc
als; and Joey Molland, bass guitar 
and vocals) are from Liverpool.

I remember finding out about you 
Every day my mind is all around 
you
Looking out from my lonely room 
Day after day
Bring it home baby make it soon 
I'll give my love to you

“Day After Day” (Pete Flam) 
This isn’t to say that the music is 
bad. In fact, the sound is nour-

productions include “Day After 
Day,” the single which became a 
chart favorite within days of its re
lease. The vocal on that track has 
the satisfying feeling that used to 
be achieved when a Paul Mc
Cartney track would sneak in 
between two Lennon cuts. Other 
Harrison products include “suit
case,” “I'd Die Babe” and “Name 
Of The Game.” All four songs have 
a Beatle feel ... in fact, the entire 
album has it. If you want to prove 
this to yourself play “Sometimes,” 
a track by Badfinger’s Joey Mol
land, and follow it with the Beatles 
“She’s A Woman.” If you’re still 
not certain, take Paul McCartney’s 
“Every Night” and follow that 
with “Day After Day”:

which is quite true. Mike Gibbons 
(drums) and Pete Ham (guitar voc
als) are from Swansea. South 
Wales.

However, six years ago, in Liver
pool Pete Ham, Tom Evans, Mike 
Gibbons and Ron Griffith (soon re
placed by Joey Molland) were The 
Iveys. The Iveys had the dis
tinction of being the last resident 
group at the Cavern Club (where 
the Beatles got their start) to 
emerge and make names for them
selves. In 1968, in the first harvest 
of Apple releases, a stunning record 
called “Maybe Tomorrow” was is
sued:

Listen to a lonely sound
See the gray and sadness all 
around
See the people go their way
Care not of me and love I've lost 
today . . .
Maybe tomorrow I will love 
again
I'll never know until I've looked 
into her eyes
Maybe tomorrow I will love 
again
I'll never know until I’ve seen her 
once or twice.

“Maybe Tomorrow” 
The Iveys (Tom Evans) 

Written and sung by Tom Evans, 
the little one with the thickest 
Scouse (that’s British slang for Liv- 
erpoolesque) accent and the Mer- 
seybeat personality, it was a mem
orable if not particularly successful 
release.

A lift from Paul: A year passed 
and not a word was said about The 
Iveys. Then Ringo went in to film 
The Magic Christians, and Paul 
McCartney wrote this song for the 
film:

If you want it, here it is come and 
get it
Make your mind up fast
If you want it anytime I can give 
it
But you better hurry cause it may 
not last.

to sever the connection.
Their latest album. Straight Up 

(on Apple), goes straight bac,k • • • 
to Beatle-like sounds. Though most 
of the album was produced by -Todd 
••Runt” Rundgren, ex-member of 
the Nazz. the stand-out. tracks dis
tinctly scream ‘Apple-product. 
THs is not surprising when you

1S., , they were produced 
consider t . -phe Harrison 
by George Harrison. 

A through the summer I want- 
Xi ed to be an engine driver but 
after the rain I wanted to be a 
Beatle,’’ a Liverpool poet once 
quipped. The only group that’s 
come close to that youthful poet's 
dream is Badfinger.

Badfinger is the last living rem
nant of the Liverpool rock gener
ation—the generation that pro
duced John, George. Paul and 
Ringo. This doesn’t make them re
actionary; it just gives them a cer
tain flavor. The flavor smacks of 
smoke, factories, and working-class 
guts. All things that are gone now 
from the rock world. And though 
it’s true that tinges of these tastes 
still creep into the present works of 
the four ex-Beatles, the “Liverpool 
sound" only remains intact in the 
reality of Badfinger.

The tie with the past: Badfinger 
doesn’t want to live in the shadow 
of the Beatles any longer, but 
they’re going to have to change 
their voices, their guitar techniques 
(often augmented by Harrison) and 
their onstage presence (which is as 
close to the Cavern Club as most of 
us will ever get) if they really want

by Janis SchachtBadfinger: If you 
don’t believe that 
they’re following in 
the Beatles' 
footsteps, play 
Joey Molland’s 
"Day After Day,” j 
then listen to J 
Paul McCartney’s Al 
"Every Night.”
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room. Then the whispering started 
at the door. “Harrison,” “It’s 
George Harrison,” “Hey someone 
just said George Harrison’s walked 
in” ... all the blase'reporters sur
ged forward to shake his hand, to 
gawk, to get his picture, to get into 
other people’s pictures. The quiet 
was suddenly transformed to an al
most carnival atmosphere. George 
and Patti Harrison were ushered to 
a front table, where all eyes re
mained riveted until the Beatle gui
tarist rose from his seat and walked 
onto the stage. There stood George

They long to escape from the Beatles' 
shadow. But they're going to have to 

make a lot of changes to sever the connection

second single as Badfinger, was 
just as much a monster smash as 
“Come And Get It.” Produced by 
ex-road manager for the Beatles 
Mai Evans, the sound was a little 
more definitive and original than 
“Come And Get It.” Written by 
Pete Ham, the lyrics were just as 
harmless as all the other material 
which is distinctly Badfinger’s:

No matter what you are
I will always be with you
Doesn 't matter what you do girl 
(Jo girl want you . . .
Knock down the old gray wall

Harrison—a distant idol now un
believably brought within touching 
distance—saying, “Hello every
body, thank you for coming tonight. 
We’d like to have you welcome one 
of Apple’s bands: BADFINGER!” 
Then he melted back into his seat. 
For a while, most people watched 
George Harrison watch Badfinger. 
then everyone noticed how good 
Badfinger were—good enough to 
draw attention away from a former 
Beatle.
Badfinger live: Onstage. Badfinger 
have all the charm, warmth and 
personality that was the magic of 
the old school. (“Beautiful boys 
with bright red guitars in the 
spaces in-between the stars" as an
other Liverpool poet once said.) 
Most of the time. Pete Ham is the 
lead singer, with Tom Evans and 
Joey Molland joining in on the 
harmonies. When Pete opens his 
mouth to sing, what comes out is 
pure old-fashioned talent ... a 
warm McCartney-type voice. When 
the three sing together, the sound is 
naive, lovely good-time music. 
There is no message in the lyrics, 
but there’s a message in the atmos

phere that the music creates. It 
says “be happy,” and everyone is. 
the effect is just that positive.

When Joey Molland takes the 
lead, the brand of music changes a 
little. Joey sings “Rock Of All 
Ages” and “Love Me Do” (from the 
No Dice album). The result is hard
er .. . the lyrics fade away and the 
beat takes over. Joey Molland is a 
Liverpudlian with open good looks 
and a distinctive style . . . the ef
fect is Lennonesque. the other side 
of Mersey music.

Working with the ”fab four”: John 
Lennon, Paul McCartney, George 
Harrison and Ringo Starr have all 
done more than their share in mak
ing sure that Badfinger get a fair 
shake at success.

On John Lennon’s Imagine al
bum (Apple), Joey Molland and 
Tom Evans (listed as Joey and 
Tommy Badfinger) were brought in 
to play guitar for “I Don’t Want To 
Be A Soldier.”

George Harrison, the group’s true 
patron saint, has really done a good 
deal to spread the word about Bad
finger. First, by turning up at their 
press party, then by using them 
whenever possible. On Harrison’s 
solo album All Things Must Pass 
(Apple) they were used as backup 
musicians. Most recently. Badfi
nger played at the benefit for Bang- 
la Desh. Pete Ham was brought up 
front and center to back George on 
acoustic guitar while he sang “Here 
Comes The Sun.” (Pete is so proud 
of the moment that he ranks it as 
one of his most thrilling ex
periences.) The latest notch on the 
neck of Ham’s guitar is his work 
with yet another Beatle —Ringo 
—on his latest album. Blind Man.

Shades of Hard Day’s Night: Like 
the inseparable heroes of the Beat
les’ first film, all members of Bad
finger live together in one huge 
house in the Golder’s Green section 
of London. Everyone in the Badfi
nger “family” lives there: Tom, 
Joey. Pete. Mike and his wife. Bill 
Collins — the group’s manager, 
roadies . . . the lot! This is one of 
the things that keep them such a 
strongly knit unit . . .and to stitch 
things even tighter they’ve just 
bought a castle in Gloucestershire.

Have you seen Badfinger stand
ing in the shadows? They are doing 
very well there.

There is no real perfection 
There'll be no perfect day 
Just love is our connection 
The truth is what we say 
There's no good revolution 
Just power changing hands 
There is no straight solution 
Except to understand.

“Perfection” 
(Pete Ham . . . from Straight Up)

Be a part of it all
Nothing to say, nothing to see, 
nothing to,do . . .

The success of “No Matter What" 
and the release of the group’s sec
ond album. No Dice (Apple), lead to 
a sudden swell of interest in the 
band and they were swept off to 
America.

George disrupts the party: Last 
year’s most impressive press party 
might easily have been the one giv
en for Badfinger. It wasn’t the food, 
which was meager. It wasn't the 
press turn-out, which was fairly 
small, or the location — a club 
which held less than four hundred 
people. It was the master of cere
monies that made the evening an 
historical event.

A knot of unsuspecting journal
ists had been standing around gos
siping with Badfinger. Talking 
about London and Liverpool, about 
old friends and new ones . . . but 
no one had mentioned that there 
was to be a rather special guest 
that evening. Tom, Joey, Pete and 
Mike disappeared backstage to pre
pare for their set, and no sooner had 
they gone than a hush filled the
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write a solid gold hit.
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McCartney 
On Wings 
And Apples

"I’m being kept in Apple for my ’own good,’ and they’re 
giving me lollipops. I don’t want lollipops."

I
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“I know I’m good, 
says Paul.

“If I’m in the right 
mood, I can

ne of the members of Wings 
VV has been through the hassles of 
being in a media group and all that 
goes with it: flash bulbs and inter
views, screamers and critics, the 
trouble, the strife, the lack of pri
vacy.

That was Paul McCartney, of 
course, and the band were the Beat
les.

Now McCartney has successfully 
gained a new band, Wings, as well 
as gaining privacy and freedom, 
both for himself and the group. His 
only hang-up now revolves round 
the band he loved—the Beatles.

Wings have successfully and 
quite deliberately manipulated 
publicity that any band needs, to 
work just the way they want to.

At the “do” for Wings in Lon
don’s Majestic Ballroom, security 
was so tight that guests carrying 
bags big enough to carry even a box 
Brownie camera had them con
fiscated until after the ball.

So when a call comes through 
from the McCartney Press Office 
saying that Paul and Wings would 
like you to listen to their latest al
bum and will be available for inter
views afterwards at EMI Abbey 
Road Studios, probably the best 
known recording studios in the 
world, it sounds like a royal com
mand.

Mild Uproar: However, that feel
ing was dispelled when meeting 
Paul and the rest of Wings: Denny 
Seiwell (drums, vocals), Denny 
Laine (guitar, bass, vocals), Linda 
McCartney (keyboards, vocals), not 
to mention P. McCartney (bass, 
guitar, repeat bass, guitar and vo
cals). They're obviously a band 
pleased to be working together and 
who give a friendly welcome to 
all-comers.
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’’The farm is Just right for me. 
It never ceased to amaze 
me that I putseeds in the 
ground, the sun shines 
at the right time, 
then something grows 
and you can eat it.”
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After listening to the album, 
Paul sits on the control board of 
Studio 2, Abbey Road, wearing 
baggy trousers, baseball boots, 
sweater tucked into the top of his 
trousers with suspenders over the 
top and says: “Ask questions.”

Calypso currents: You know you 
are there to talk about the album 
but the questions the world has 
been desperate to get answers to 
keep springing to mind. But you 
keep on the track. I mention that 
there is a distinct calypso beat to 
“Love Is Strange.”

Linda gets in first: “It didn’t 
start out to be ‘Love Is Strange.’ It 
started as an instrumental and 
when we listened to it that song 
came to mind.”

Paul adds that they love Reggae, 
the blend of calypso, jazz and rock 
that’s been coming on strong in 
Britain. I suggest it might be a bit 
limiting to a band adopting that 
beat. There is mild uproar amongst 
the band and Paul protests: “Of 
course not, Reggae is the newest 
and best beat around. There is 
more possibilities with Reggae 
than anything at the moment.”

He leaps off the control table and 
does a quick demonstration of al
ternative beats. “Just ask any band 
to play you a Reggae tune and that 
really sorts out the musicians.”

Screams and violins: Side one of 
the album is all rocking tracks 
while side two contains the slower 
melodic McCartney. “That’s 
right,” he says. “When people put 
on an album at a dance or a party, 
they’re just getting into the mood 
with a rocking track then on the 
second the violins creep in and . . . 
(he does a short, horrific version of 
‘Yesterday’) ... it ruins the mood. 
So we’ve kept the moods separate.

“I wanted the whole album to be 
loose and free, so that everyone 
could get into it. Things like ‘Mum
bo’ which scream a bit and have 
only ‘Mumbo’ as lyrics may offend 
a few old ladies, but generally it’s 
got something for everyone."

Fourteen days: The looseness is 
confirmed by Tony Clark, who 
worked as balance engineer on the 
sessions. He says: “The album was 
done over two weeks with most of 
the songs being done on first and 
second takes. The whole idea was 
to get a live feel.”

“After the criticism of Mc
Cartney I put so much into Ram 
to try and please myself and the 
critics. With Wings I don’t care if 
people don’t like it. ... I like it,” 
says Paul.

“I’ve got an awful lot to live up
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"I have some money now, so that I’d 
like to sit back and enjoy it.”

I was sold. He’s also technically a 
good drummer, and has a bass 
voice.”

And Denny Laine?
Denny’s voice: “I loved Denny 

Laine’s voice on ‘Go Now’ and I ad
mire his guitar playing, so I asked 
him if he’d care to join us. He said 
‘yes’.”

Denny Laine: “I loved it because 
it was all so simple.”

Paul: “Then we went into the 
studios and asked Tony Clark (the 
engineer) to keep it flat and funky."

Will Wings be going on the road?
‘‘Yes we’ll go on the road, it may 

be next year, it may be two years 
time, but it could be next week. But 
we’d just do it if and when we feel 
like it. There would be no tour. No 
announcement that Wings would be 
starting a tour at Slough Civic Hall 
on such and such a date.

“I’d just like to turn up and play 
unannounced. I’d even like to bill 
ourselves as something else like 
‘Ricky and the Redstreaks.’ We 
don’t want to be a media group, we 
don’t want our faces turning up on 
posters, papers or knickers.

II

to. that’s the problem. But I know 
I’m good. If I’m in the right mood I 
can write a solid gold hit.”

Lennon: The subject of John’s 
Imagine is broached; "I liked the 
‘Imagine’ track very much.” And 
the rest of the album?

“Oh, I listened to it,” he smiles, 
“just to see if there’s anything I can 
pinch.” Then seriously Paul adds: 
“The album was John doing what 
he does best.”

But what about “How Do You 
Sleep?”

“If he was going to do me, he 
should have done me properly. I 
mean in ‘How Do You Sleep' he 
says ‘You live with straights who 
tell you you was king.’ Of course I 
live with straights, half the world is 
straight. I don’t want my kids to be 
surrounded by hobnail boots.”

I venture to ask if “Some People 
Never Know”—the first track on 
side two of the album—was not a 
reply to John’s track.

“The album was completed be
fore John’s album came out,” he 
says with an air of finality that 
should end speculation on the sub
ject before it begins.

Plastic Ono impulse: Are there 
any songs which reply to John? “I 
don’t write anything consciously. 
Sometimes when I’m pissed off 
with John over the Apple business 
a line might creep in. I suppose 
when I wrote ‘Too many people 
preaching practices/Don’t let them 
tell you what you want to be’ was 
at him. If there’s anything on this 
album ‘Dear Friend’ is the nearest 
thing to that.”

How did the band get together?
"I had the idea for forming a 

band after John left the Beatles 
and formed the Plastic Ono Band.

“Even if it was a country-n- 
westem band. I just wanted a band 
so I could get out there and sing.

Denny Seiwell: “When we were in 
New York to do ‘Ram’ I held audi
tions for a drummer. It was embar
rassing. I’ve never auditioned any
one before.

“I hired a depressing basement 
with a tatty drum-kit in it. I’d audi
tioned quite a few drummers, then 
Denny walked in.”

He looks at Denny Seiwell and 
smiles.

“Apart from anything else he 
was a lot younger than the others. 
Some drummers just couldn’t play 
in there.” He puts on a hip voice, 
“ ‘Sorry man I can’t get it on!’ I 
asked them all to do a simple 
rock-n-roll beat. Most of the drum
mers would reach for the high-hat 
when I led them in.

“Denny, unlike the others, went 
straight for the tom-toms and with
in seconds the room began to throb.
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Apple smash: The subject creeps 
back to the Apple business.

“I’ve got to keep fighting,” says 
Paul. “It’s like having my shoulder 
against a volcano. I’ve got to keep 
pushing, either that or I lie back 
and let the lava overtake me.

“I phoned John the other day to 
ask him if I could leave the Beat
les. I told him about the set-up as I 
see it. I tried to tell him that I 
thought I was right about this 
thing. He said: You always think 
you’re right.’

“I just want the four of us to get 
together, write on a piece of paper 
that we want to dissolve the part

nership, then hand it to Klein. 
That’s all there is to it. They could 
then wind up the business and di
vide the money four ways. No one 
else need be there, not Linda. Yoko 
or Klein.

“The Apple situation is like the 
Common Market. The Government 
has decided that the people should 
go into the market, but they don’t 
give a damn what the people say. 
I’m being kept in Apple for my 
‘own good,’ and they’re giving me 
lollipops. I don’t want lolli
pops—just my quarter of what 
we’ve earned over the past ten 
years.

No hiding: “I haven’t received 
any money for the ‘McCartney’ al
bum nor ‘Ram,’ and I don’t expect 
any money for ‘Wings’.”

He pauses, and looks a bit regret
ful, and you realize that it is some
thing that has been gnawing away 
at him for a long time now.

“I don’t really want to go into all 
this,” he continues, with a little 
less force, ‘‘but if I don’t say any
thing, I get press by default. If I 
don’t say anything they think I’m 
hiding something.

“I suppose I’m like the Upper 
Clyde Shipbuilders. The workers 
realized it was them who were put
ting the work in, they were making 
the ships and so they should get 
some of the money.”

I ask why no McCartney at 
George’s benefit:

‘‘I didn’t play on George’s Bang- 
la Desh concert because if I’d 
turned up and John had turned up 
then the headlines round the world 
would have screamed ‘The Beatles 
Are Together Again.’ Quite frankly 
I didn’t fancy playing there any
way.”

Dirty business: The subject brings 
him round to Apple again and his 
relationship with Allen Klein: 
“When I first met Klein—when we 
all met Klein—he said: You want 
Northern Songs? I’ll buy it for you 
and give it to you.’ I must admit I 
thought we were on to a good thing. 
I thought ‘here’s a man that wants 
to be associated with the Beatles so 
much that he’s prepared to go to 
those lengths’.” He continues on 
the subject of song publishing.

“What some songwriters don’t 
realize is that when they go to a 
song publisher and say: I’d like 
you to publish my songs,’ the guy 
says ‘sure, sign here,’ and you could 
sign away your copyright. The 
writer might then get a mere pit
tance. The publisher gets the cop
yright royalties. A song like ‘Yes
terday,’ which I wrote, arranged 
and played, none of the other Beat
les were on it. the copyright doesn’t 
revert back to me.”
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Linda’s rock 'n roll: I ask if there’s 
a possibility Linda will be writing 
for Wings.

“Linda has written stuff of her 
own and if it works out and it’s 
good enough then we'll record it. 
For my money she’s got the train
ing to be a rock-n-roll writer. She 
used to stand backstage at the New 
York Paramount and listen to 
people like Chuck Berry, Buddy 
Holly and Bo Diddley—that quali
fies her in my book.”

Paul is fiercely nationalistic and 
Linda has seemingly become an 
honorary Briton. Although he likes 
to keep the Scottish farm as part of 
the privacy, he talks with en
thusiasm about it.

“I was a city boy, but lived far 
enough out of town to see a bit of 
the country. The farm is 600 acres 
and just right for me. I can breathe 
the air. It never ceased to amaze me 
that I put seeds in the ground, the 
sun shines at the right time, the 
rain comes on at the right time then 
something grows and you can eat 
it.” (He looks heaven-wards touch
es his forelock.) “That’s something 
to give thanks for. . .”

“Linda and I took a stroll in 
New York’s Central Park on a 
working day when it was fairly qui
et. When we sat down on the grass 
it wasn’t green! It had a film of in
dustrial waste all round it.”

Abbey Road’s the best: I ask him 
the reason for the New York visit. 
“We went to New York to try and 
find the best recording studio in the 
world, but I tried them all and I 
think No. 2 at Abbey Road is the 
best. Well, it’s the one that suits me 
best, anyway.

“In America if you suddenly de
cide that you want a harmonium 
you have to ring up a firm (he pre
tends he’s on the phone). Hello, 
can we have a harmonium? Yes, 
we’ll pay for it! Yes, we’ll pay for 
delivery costs!’ and all this busi
ness.

“I also like Britain better be
cause all the engineers are trained. 
They make them go through a lot of 
training before they let them touch 
the machinery.”

We talk about Scotland and the 
Scots for a time, then Paul says: “I 
think you’ve probably got enough 
there.” I say I hope I’ll see him 
again. “Of course,” he says, “so do 
I. we are human you know.”

As I leave I hear him suggest to 
'Wings’ that they edit some tapes 
to try to find a single. “Then you 
can go home,” he says to Denny 
Seiwell. “Home?” says Denny. 
“You know, America,” says Paul. 
He turns and smiles as if he’s just 
emphasized what freedom means to 
‘Wings.’ by Gavin Petrie •
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OJ quare dancing in Philharmonic 
O Hall?

Even Jim Seals and Dash Crofts 
were surprised. After all, they rem
ind you more of minstrels than 
hell-raisers. When they take the 
stage, accompanied only by their 
close friend and bass player, Bobby 
Lightig, they fill the hall with their 
own brand of country comforts. Ev
erything is relaxed simplicity and

Seals & Crofts
Find The Oneness Tree

I

down hard. The Champs were 
washed up, “Tequila” was a relic 
from another age. and Seals and 
Crofts would have to start anew.

Empty feeling: Jim Seals looks at 
you with the eyes of a man who has 
achieved a certain inner peace after 
a good measure of pain and 
self-struggle. With his steel
rimmed glasses, corduroy cap and 
thoughtful manner, he seems very 
much like an offbeat college profes
sor. When he speaks he emerges 
as a remarkably sensitive and ear
nest human being.

“There was an empty feeling in
side of me that I had been trying to 
fill for years,” he recalls, “but I 
didn’t know what it was. I thought 
it was success as a musician, but 
when we got it at an early age I 
found that wasn’t it. And then I 
thought, ‘well it’s marriage,’ but 
that wasn’t it either. And I would 
still feel this aloneness. I could be 
with fifty people, but on the inside I 
felt there was something I was 
overlooking. I’d keep thinking that 
there had to be something else. 
When I came in contact with the 
faith the first time, that thing left 
and it never came back. I might get 
lonely, but it wouldn’t be the same 
kind—I wouldn’t feel I was by my
self.”

The prophet: The Baha’i faith 
is a relatively new world religion 
based on the teachings of 
Baha’u’llah, a mid-19th century 
Persian prophet. Bahais believe 
that in every age God has chosen 
one man to make his revelations 
manifest to the world. They recog
nize a direct line of blood-related 
prophets (Abraham; Moses; 
Krishna; Buddha; Zoroaster; 
Christ; Muhammad; and now 
Baha’u’llah) each of whom, 
through God, added one new thing 
to the previous teachings. As Christ 
brought love and Krishna transcen
dence, so Bahai’s believe that 
Baha’u’llah has brought the gospel 
of human unity through a world
view of the oneness of mankind. All 
men are spiritual brothers accord-

Dash’s drums and Jim’s horn could 
be heard thundering and wailing 
out of every radio and juke box in 
Eisenhower America—top-of-the- 
chart rock stars in the last years of 
the golden innocence. And they 
played a world of one-night gigs, 
riding the dream crest magic of sud
den popularity clear into the 
mid-sixties until the implacable 
monster of truth and reality came

mellow easiness until about ten 
minutes into the set Dash, with his 
normally high-pitched speaking 
voice, announces that “it’s time for 
a little down-home music now.” 
With that. Seals puts down his gui
tar, picks up his fiddle and the 
crowd begins to whoop.

The former Texas State Fiddle 
Champion is into it—the bow rac
ing across the instrument tucked 
under his goateed chin, his slim, 
angular frame bobbing along while 
his foot taps time to the swirling 
rhythms. Dash, meanwhile, is play
ing his mandolin like a madman, 
his face broken out in a baby-faced 
grin. Everyone is on their feet, 
clapping and stamping, and in a 
flash the aisles are jammed with 
dancing people. By the time the 
number has reached its peak, a huge 
circle of people have joined hands 
for an impromptu square dance 
that surrounds the entire orchestra 
section. With a little coaxing and 
promises of more to come later. 
Seals and Crofts finally manage to 
persuade the audience to return to 
their seats. The concert goes on. but 
something fine and downright love
ly has been added—everyone feels 
closer together in the afterglow left 
by the spontaneous outbreak of 
happiness. Cozy feelings of warmth 
and friendliness mingle gently with 
the traces of marijuana smoke 
hanging high in the heart of Lincoln 
Center.

Spiritual men: Bringing people 
together is more than an occasional 
by-product of performing for Seals 
and Crofts. Human unity and har
mony is a cornerstone concept of 
the Baha’i World Faith, and a bas
ic understanding of that faith is es
sential to understanding the spirit 
of these men and their music.

Seals and Crofts are spiritual 
men in the essentially unspiritual 
world of rock. Back in 1958 two 
young Texas musicians were picked 
to join a California group called 
The Champs. The group sub
sequently cut a single. “Tequila.” 
which sold six million copies.
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ing to Baha’u’llah, and Baha’i 
draws it followers from every reli
gion on the globe. They are dedi
cated to the total eradication of 
prejudice and to the insurance of 
world-wide moral, cultural and eco
nomic equality.

Jim was introduced to Baha’i 
through Dash, who discovered the 
religion while the two were in the 
Dawnbreakers, a group they formed 
after the dissolution of the 
Champs. As the entire band con
verted to Baha’i, the members felt 
a need to go their separate ways 
while still remaining a close family 
of friends. For Jim and Dash this 
meant devoting themselves to a 
new kind of music that would give 
artistic expression to their fresh 
spiritual freedom.

Musical conversion: “We would 
come home from playing a hard 
rock gig and we’d start playing this 
new stuff because it was somewhere 
in our minds to start with,” Dash 
says. “We always wanted to play 
this kind of music, but we thought 
‘we’ve got to play where the money 
is, and that’s hard rock.’ Well, we 
finally got to the point where we 
just didn’t care anymore if that was 
where the money was or not; we 
wanted to play what we wanted to 
play.”

What they began to play was 
their own brand of soft rock laced 
with wonderfully varying patterns 
of country, folk and oriental flavor
ing, and sung with unique harmo
nies that fit in somewhere between 
Simon and Garfunkle and Crosby. 
Stills, Nash and Young. As Jim 
and Dash tell it, their discovery of 
Baha’i acted as a creative catalyst 
leading Dash to the mandolin and 
Jim to guitar while they worked out 
the music that had long been buried 
within them. Their craft became a 
mirror held to their souls in an en
tirely different way.

“When I finally began to dis
cover the faith and the writings," 
Jim says, “I began to write things 
that were based on concepts taken 
from the books—how world unity, 
science and religion go hand in 
hand. Before I’d written songs like 
‘I love you/you love me/how hap
py we can be,’ you know, the old 
type of songs.

Mandolin marriage: ‘The new 
things we started to write weren’t 
exactly what you’d call protest 
songs, but they were more poetic, I 
think, songs that had a lot more 
meaning to them. They’d go back 
to things that happened in our 
childhood, dreams that we’d had— 
those sort of things. All of a sudden 
we began to know why we had them 
and what part in our life they 
would play.”

While Jim was getting into a new
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The Baha'i religion transformed their lives 
and totally altered their sound.
Seals & Crofts: Back in the 50’s, they could be heard thundering 

and wailing out of every juke box in Eisenhower America.

MUSIC
approach to songwriting, his irre
pressible. high-spirited partner was 
becoming infatuated with the man
dolin. "I saw a mandolin on my 
brother’s wall as an ornament one 
time,” Dash recalls, “and I went 
over and plunked it. It sounded so 
beautiful that I took it off and 
started adding things to what Jim
my had already written. I was 
amazed at the variety of sounds you 
could get from it.” Although he was 
a life-long professional drummer 
who had never played a stringed in
strument before, Crofts and the 
mandolin seemed to come together 
naturally, adding delicate oriental 
overtones to Seals’ country-folk 
foundations. "It was totally unin
tentional,” he remarks, "but now 
that we’re into it, we see that it is 
an Eastern kind of sound and it 
does correspond with the faith. We 
were just going by the natural 
thought, though, we weren’t con
necting it with Baha’i. Everything 
was done strictly out of free choice, 
and it all seemed to fall together.”

Year of Sunday: Seals and Crofts 
are not hard-driving religious fanat
ics bent on proselytizing their faith, 
and the crusader approach is basi
cally inconsistent with the funda
mentals of Baha’i. However, the 
title cut of their new album. Year of 
Sunday (Warner Bros), is a 
low-keyed but explicit statement of 
the faith that implores “people to 
return to the tree of oneness.” Be
cause all of his lyrics are somehow 
connected to his Baha’i world-view. 
Seals felt that by this, their third 
album, he and Dash were well 
enough established as musicians to 
venture a song with direct refer
ences to Baha’uTlah and his writ
ings.

"The tunes that are kind of 
directly related to Baha’i we wrote 
out of love for the prophet,” Jim 
says. "You know, trying to ex
change places with him when he 
was in that jail cell, and find out 
what his mind and being were like, 
and then write something out of 
love for the human side of him.”

Although you’ll hear a lot of 
songs going down about the need 
for human love and global har
mony. few of them will probably be 
coming from the type of spiritual 
devotion to those concepts that 
Seals and Crofts share. They are 
easy riders in search of a world 
where all are united through a 
shared inner peace. When Dash and 
Jim were having some difficulty 
getting past the rent-a-cops at a big 
party thrown by their record com
pany. Dash smiled, then pointed at 
his roadies and a writer, and said 
“it’s O.K. sir, we’re with them.

Somehow, his words rang very 
true’ CIRCUS 3*

"Year of Sunday," the title cut from their new album, 
is a low-keyed statement of the Baha'i faith.

by Richard Gold

Mr**



ishman:
iwart At 
he Pub
Stewart spins 
the room like a 
inner caught in a 
id tunnel and 
Is the strategy 
at’s made him 
The Face 

nong the Faces. 
irticul3rly bizarre or far out 
thing—11 s. Just that Stewart 
Well, d'stuictive.

:omes sPlnr>irig into the room 
roadrunner caught in a wind 

1. beaJ^JT® and tail-fin-chin 
inches b.eh‘nd the windmill 
and ‘/etched flapping

3. My f°rearm is trapped 
>e st^ Wringer machine.

ana as coffee cups spill, papers fly 
and a half dozen assistants, body 
guards and what not scatter, Rock 
’N Roll Rod takes over.

“Hey man,’’ says the ballsey 
blues voice, “How’s it going.” His 
statements always end in a ques
tion mark, but one quickly realizes 
that he’s not really asking any 
questions. “Good to see you. You’re 
from the New York Times, right?”

“No I’m not. Actually I’m . . .” 
“Wonder what the New York 

Times wants with me. Probably a 
hatchet job, huh? You don’t look 
like an axeman though. Not like 
the one I just left in the back room. 
What a creep. Two tape recorders 
yet. Wow. Like one isn’t enough? 
Hey, where’s yours? Don’t you use 
one?”

“No I don’t . . .”
“Hey man, that’s real class. 

How d’ya remember?”
“Well, I . . .”
“Common, we’ve wasted enough 

time in this dreary office. Let’s 
split and go over to the pub for a 
drink where we can get into a real 
rap. Leave all the plebs back here 
with their tape recorders, right?

And he’s out the door, six giant 
steps at a time, before I have a 
chance to finish my first sentence. 
But that’s the way it goes aroun^ 
Stewart.
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1 "Categories and little boxes are 
for dead people, not music."

pouch, and out come the bills.. Lots 
of them, and the beer-soaked table 
is littered with 10 and 20 pound 
notes.

“How much is it going to take to 
bribe you into a complimentary ar
ticle?” A great joker is our Rod. 
“Anyway, I thought I’d buy you a 
little drink, right?” He hands one of 
the runners about six $100 bills 
fresh from the privy purse with a 
“Hey, pop down to the bank and 
see what they’ll give you for this 
monopoly money,” and with a 
quick aside to me, “It’s not really 
smuggled in you see, but I don’t 
want to be caught short over the 
weekend and since these American 
greenbacks were just lying around 
the house, I might as well put them 
to good use, right?”

It seems like a lot of cash to be 
carrying around just to have a few 
drinks and a quiet chat on a Friday 
afternoon.

Spend the bread: “Man, that is 
what money is for, right? You got it, 
you spend it. I been through a lotta 
gold in the early days, I can tell 
you. One big pile, but it just went; 
outta sight, gone, and not much of 
it stayed with me. Well, that’s the 
price of apprenticeship you might 
say. But now that I got it, I keep 
my beadies on it and use it. right?

“So what’s money? Everyth’-

that’s what. I’m just a 
tic bastard really, anc 
Don’t go telling any of 
magazines that—they 
some sort of hero of the 
something, but well, yo 
the New York Times, right 

“Well no, actually . . 
"Same thing, so I don 

being dead honest with 
(What inner secrets would 
now?) “I love money! Just 1 
and what it brings me of cou 
mean that’s what it’s all a 
right? What you do with it, 
what you do with it in the ope 
can t stand those bleeding hy 
crites like Joni Mitchell or Jc 
Baez who’re always carrying 
about going back to the basi 
simple things, you know, ‘the fur 
damentals’ they call it. What balls 
They shuffle out the back door with 
bowed heads an’ their bare feet and 
zip into their chauffeur-driven 
Rolls and drive back up into the 
California hills where they hide 
away in their lil' ole shacks. Sheet! 
Some lil’ ole shacks. Swimming 
pools, sauna baths, the lot. Like 
there’s nothing wrong with having 
it, but why be ashamed of it!”

A modest mansion: Stewart has 
recently bought himself a “lil’ ole 
shack,” only instead of the Califor
nia hills, it’s in one of the trendier 
and more expensive sections of 
North London. It’s rather big, you 
see; the kind of place that they used 
to refer to as “a mansion.”

“Yeah, it’s kinda big alright; 
’bout ten rooms they tell me. I 
don’t know. Who needs them? No
body, but / like it, right? It's me 
new environment. My poverty 
stricken background is beginning to 
show through. Anyway, it’s an in
vestment; an investment in me!” 

And to shuffle (or is it zip) back 
and forth from this investment 
there are naturally a couple of spe
cial motors, again distinctively 
Stewart. Today’s is parked outside 
the pub and takes up most of the 
side street: a basic, fundamental 
white Rolls with black windows 
—one of those ten-foot high, three- 
garage long numbers from the early 
60’s. Back home a second simple 
basic waits for him in the nursery: a 
sleek, bullet-fast 50-inch high Lam
borghini. But no chauffeur; that’s 
not his style. The pleasures behind 
the wheel are all Hot Rod’s.

Black flash: “Man, you dig your 
Cuban heels into Mother Lambo’-'- 
hini and you’re right i»” ' 
ass on the rr*''

The drinkery: So it’s follow the 
leader and out we go. Into a blast of 
mid-day sun, shuttle around the 
corner, and back into the perpetual, 
comfortable darkness of the Victo
rian pub.

Stewart heads for his favorite 
orner and slouches back into the 
*avy, plush buttoned couch. In 
ite of an overall impression of 
ses, elbows and bobbing Adam’s 
>Ie, he sort of blends into the an- 
’e red velvet cushions. The only 
you can tell them apart is that 
*d velvet has the white piping, 

of course those lace-up, 
high, shiny. Freddie Barholo
hoes with the stacked heels, 
'torian pub chair would ever 
?>t like that. On top of all is 
pus pineapple hair sticking 
\gry angles, a cross between 
tossed Kansas straw and 

Bumpstead. All of it is 
qy Stewart, and here he 
jrig of the Lads, sur- 
Jiis adoring court.
^chine: “Rod's number 
albums as well as sin- 
ere and in America, 
v changed. He’s still a 

” one of his many 
,res me, “and very 

y.’jl see.” And very 
I could see. Out 

patent leather
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feel good. I mean what are we sav
ing it for, right? Now the blacks, 
man, they really know how to use 
up their money. Like you’re walk
ing down the street and you see 
something you want—Wham! It’s 
yours.

"Same thing with clothes. I need 
’em good and I need ’em rich. 
Wayout, right! At this gig in Cali
fornia, I came out in this leopard 
skin suit. Man, it was so-o-o-oo 
wild. Drove everybody right up the 
walls. Really flash. Wow! Give 
California a taste of leopard skin.

right? Even if it is imitation, it’s a 
bit of a show, right?

"Well, that’s my whole approach 
to everything. Drive ’em up the 
walls. Let’s put the Show back in 
Show Business. That’s what it’s all 
about.

Elton’s scared: "One of the great
est stage moments in the history is 
when Wilson Pickett comes out in 
all those blaring spots dressed in 
his ermine cape. Like he gets to the 
middle of the stage and just tosses 
it off his shoulders and these two 
dudes come rushing forward to

Small Faces. Small Face Ronnie 
Lane was only eighteen, and al
ready a success. He’d helped paste 
the group together, and was writing 
good-sized gobs of their songs.

Then lead singer Steve Marriott 
took off, and the Small Faces sank 
into hard times. Now they’re on top 
again; and Ronnie, worn down by 
touring, sits at the TV, poking with 
boredom at a sirloin steak. He’s 
seen his words twisted by the 
American press, and doesn’t like 
talking to reporters.

There’s no need to talk, says 
Ronnie, because he’s told his story 
in songs. "I give little secrets about 
myself in the words,” he smiles an 
impish grin, ‘‘if anybody really 
cares about me, they can get it first 
hand from what I write.” Tn 
‘‘You’re So Rude,” he confesses 
that he’s a teenage-style joker out 
for a lark and a piece of ass. The 
same clown who goes onstage 
clutching his guitar like a fever and 
howling like a mock-McCartney.

But there’s another Ronnie Lane 
—the one who looks back to his 
childhood with soft, sad eyes, and 
writes a song like "Debris” because 
he loves his penniless Dad. Ask 
him where he got the title for A 
Nod Is As Good As A Wink To A 
Blind Horse, and you see how deep 
his sentiments run. "Me old man 
always said that to me when I was 
small,” Ron says with glee. "It 
knocked him out to see his saying 
printed up like that.”

Kenny Jones, drums: Four hun
dred thousand copies of A Nod Is 
As Good As A Wink had slid into 
the record racks when some unsus
pecting store owner opened the al
bum and looked carefully at the 
poster inside. He was horrified. 
The artwork was riddled with nud
ity—breasts, legs, lips, pubic hair, 
bare skin and buttocks. Within 
hours, wholesalers were refusing to 
distribute the LP, and Warner 
Brothers was being forced to send 
out fresh copies . . . without the 
poster.

Kenny Jones must be labeled as

catch it before it hits the ground. 
Can you beat it? Cheap, vulgar, 
flash, and beeootiful!”

I remind him that one of Sam 
Cook’s favorite tricks was to throw 
his coat into the audience at the 
end of every performance and let 
them scramble for a piece of it. 
Since Cook, as everybody knows by 
now, is Stewart’s God and in
spiration, why not try that one for 
an effect.

"No man. That’s too much Show 
and not enough Business. Those 
clothes cost heavy bread, and

r ■ he Faces: When Circus was 
JL planning a Stewart article. 

Rod's aides were disturbed. The 
Circus office received an urgent 
call—"We want to fly one of your 
writers out to see the boys. We’d 
rather have you do an article that 
focuses on the Faces.” Why? Be
cause the Faces are slipping into 
the darkness of Rod Stewart’s 
shadow, and Rod doesn’t like it.

Rod doesn’t want to gain fame 
but lose the group he once longed to 
be a part of. Two years ago, he 
would go down to the Faces’ cot
tage to drink and cavort. When 
they’d rehearse, he’d sit upstairs 
and listen, wanting to join, but not 
having the nerve to say something. 
"All I was waiting for,” he says, 
"was someone to ask me.”

The Faces were warm, rowdy 
equals who could horse around like 
high-school kids, and that’s the 
way they want to keep it. "God, I 
hope people’s attitudes don’t 
change toward the band,” Rod said 
after his first solo success, “it 
would be really heartbreaking to 
come as far as we have and for my 
stuff to go and mess it up.”

Ronnie Lane, bass: Back in 1966, 
England’s little^-re^gg  ̂

their bum , ■ g tears of frus-
hoarse. and dripp g cal]ed the 
tration over a group
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one of the culprits. He gets a photo 
credit, and God only knows which 
of the 340 odd snapshots he took, 
much less posed for.

As he stands by his hotel-room 
window thinking of his pregnant 
wife, Kenny seems quiet enough. 
Even tense. But when he’s with the 
boys, he can become raucous. And 
behind the drums, he’s liberated. "I 
really can’t dance on an empty 
dance floor,” he admits, "but be
hind the drums, I dance.”

Ron Wood, guitar: Ron 
Wood—with his twenty nine gui
tars and flashing eyes—bounds 
around in a hotel-room jumble, a 
mess of silver-studded belts, vel
vets and patchwork silks. He 
jumps, laughs, and hugs. He’s been 
through rough years, but they 
haven’t knocked the party spirit 
out of him. He dropped art school, 
gritted his teeth through two weeks 
of sign writing, couldn’t take it, and 
fled to music. He ran through sev
eral semi-successful bands, then, at 
the age of 19, picked up the bass in 
Jeff Beck’s group. Ron and a nub
bly-voiced vocalist named Stewart, 
went through Beck’s tantrums and 
tongue-lashings together, then were 
finally tossed out. But Ron feels it 
did them more good than harm: It 
beat us into shape. Got Rod’s voice
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streets—not that he ever goes into 
the streets.”

Writing hurts: Beal and In
strumental says. “Everyone knows 
the Rod Stewart story and that 
he’s headed in the direction of the 
world’s top vocalist/songwriter.” 
Well, they should know: they’re the 
experts.

“Core. They got half of that all 
wrong. I hate to write. It’s bloody 
torture. I sit down and have a go at 
it, but it’s a hard slog I can tell you. 
You gotta have something to say to 
be a writer and well, I haven’t got

the Stones and The Who) was in 
the control booth, watching hair
line movements of a meter, care
fully readjusting dials. Even if the 
boys were only breathing, the sound 
would come out well on tape. “We 
didn’t feel like doing any of our own 
songs—hassling with arranging or 
anything like that.” says Rod. “We 
were just thinking of something to 
sing, and Ian McLagan said what 
about ’Memphis, Tennessee.’

So Ian McLagan, a Face since 
the early days, was responsible for 
one of the energy high-points of the 
new LP. But Ian says he’s “not 
very bright about words.” He sits in 
a hotel room, decked out in 
head-to-toe plaids, with hot-rod 
magazines all over the bed and 
floor, and explains himself: “I lis
ten to a song on the radio. I get 
filled with its rhythm.

Rhythm sank deep into "Mem
phis,” filling it with chunks of soul. 
And rhythm kept skipping through 
McLagan’s music for “You’re So 
Rude,” turning it into “a real hand 
bag swinger.” But Ian still thinks 
he’s not too bright about words, and 
is glad the promoters give them a 
couple of bottles before they go on
stage. “The drinking.” he says, 
“makes me worry a lot less about 
the music.” by Howard Bloom *

writes, “or I’ll only kick you out the 
door.” Why this warning to keep 
things playful or else? “We’re hav
ing trouble recently," explains a 
Face who prefers to remain 
anonymous, “because all these 
groupies think we’re nice guys. The 
thing is, we are nice guys . . . to our 
old ladies. But we’re not really out 
to meet nice girls. If girls are going 
to come bombing around, we hope 
they're bad girls. And we hope 
they’ll split the next day.”)

Ian McLagan, keyboards: The 
Faces were in the studio, feeling 
soft and mellow. Glyn Johns 
(sometime producer engineer for

all that much to say, have I. so 
when I do get something together 
it’s just a bit of tucked away memo
ry. Like ‘Maggie May.’ That's more 
or less autobiographical, only the 
names have been changed around a 
bit for obvious reasons. Don’t wan
na give too much away now. do we. 
But for the rest of writing, no. I'll 
never be your actual songwriter.

“No, performing is where it’s at. 
We really get a high out of getting 
up there and ripping the place 
apart. Tends to get a little wild up 
there onstage though, and you gotta 
watch out for that swinging mike. 
Of course I do the swinging, so 
that’s alright, but I'm here to tell 
you that a few people do get a bit 
knocked about and bloodied. Not 
just the boys in the band—if you’ll 
pardon the expression. They’re 
used to ducking at the right time, 
but out there in the front rows, well, 
you never know. More than one of 
them have been gashed up with a 
few broken teeth through our 
‘over-involvement.’ You might say 
that a Faces’ concert is a dangerous 
experience, right?

The Fillmore widow: "I’ll tell you. 
though, since you’re from New 
York, that old Fillmore was a bum
mer for us. Two shows a night is 
one too many. I can’t get drunk 
twice. But ol’ Graham, he bowed 
out really gracefully. The end of an 
era, right? Like he shoulda burned 
the place down when he locked the 
doors and thrown himself on the 
pile. You know, like they used to do 
with the widows in India.

“But the rest of the States is just 
fine.

The voice: “And while we’re talk
ing about America, let me tell you, 
I just don’t know about your press. 
They’re really monsters. They ei
ther dig you like crazy or they get 
after you with the long knives. 
They’re always overboard on one 
side or the other. Now after one 
Boston concert, some dumb jerk 
from one of those fag magazines in 
New York said my voice was going; 
that I didn’t have more than a year 
left to sing. Ballocks! It took me a 
long time to get my voice to sound 
like that—yeah, as good as that— 
and I may drop dead or something, 
but that voice will be okay.

"One American tour we did 28 
shows in 32 days and. man, we 
came back exhausted, but the voice 
was beautiful. I checked in with my 
doctor and he said it was in better 
shape than when he first looked at 
it six years ago. He reckons I 
should have one of those, you know, 
nodes or something by now. but no. 
it’s still beautiful and getting 
stronger.”

going and got me thinking in a good 
musical direction.”

Now he’s snapping out guitar 
solos as bright as diamond beads 
on a tin wire. Writing fancy tunes 
as well. Like the music that struts 
through “Stay With Me.’’ But 
high-kicking euphoria is really 
where he’s at. “I’m not out to do a 
forty-minute guitar solo on the 
stage and knock everybody out. I’m 
out to bang around and have a real
ly good time. Travelling to the gig 
is a party, and doing the gig is a 
party, and on the way back it’s a 
party, and that’s what we want to 
get across to the audience.”

(Somehow, the party mood gets 
harsh in the words of “Stay With 
Me.” “In the morning please don’t 
say you love me," Rod Stewart

they’re my clothes. I wear ’em on 
stage and off. Course they usually 
have to be cleaned after each per
formance, if you know what I mean, 
but I wear 'em all the time.” Even 
the leopard skin? "Even the leop
ard skin. If I’m going to be out
rageous on the stage, I have to be 
outrageous in the streets as well, 
right? Not like Elton John. He’s a 
real Jekyll and Hyde. Gets all 
slapped up for a performance and 
afterwards he looks like a bank 
clerk. What he wears on the stage 
he wouldn't dare wear in the
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Joni Mitchell and Joan Baez? "Bleeding 
hearts." Elton John? "A regular Jeckyll and 
Hyde." And Grand Funk?
"The all time Great White Noise."

In their "Heavy 89 of 71,” Es
quire calls him "a rock singer’s 
rock singer,” but Stewart sees him
self as maybe more, or maybe less 
than just another rock ’n roll sing
er.

He looks down at the wet rings 
the glasses have left on the pub’s 
marble topped table. "Hey, I’ll tell 
you about the past. These water 
rings remind me about the time we 
got booed off the stage. Yeah, it 
was in Belgium no less. Bleeding 
Belgium. Wow! Like it was this big 
music festival, see, and we couldn’t 
make it for the first two nights, 
which were the rock nights, so they 
booked us into the Sunday night, 
which was the jazz night. So what 
do they know in Belgium, right?”

Echhh: "Like we came out on 
that stage and there were all these 
blobs of spit around, all over the 
stage in rings like. From the horns, 
right, so we slid out there and we 
didn’t have a trombone or anything 
like that, and man they didn’t 
know who we were from nothing, 
and they coulda cared less. They 
booed and shouted and came on 
with those heavy jazz catcalls. 
There were all these fat old guys 
sitting down there in their blue 
serge suits booing us. With caps on 
yet, little Belgian caps. Well, sod 
’em we thought and sod ’em we did. 
We played right through the full 
set, boos, hand claps and all, gave 
’em the finger and left. They were 
still booing when we left town. Bel
gium—who needs it but the Bel
gians, right? But like that’s the 
whole past man. We do our stuff no 
matter what. If they don’t dig it, 
sod ’em, we’re still getting paid to 
do our music. That’s all over now, 
though; out there, the audiences do 
dig our stuff, and that’s where it’s 
at.”

The pub and the brandy glasses 
are empty; so is Stewart. "Man, 
this afternoon drinking just knocks 
hell outta me. I suppose you do it 
every day back at the New York 
Times.”

"No, actually . . .” Oh, why 
bother.

"Well man, I gotta split.” He un
ravels from the velvet comer, assis
tants run ahead, opening doors and 
brushing aside outsiders. The Hot 
Rod seals himself into the white 
Rolls with a quiet, expensive thud 
of the door.

"See you soon, right?” A swoosh 
of the electric windows and a 
swoosh of the beauty bus as it pulls 
away from the curb and the man is 
gone.

"He’s quite a guy,” murmers the 
silent-till-now aid at my elbow.

Oh yeah, right. He’s quite a guy, 
but more than that, he’s the best, 
goddamndest rock and roll singer 
to come out of Britain since you 
know who. Right?

Starting with the Stones: Stewart 
started playing the guitar and soc
cer at about the same age — 
young—and claims that he might 
have made a career out of either. 
"But the guitar won out.” He bum
med around the Continent for a 
while with folk singer Wiz Jones, 
sleeping on beaches and under 
bridges, playing a little music for 
anybody who would give them the 
time, and eventually joined up with 
an English group, Jimmy Powell 
and the Five Dimensions. They 
shared a bill with another set of 
comers, the Rolling Stones. The 
Stones made it, the Dimensions 
didn’t, but Jagger is still pretty 
much in evidence every time Stew
art opens his mouth.

"Jagger has the ultimate image 
as far as I’m concerned. He says so 
much just by being there. He’s way 
ahead in everything.”

After a bit of drifting, Stewart 
joined John Baldry’s Hoochie 
Coochie Men which evolved into 
The Steam Packet, and then left 
them to work with the Jeff Beck 
Group.

Booed off: After splitting with 
Beck he joined the Faces and it 
looks like he’s found a permanent 
home. Today they’re one of the top 
groups in the world, and today 
they’re known as the Faces with 
Rod Stewart. It’s a pretty good 
match from any angle.

So what about the past, in
fluences, background . . .

“Oh noooo! You don’t want to 
know about that. It’s what’s hap
pening now that’s important. In 
front of the people, right?”
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ON THE HORIZON

Black Oak Arkansas: Hit And Run

had decided to be-

■

Black Oak Arkansas: Enough charges to put them in prison for 22 years, 
by Jacoba Atlas

“We were all different from the 
folks around us, not just our long 
hair, but the way we thought. So as 
time passed we just naturally came 
together.

“We left our parents and got a 
house together and scrounged for a 
living. And then the Beatles came 
out and we noticed music. We al
ready had the long hair because we 
didn’t believe in wasting good mon
ey on gettin’ your hair cut.

“But then all these hassles start
ed cornin’ down about long hairs. 
The town council started crackin’ 
down on us.

“By 1964 we 
come a band.

“But we didn’t have any equip
ment, so we went to a local high 
school and tried to lift the P.A. sys
tem, but we got caught and sudden
ly every crime in the town in the 
last two years was being pinned on 
us. They were determined that we 
would be used as an example.”

The skin of their teeth: “They got 
four of us on enough charges to put 
us in Tucker Prison Farm for 22 
years. We got suspended sentences.

“So we all had a meeting and re
alized we were darn lucky and we 
should do something with that 
luck. It was our break and we de
cided music was for us.

“We split for the Ozarks, where 
we’d play a little acoustic music for 
the people and they’d help us out 
with food and stuff.

“By this time we had a strong 
following in Tennessee, Mississippi 
and Arkansas. We'd put on good 
shows which you don’t usually see 
in that part of the South. We’d play 
maybe one show every six months.

I A espite the fact that this 
JLz story might sound like a movie 
version of “Bonnie and Clyde” 
starring your friendly rock and roll 
band, all of what follows is true, or 
at least the members of Black Oak 
Arkansas claim it is.

Black Oak Arkansas, according 
to their manager, is a rock and roll 
band on the Atlantic label that was 
run out of their home town by the 
elder citizens, hid out in the Ozarks, 
made it to New Orleans, split to 
Memphis with the “syndicate” on 
their heels, then rode across coun
try to Los Angeles, where they’ve 
found peace and happiness making 
their music.

A bad start: It all began in Black 
Oak. Arkansas, a small town 69 
miles from Memphis with a popu
lation of 204. It’s the center of 
about four other equally small 
towns and the home of six long
hairs named Jim Mangrum, Stan
ley Knight, Harvey Jett, Rickie 
Lee Reynolds, Pat Daugherty, 
Wayne Evans and Butch Stone. 
The first six are all playing mem
bers of Black Oak Arkansas. Stone 
is their manager and story-teller.

Stone, wearing elaborately em
broidered jeans and jacket, his long 
hair past his shoulders, his voice a 
soft twang, relates without rancor 
and with dead seriousness the saga 
of Black Oak Arkansas.

Town rebels: “We all met about 
eight years ago,” Stone explains. 
“It was pretty heavy how it hap
pened. We had all known each oth
er by reputation but hadn’t met. 
Black Oak was the center and we 
were all the rebels, so it was inevi
table that we’d get together.

“By 1967 we realized all we were 
doing was playing and running, 
playing and running. So we left and 
went to New Orleans where we 
started playing in a small club in 
the French Quarter. And we were 
bringing in the crowds.

“Finally we made it to Califor
nia. We had come out here twice be
fore. but always split back to Ar
kansas. But something was draw
ing us back and we finally came out 
to stay, signed with Atlantic, cut 
our first record (called Black Oak 
Arkansas, Atlantic) and now every
thing’s cool. In fact, we just put out 
another LP (Keep the Faith, Atlan
tic).”

Hot and nasty: “What’s our music 
like? Well it’s like the life we’ve 
led. We like to call ourselves Hot 
and Nasty and that’s a description 
of our music as well. It’s loud and 
hard rock and roll, there's nothing 
soft here, but that doesn’t mean 
we’re Grand Funk Railroad.

“Most of our lyrics are very per
sonal. Like one of the songs deals 
with our great uncle who died when 
he was about a million years old. 
You want to hear a bizarre story’? 
When we were cutting that old 
man’s song, he was dying. That’s 
right. We were singing his song and 
he was dying. Very strange.”

In case anyone has qualms about 
the band that describes itself as 
“hot and nasty,” it might be fitting 
to end with another little story.

Recently the band went back to 
their home town of Black Oak. Ar
kansas. where they received keys to 
the city and were heralded as 
heroes. Obviously, all is forgiven.

The music wins out.
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Gilbert O'Sullivan: Sure Fire Fame (Or Failure)
by Ed Naha

Shawn Phillips: The mangled 
remains are incredibly good.

cally; and that’s not being bigoted. 
If I had long hair I’d be cool, but if 
I looked like that I’d be cate
gorized, and longhair doesn’t suit 
the character of Gilbert O’Sullivan. 
The thing which I’m trying to 
create is of the thirties; Keaton and 
Chaplin.”

“My mother, you see, probably 
doesn’t like Neil Young because she 
hates the way he looks, his hair and 
everything. If you can get those old
er types interested in the way you 
look, then they tend to like the mu
sic.”

Snippets of McCartney: If it 
sounds like Gilbert is a braggart, 
then he has been misunderstood. 
He is simply an outspoken and ter
ribly honest young man. This truth
fulness is the very essence of his 
sound. While O’Sullivan can (and 
does) cover a wide variety of topics 
ranging from the weather (“Thun
der and Lightning”) to marriage 
(“Matrimony”), his lyrics never get 
preachy. Instead, they resemble a 
phone conversation from someone 
who tends to ramble on, letting 
snippets of gossip fall here and 
there until a main idea is formed 
from the pieces.

Gilbert’s “Permissive Twit,” for

T n a very short time, Gilbert 
X O’Sullivan will either be an in
ternational star of the highest mag
nitude or a janitor. O’Sullivan, a 
young Buster Keatonish figure 
straight out of the nineteen thirties, 
has just released a debut album 
Himself (London) that will either 
knock the record-buying public on 
its ear or get O’Sullivan the instant 
obscurity award for 1972.

Clad in schoolboy’s trousers and 
Depression era cap, Irishman Gil
bert presents himself as the com
plete antithesis of what a “star” 
should be. His music reflects his 
appearance. His songs are almost 
sheer “pop” (remember that 
term?), close enough to rock to at
tract a youthful audience but with 
enough lyrical honesty to entice an 
older crowd. Gilbert writes about 
things that are a bit unfashionable. 
He is totally un-hip. anti-slick. His 
ideas are usually unromantic and 
undramatic. In short, he is the mu
sical working-class hero, the Archie 
Bunker of pop.

Mr. Average: He voices opinions 
that are almost staunchly con
servative in nature, yet always re
freshingly blunt. He is totally down 
on the ultra-sophisticated. In

“Houdini Said” he comments, 
“Some take the attitude that life is 
a drag/they say and I quote ‘Man 
it just isn’t our bag’/but if that’s 
where it’s at, why don’t they go.” 
He wonders why so many young 
people take part in riots "whereby 
all men in blue are the targets to 
destroy.”

He resents the fact that good sel
dom triumphs over evil in the pub
lic’s eye. In “Too Much Attention” 
he writes, "There is too much at
tention/paid to people who believe/ 
that the world we live in/ really 
isn’t round/yes, there is too much 
attention / paid to people just like 
me/who’ll confess their only aim in 
life is down.”

If Gilbert O’Sullivan seems to 
be echoing the feelings of the 
middle-class value system, it is in
tentional. His entire musical con
cept is designed to appeal to Mr. 
Average. While he realizes that his 
music is relevant enough to interest 
the public that picks up on Carole 
King and James Taylor, Gilbert 
doesn’t want his following limited 
to that age bracket. He stresses: 
“Look. I could be the same as these 
people—wear long hair and jeans 
—’cause I’m equally as good musi-

Winwood, 
Buddah and

Bones:
Shawn Phillips

hawn Phillips wanders out on- 
kO stage with a collection of gui
tars, blonde hair dipping down to
ward his waist, and turns a room 
inside out with the sounds he 
makes: he looks like a folk singer, 
but he sounds like a walking guitar 
orchestra. His Texas-twangy voice 
has amazing range—from a furni
ture-rattling bass to a startling 
falsetto—and the songs he sings 
(all originals) are unique in every 
sense. The melodies and rhythms 
entwine themselves around each 
other, while his rich lyrics unfold 
tales in graceful imagery. In addi
tion, he knows about something 
which many musicians tend to for
get—silence. He uses it well.

His first two A&M albums 
—Contribution (SP4241) and Sec
ond Contribution (SP 4282)—were 
originally part of a trilogy. Shawn 
spent five years writing the things,

only to have the record company 
chop it up and release two sep
arate albums instead of one three- 
record set. This is what you call a 
drag; but still, the mangled remains 
are incredibly good in spite of it all.

Roses and bones: That first al
bum contains some very powerful, 
almost angry singing and playing, 
contrasted with pieces so graceful 
that you could really use that word 
“lovely” to describe them. Under
standing the lyrics can be a prob
lem, but not a serious one. Shawn 
creates fragmented visions in which 
strange people appear from no
where and mysteriously disappear 
again, or scraps of landscapes 
dance briefly into the light only to 
be replaced by thorns and bones. 
But when the seemingly uncon
nected scraps have all passed by, 
you are left with a feeling of un
ity— as in the song “Withered 
Roses:”

Withered roses whirl around me 
Now the winter’s come and gone 
And I can feel the clarity fad
ing. . .
Mine eyes. . .
Can find no line of distinction out 
there
Between the sea and sky. . . .

1I
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Gilbert O'Sullivan: The Archie Bunker of pop?

instance, is a cleverly disguised (he 
says) anti-abortion piece. (“Oh 
Heaven help our Linda she’s really 
done it now . . . unless we raise the 
money she’ll have to let it out.’’

Vocally, O'Sullivan is very remi
niscent of Paul McCartney, and 
he’s quite aware of the similarity: 
“I was a Beatles fanatic. When I 
started off, their lyrics had a lot of 
influence on me. About the only 
thing I didn’t do was be a member 
of their fan club. I even cut my eye
brows to look like Paul. They put 
in me the idea of an image because 
of the fact that they looked so dif
ferent. I tried to look like Paul 
McCartney down to the last.’’

“McCartney's melodies are 
great, some of the best in the last 
ten years—if not the greatest. I lis
tened to some of his lyrics early on, 
but not now. He’s not so inter
esting. Maybe the reason is that 
he’s got married and music is not 
the most important thing in the 
world to him anymore. But if I got 
married, my wife would be the 
main thing to me. The strife cannot 
be there any more.”

Drowned in Strings: But 
O’Sullivan should not be passed off 
as another McCartney imitator. 
His sound is worlds apart from 
M’s. It’s less commercial and much

tures that effective use of silence 
mentioned earlier; the song seems 
to breathe. Both albums deserve 
much more attention than they’ve 
received.

Recently, A&M has released a 
third Shawn Phillips album 
— Collaboration (SP 4324), Person
nel here includes the likes of Peter 
Robinson (from Quatermass) and— 
once again— Paul Buckmaster and 
his dee- luxe arrangements. Like its 
predecessors. Collaboration is ex
tremely good. Musical images drop 
in from every direction— Spanish 
flamenco, flashes of the contempo
rary classical composer Pend
erecki, genuinely raunchy rock, 
even shades of English folk music 
in a classical disguise. Shawn de
scribed his intentions this way: 
“I’ve tried through lots of different 
things, through the playing of the 
sitar, through generally listening to 
every idiom of music that exists, to 
try and work in every form of mu
sic.” He’s done very well indeed.

Donovan’s sitar: Shawn has been 
around for a long time. His back
ground of travelling country roads 
from cafes to coffee houses is a fa
miliar story—the traditional one 
for guitar-picking composers.

Another song, “Lovely Lady,” 
features electronic tricks designed 
to make your head spin. Shawn is 
very interested in the effects of 
sound on mood, and sometimes, as 
in this song, sends tones both above 
and below the range of hearing 
whistling in and out of the music. It 
does very odd things to the head, 
particularly through earphones. By 
the way, back-up credits on Contri
bution include the names Capaldi, 
Winwood and Wood; and if you 
think you know how they play, 
well, you’re in for a surprise.

Silence breathes: Since the sec
ond album was recorded in the 
same time period as the first, the 
two share many similarities: a vari
ety of textures and intensities, an 
elusive quality in the lyrics, and a 
high calibre of musicianship. Side 
one of Second Contribution con
sists of five very dramatic pieces 
which blend into a unified collage. 
Paul Buckmaster (of Elton John 
fame) provides some incredible ar
rangements in which horns, guitars, 
drums and keyboards weave in and 
out of a complicated counterpoint. 
The effect is subtle but quite ex
traordinary; it is very beautiful. A 
song on side two, “Steel Eyes.” fea-

While vacationing in Mexico five 
or six years ago, Shawn met Dono
van and became his friend and resi
dent sitar-playing. He made anoth
er friend at the time as well— 
Jonathan Weston, the British pro
ducer who was eventually to bring 
him into a recording sudion for 
A&M. But that wasn’t to come for 
some time yet. Meanwhile Shawn 
went to England, where he recorded 
two albums for Columbia and 
scored a movie called “Run with 
the Wind.” (He also appeared in it 
as a folk singer, which is logical.)

Eventually he settled down in 
Positano, Italy, a seacoast town 
steeped in Italian culture, not to 
mention Mediterranean lethargy. It 
gave him time to relax and think 
about things like Indian phi
losophies, the vagaries of science
fact. politics, people and fairytales. 
He stayed there, writing music, un
til just a few months ago.

Lately. Shawn has been playing 
club dates around the country, im
pressing many people in the pro
cess. One review even called him a 
“legend.” That’s probably stretch
ing things a bit, but in time there is 
no reason why he shouldn’t become 
one. by Michele Hush *
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more demanding on the listener.
Gilbert’s album, sadly, is at 

times marred by attacks of intense 
“schmaltz,” especially when it is 
flooded by strings and syrupy chor
al arrangements ... all added by 
producer Gordon Mills (of Tom 
Jones infamy). Gilbert — whose 
sound works best when it is present
ed simply—is not upset. Although 
he designs his songs for just a piano 
backing, the occasional heavy or
chestrations on his album do not 
displease him. “Gordon says work 
up to it gradually,” he states. 
“Probably by the time of my third 
album it will be done like that. If 
I’d done it with piano and voice.it 
wouldn’t have been successful. It’s 
a question of what fits the songs, 
and I think the backings are appro
priate.”

Naive? Perhaps . . . maybe even 
pathetically so. But then again, 
that could be the very basis for the 
appeal of Gilbert O’Sullivan. A 
musical Keaton, misunderstood, 
out of step, out of time, bewildered 
by the ultra-cool world he exists in. 
A pathetic, sad-eyed figure dressed 
in the garb of another era. angry, 
funny, sad . . . simultaneously.

Gilbert O’Sullivan . . strik-- 
ingly original, melodic, and inter
esting ... a musical novelty. •

voice.it
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Bell & Arc: Home of a potent shouter.

James Taylor. What seems to be 
fading is the pure joy of rock and 
roll. The spontaneity. The life. The 
fun. You can have all the musi
cianship, politics, introspection, 
erotica and neurosis you want. But 
where do you go just to have a good 
time?

writes an occasional jazz number 
for the group, and joins in on the 
singing in a small voice that's a 
regular character sketch unto itself. 
Paul doesn’t say much; he reserves 
himself for the lower harmonies 
and for what he can slip into his 
bass riffs—a little rock and roll, 
some off hand references to early 
Paul McCartney—anything that 
will fit in and still give a hint of the 
unexpected. And Dan, who writes 
or co-writes the country-rock mate
rial that makes up most of the set, 
handles lead vocals in a steady bar
itone that has a surprising subtlety; 
and he keeps whirlwind guitar solos 
in assorted sizes and styles ready 
for all occasions.

Blend it all together: The com
bination comes out a little like 
Poco in the four-part country har
monies, a little like the Grateful 
Dead in the lead guitar style 
(mightily influenced by Jerry Gar
cia), and a little like the groups in 
early Beatles days, when the sole 
idea of a stage show was that every
body should have a good time. Even 
the tricky business of getting that 
all down on record hasn’t turned 
out to be too formidable a problem. 
Revival are a young group, nowhere 
near running out of either patience 
or enthusiasm; and perpetually- 
energetic producer Bob Rose has 
added a meticulous attention to de
tail. With effort, moods get picked 
up as well as sounds on those six
teen tracks of tape.

Revival’s album, mostly original 
material plus a little Merle Hag
gard, is out on Buddah. It’s a 
much-needed reminder that down 
is not always the only way to look.*

Look Up! 
It's Revival!

by Nancy Erlich
That wasn’t what Revival were 

thinking about when they named 
their group, but it applies anyway. 
Actually, when Dan Daley and 
Michelle Conway first started as a 
duo some three years ago. they were 
hoping to breathe some life into the 
acoustic folk tradition that seemed 
to have died out at the time. Then, 
under the influence of the changing 
pop scene and the addition of 
drummer Mike Malfesi and bassist 
Paul Guzzone to the group. Revival 
developed a wider repertoire, some 
smooth four-part harmonies, and a 
spirit we haven’t seen much of since 
the disintegration of the Lovin’ 
Spoonful.

Click: “We just clicked,” Dan 
says, explaining the easy level of 
cooperation they’ve found within 
the group. “I had been working 
with Michelle for a long time, and 
when Paul and Mike joined, we just 
all clicked together.” Which is for
tunate, actually, because the four 
group members each have a differ
ent musical orientation, and they 
take advantage of it to give some 
scope and variety to their sound.

Onstage, Michelle is ever the 
folksinger, the show-woman bom of 
a thousand hootenannies, ex
perienced in the art of getting 
people to clap along on the right 
beat. It’s her directness and 
warmth—and her strong soprano 
lead vocals—that keep the set up 
and moving. Meanwhile Mike, 
neatly hidden behind his drums.

| he one thing about rock and 
JL roll that could really use some 

reviving isn’t the rock and roll it
self; there’s always been a lot of 
that around, James Taylor or no

Revival: Resurrecting the spirit 
of the Lovin’ Spoonful.

The Cocker
Stomp: 

Bell & Arc
by Ward Beaverman

T~> ell & Arc. Now there’s a 
I) strange name for a band ... it 

sounds more like a title for an ar
chitectural rendering. Nevertheless 
a band it is—a rock-stomping good 
one. In fact, one daring British 
journalist went so far as to compare 
them with Joe Cocker- and the 
Grease Band. As you know, state
ments like that warrant in- 
vestigation.

Strong shouter: So who are these 
allegedly wonderful creatures? 
Well they're five Englishmen who 
exchanged the dark pits of the 
Newcastle coal country for the
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IT MUST BE MY IMAGINATION

FORECAST DOOM

Really.

I saw #607 doing ninety days
I saw #1011 doing purple haze
I saw the whole world going 

through another phase
I saw everybody going through one 

more craze.

I saw #607 on probation
I saw #1011 on rehabilitation
I saw the whole world looking be

yond the mace

The poor go hungry for days or 
more.

while you spend billions on a sense-

I saw everybody believing in the hu
man race.

I saw an instamatic 
the other day.
It reminded me of you. 
You have static

Good-bye 
Frown at me 
Walk on by

Hello
Smile at me
Walk on by

less war!
Your whole life is money, power 

and greed.
while your children are miserable 

and shooting speed.
It must be my imagination playing 

games with me
This is just too far out to be reality 
But still I’d like to see it come to be 
That all the people living in the 

world
Could truly be called free.

John B. Winston 
Erie. Pennsylvania

I hope the next world that I create 
will not end up with a similar fate!

Mike Pantan
Clymer. Pennsylvania

Off to Ginger Baker: So, after two 
years. Skip Bifferty bit the dust. 
Chapter two has Graham joining a 
group called Griffin, which featured 
one Alan White on drums. Griffin 
was yet another collection of people 
good at music but disastrous at 
business affairs, and it wasn’t long 
before this union also went down 
the plumbing. Alan wandered off to 
join Ginger Baker’s Airforce for a 
grand total of four days, while Gra
ham hitched up with ex-Nice drum
mer Brian Davidson and his group. 
Every Which Way.

Graham commented, "That was 
a mistake because it was a band 
that wanted to play jazz and I 
wanted to sing. So I left and I just 
didn’t want to know anymore. I 
was going to go and be a farmer."

Dylan’s ex: Luckily, before Bell 
went out to pasture British man
agement-veteran Tony Stratton- 
Smith grabbed him and teamed 
him up with a band called Arc. 
(There you go: Bell and Arc.) Now 
who do you suppose was in Arc? 
None other than old Skip Bifferty 
mates John Turnbull and Mick 
Gallagher (!), as well as Tom Duffy 
and a drummer named Rob Tait.

I gave you a beautiful world, all 
yours!

but you polluted its rivers like dirty 
sewers.

I let you prosper and go to the 
moon,

but your disrespect and hate will 
bring your doom!

I sacrificed my life for you, 
but wars and hate are all you do. 
So hear me now you human race. 
I’m going to smash you off this 

earth’s face. Live for death
And die for life
And never understand why

Woodling
Warsaw’. Indiana

Bev
Auburndale, Florida
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Send poems to: 
Poetry Editor 
CIRCUS Magazine 
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York. N. Y. 1001 7

(“Life With The Bandits," print
ed in the December issue of Circus, 
was written by Jane Ciaffone of 
Brooklyn, N.Y. We apologize to 
Jane for having omitted her name.)

BUJUZUN
After seven months on the road, 

the band stepped into a recording 
studio under the guidance of pro
ducer Bob Johnston, a man best 
known for his association with 
some guy named Dylan. Says Gra
ham: “We did the album (called 
Bell & Arc, Columbia) and Rob. the 
drummer, left because he likes a lot 
of space in the music, and Bob was 
just there with the scissors, cutting 
it out. Bob’s into the same as 
me—getting the song down." So 
(fanfare)—enter Alan White, who 
had been paradiddling his time 
away with any number of groups, 
including the Plastic Ono Band.

All of this hassling resulted in 
the Bell & Arc of today—the one 
which made its American debut 
during a recent tour with the Who. 
Graham summed up their attitude 
this way:

“I really dig just to go onstage 
and get rid of all that ‘there’s the 
audience and there’s the band’—it’s 
got to be one thing or what’s the 
point? When you get on the stand, 
you’ve got to hit out at people and 
give them everything you’ve got in 
your soul. And why not?” No rea
son. •

Everybody’s following but nobody’s 
leading

The leaders are swallowing words 
they used for cheating

The cheaters are hiding for fear of 
bleeding

The bleeders are dying for lack of 
feeding

The feeders are filling my head 
with weeding

But the weeders are having a hard 
time seeding.

bright lights and big cities of rock 
’n’ roll land. Lead singer Graham 
Bell is a maraca-shaking shouter 
who assaults his audiences with a 
strong, uncompromising style, 
while the rest of the group — 
guitarist John Turnbull, pianist 
Mick Gallagher, bass player Tom 
Duffy and drummer Alan 
White—lend their spirited assis
tance. Bell & Arc is a band deter
mined to make people move and 
feel good. They’ll give whatever it 
takes—right down to drinkables 
and smokables for the audience—to 
achieve that reaction.

Bell & Arc’s musical history be
gins in 1965, when Graham, Mick 
and John were in a band called 
Skip Bifferty. Their audiences were 
responding well, and when a 
recording contract came their way 
things were really looking good. 
“But." Graham recalled, “we never 
got it together. We’re the type of 
people who can not get it together 
other than playing music. We’ve 
got to be managed well . . . and 
there was this guy trying to make 
us into ‘popstars’—he wanted us to 
have a hit record and then rip us 
off." poems from our readers



by Lynda Crawford

Simon
Without

Garfunkel:
Have

They Split?

of Simon and 
Garfunkel is dead?

“I didn’t feel I 
needed another

refused to admit that his old part
nership with Garfunkel was dead. 
At London meetings with the press, 
he emphasized wearily that “the 
relationship with Garfunkel isn’t 
over, it’s just nothing. There are no 
plans to continue, and there are no 
rules against it.’’

Paul’s reluctance to ditch the 
team of Simon and Garfunkel is un
derstandable when you realize just 
how deep the ties between the two 
singing companions run.

The kid in the next seat: Paul 
grew up in the New York City sub
urb of Forest Hills, Queens; not in a 
typical New York setting of tene
ments crammed shoulder to shoul
der, and not “Up a narrow flight of 
stairs, In a narrow little room’’ 
(Patterns), but in a middle-class 
neighborhood for respectable pro
fessionals. an area of red brick pri
vate houses set back from the street 
by aprons of grass and separated 
from each other by back yards and

r | wo years after putting out 
A Bridge Over Troubled Water, 

the largest selling album in the his
tory of Columbia Records (to date 
it’s sold eight million copies and is 
still on the world's top-ten bestsell
ers list), Paul Simon has come out 
with a new album . . . without 
Garfunkel. Titled simply Paul 
Simon, this new solo venture has 
aroused concern over whether the 
famous duo that started its career 
in the fifties and skyrocketed to the 
top in the sixties will ever be heard 
together again.

Is it the end?: By all accounts 
now, the partnership does seem to 
be dissolved. One main reason for 
the split appears to be Garfunkel’s 
time-consuming motion-picture 
moonlighting. Several years ago, 
Mike Nichols asked him to play a 
part in the film Catch 22. When the 
time came to record Bridge Over 
Troubled Waler, Simon was often 
raring to record, but unable to go 
into the studio because Garfunkel 
was busy acting. By the end of the 
album they had fought, an unusual 
occurrence in the 20-odd year 
friendship. Then Garfunkel accept
ed another film job—a leading role 
in Nichols’ Carnal Knowledge; and 
he and Simon have rarely seen each 
other since.

Last November, rumors cropped 
up that Simon was seeking a re
placement for Garfunkel, one of the 
main contenders being Stefan 
Grossman, who plays bottleneck 
guitar on the new album. But when 
Paul flew to London to preview the 
new LP, he denied ever wanting a 
partner for more than just in
strumental backing: “I didn’t feel I 
needed a replacement,’’ he pro
tested. “I just wanted to do some
thing myself. I suppose we both 
did.”

Fantasy freedom: Paul apparent
ly got a kick out of being on his 
own. He called singing by himself 
“a gratifying experience.” And he 
recorded his new LP as if he was 
celebrating his freedom. He flew to 
Paris and recorded a track with Los 
Incas, the group that inspired his 
“El Condor Pasa” on the Bridge al
bum. Then he sought out legendary 
jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt’s 
old accompanist—violin master 
Stephan Grappelly—and lived out 
his musical fantasies by recording 
a cut in the Reinhardt manner. To 
get a Calypso flavor, he worked 
with a

driveways.
Music ran in the family. His fa

ther was a radio station staff musi
cian for many years, and his grand
father was known for his singing at 
the synagogue (as Paul puts it. he 
was “almost a cantor like”). Prob
ably because of his family’s back
ground, Paul became interested in 
music when he was very young. He 
plunged into grammar school musi
cals at P.S 164, and during a pro
duction of Alice In Wonderland he 
met Art Garfunkel. When Paul 
went on to Forest Hills High 
School he left behind roller hockey 
and baseball and entered the world 
of Elvis, the Everly Brothers and 
Alan Freed. Garfunkel sat next to 
him during music period and the 
two began getting deeper and dee
per into music.

Sudden success: One of the songs 
on the first release. “Hey School
girl.” quickly became a hit. Soon 
they were rockin’ it on the Dick 
Clark Show, doing tours and busily 
planning their record follow-ups. 
But all of their subsequent releases 
were flops. Then Big Records went 
bankrupt and Paul Simon’s career 
reached its first setback. At sixteen 
years old, he had been to the top for 
a short sport and back down; it 
wasn’t easy to take the dis
appointment.

The total picture for Paul was 
not really all that bleak though. He 
would have no hassle with the 
draft (4F with a heart murmur); he 
was still living quite comfortably 
with his parents in Forest Hills; 
and after high school he was able to 
enter Queens College and Brooklyn 
Law School. But that turned out to 
be a disappointment for him too, as 
he soon realized. “I passed the Law 
Boards; it seemed to be the thing to 
do. But I found out it wasn’t my 
thing.”

He and Garfunkel (now a Math 
major at Columbia University) still 
spoke to each other often, and 
though neither was seriously com
mitted to a career in music, they 
began riding into Greenwich Vil
lage to spend Sunday afternoons 
singing together in Washington 
Square Park or to pass the evenings 
harmonizing at folk music havens 
like the Gaslight and Gerde’s Folk 
City. The new bohemian setting 
appeared to Paul as a refuge from 
his years amidst the middle class. 
Soon his musical preferences began 
to change and he decided to make 
another go at his career, but this 
time as a folk singer. So off he went 
to England.

The second coming: Paul’s emer
gence as a solo singer-songwriter 
did not begin with the new Paul 
Simon album. It started while Paul

partner, says
Paul Simon, 

“I just wanted 
to do something 

myself." Does that 
mean the team

nine-man steel band in 
Kingston, Jamaica. And when he 
became intrigued by Stefan Gross
man’s guitar work, he flew the gui
tarist to a studio in L.A. and layed 
down a few fresh tracks.

But despite the pleasure Paul got 
from his musical independence, he 
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Art Garfunkel: Starring Tn

Paul Simon: He refuses to admit that the partnership with Garfunkel is

He was singing of his needs 
An angry mob trailed him home 
They shot my brother dead 
Because he hated what was 
wrong.
From then on, Simon stopped 

fiddling with teenage lyrics and be
gan his dive into the poetic.

Goodbye Tom and Jerry.

Twenty-three years old the day 
he died

Freedom rider
They cursed my brother to his 
face
Go home outsider
This town's gonna be your bur- 
yin ’place

was staying in Paris during the 
summer of ’63 and learned about 
the murder of civil rights worker 
Andrew Goodman in Mississippi. 
‘‘Andy had been in an acting class 
with me at Queens College. It hit 
me really hard and that’s when I 
wrote, I guess, my first serious 
song: ‘He Was My Brother.’ ” If 
you look at those nine-year-old lyr
ics now, and then listen to Bob Dy
lan’s single “George Jackson,’’ 
written but months ago, you see an 
interesting parallel—a parallel that 
certainly says something for Sim
on:

He was my Brother 
Five years older than I 
He was my Brother

r f 
_____
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The lyrics also toy puzzlingly with 
school days gone by:

The mama pajama rolled out of 
bed
And she ran to the police station
When the papa found out he be
gan to shout
And he started the investigation 

it’s against the law 
what the mama saw
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Goodbye Forest Hills. Goodbye law 
school. Hello Paul Simon. Ameri
can folk singer. In late 1964, Simon 
brought some of his latest original 
songs to Columbia Record producer 
Tom Wilson, who suggested he 
make an album. Simon mentioned 
having a friend he liked to sing 
with, and that winter Simon and 
Garfunkel cut their first album, 
Wednesday Morning 3 A.M. One of 
the songs on that LP. “The Sounds 
Of Silence.” was getting a good re
sponse. so Columbia decided to put 
it out as a single. The song, bellow
ing the alienational pangs of the 
generation, skyrocketed to the top.

The money gushes in: After the 
success of “The Sounds Of Silence” 
and the subsequent release of a sec
ond album under just that name, 
came the opportunity that really 
secured Simon’s position as one of 
the under-thirty rock millionaires 
(he is now thirty). Mike Nichols 
commissioned him to write the 
score for The Graduate, a film that 
broke all box office records. Every 
poor and alienated kid who identi
fied went to see it and brought his 
parents along as well. The over
whelming success of the film gave 
Paul enough money to rent a vaca
tion estate in Stockbridge, Mas
sachusetts, take a fashionable city 
apartment on New York’s upper 
East-side, and do occasional con
certs at which he and Garfunkel 
could demand, and receive, 90% of 
the gross.

Each album after The Graduate 
sold better than the one before it, 
until finally Bridge Over Troubled 
Water broke sales records all over 
the world. Then the two year gap. 
And now Paul Simon alone.

"I’ve changed”: Paul’s life has al
tered with the years, and so has his 
music. Most of his earlier songs 
were filled with anxiety, loneliness, 
and neurotic relationships.

I ’ve built walls
A fortress deep and mighty 
That none may penetrate 
I have no need of friendship 
Friendship causes pain
It’s laughter and it's loving I dis
tain

The mama looked down and spit 
on the ground
Everytime my name gets men
tioned
The papa said oy if I gel that boy 
I'm gonna stick him in the house 
of detention

Goodbye to Rosie the queen of 
Corona
See you, me and Julio
Down by the schoolyard

“Me and Julio Down By 
the Schoolyard” 

And they present warnings on con
temporary social problems:

Taking downs to get off to sleep 
And ups to start you on your way 
After a while they’ll change your 
style
I see it happening every day
Oh spare your heart
Everything put together falls 
apart
There's nothing to it, nothing to 
it
And you can cry
You can lie
For all the good it 'll do you
You can die
But when it's done
And the police come, and they 
lay you down for dead
Just remember what I said

“Everything Put Together
Falls Apart” 

But the main difference between 
this album and any of the previous 
LP’s is that there’s only one voice 
singing . . . Paul’s. •

> * —.
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our back pages
by Walli Elmlark

A Fresh Cut 
For Humble Pie

(hopefully) final changes.
The latest collection of members

cals are a legend that continues to 
surround us. Now it’s up to the new

The New Rascals: A second go at rebirth.

o

£
f

Liv seemed slightly embarrassed 
and quite touched at the display of 
affection. “Gee, what can I say? 
Thank-you.”

Not only was the hall totally 
still while he sang, but many times 
when a song was over you could 
hear voices yelling “Thank you.” 
Quite a departure from the hysteria 

’ _ • j an Edgar Win
ter— Humble Pie concert several

album of the new incarnation is 
about to be released on Columbia 
Records, and has got to be a tre
mendous departure from the old 
Rascals’ sound.

When the old band broke up, Fe
lix Cavalieri and Dino Dinelli stayed 
together and tried to put together 
another group. It took almost a 
year for their efforts to bear fruit.

Steve Mariott bounced down the 
aisle at the Academy of Music and 
settled into an adjoining chair. “It’s 
great having Clem (speaking of Da
vid Clempson who had recently re
placed Peter Frampton) with us. 
His music just fell right in with 
what we’re heading for. Clem’s on 
the album that’s about to be re
leased in March. We’re really ex
cited about the album. It’s all rock 
and roll, not a bit of this and a bit 
of that, like we’ve been doing in the 
past.”

Clem nodded happily. “I feel so 
much freer playing with the Pie. 
That was one of the reasons I had 
to leave Colosseum. The group was 
divided on what type of music they 
wanted to play. Half the group 
wanted to play sit and listen music, 
and the other half wanted to play 
music to make you get up and 
boogie. John Hiseman may have 
been a great drummer, but he was 
going every second and you had to 
keep up with him or you were in 
trouble. That’s very, limiting. Also. 
I felt the group was wrong in turn
ing down gigs because they were af
raid that an audience that came to 
see, let’s say, Led Zeppelin, 
wouldn’t accept them.”

“The entire thing seems to have 
worked out great,’’ said Steve. 
“Pete was a bit too jazz oriented to 
have dug what we were going 
for—good old rock and roll.” Both 
guys were beaming. Obviously 
Humble Pie felt well blended and 
seemed to be cooking just right.

The Rascals Re-emerge
T t’s been a long time coming, 
1 but finally the Rascals are a 
firm and together group. Their first has been pulled in from all comers.

Jerry Wexler from Atlantic records 
suggested Robert Popwell for bass. 
He was flown up from Miami. Al 
Kooper suggested Buzzy Seiten for 
guitar, and he was flown in from 
California. Felix and Dino held au
ditions here in New York for sing
ers and found Molly Holt. In Phila
delphia, they discovered the second 
female in the group—singer / song- 

There was a point about six months writer Annie Sutton. The old Ras- 
ago when the new Rascals were fi
nally ready to make an album 
(Peaceful World), but since then group to make that legend a reality 
the group has gone through some again.

Love, Liv, and Be Happy!
The soft gentleness that is Liv 

Taylor seemed to soak into his au
dience at Philharmonic Hall, and 
evoke a response rather unusual in 
this time of "get it on,” and "Lets 
Boogie!"

Quietly, so as not to interrupt the 
performance, one member of the au
dience after another went to the 
edge of the stage and unobtrusively churned up by 
set gifts and flowers at Liv's feet, ter—Humble Pie 
almost like an offering at an alter. days earlier.
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Dylan: Reformed by a one-legged Yippie.

fS

Why Dylan Did 
George Jackson

g
5
s
5 
—1

a.

behind penitentiary walls. Thou
sands of people, including Bob Dy
lan, had read Jackson’s charges and 
looked forward to hearing more 
from him at his upcoming trial. 
Jackson was cut down the day be
fore he was scheduled to appear in 
court.

teria, but this time only vocal.
As Rod left the stage, the police 

started hustling photographers and 
press backstage, saying “Move, ya 
wanta get killed?”

Rod reappeared, having changed 
to a flowered satin jacket, and the 
Faces did three more songs.

Another skirmish broke out 
backstage as police escorted Rod 
off and almost knocked down a 
very respectable looking, suited 
gentleman who turned out to be 
well-known correspondent from 
New York newspaper.

Though the Faces did include 
some songs from their latest album. 
A Nod is as Good as a Wink to a 
Blind Horse, it was the Stewart 
standards that the audience want
ed to hear.

How did the boys in the band feel 
about the audience’s enthusiasm? 
They were flabbergasted! Rod had 
been so nervous before the concert 
that, according to his chauffeur, he 
had nearly been climbing the walls 
of his limousine. But when Kenny 
Jones called England the next day, 
he reported in astonished tones 
that “at the end we were all hug
ging each other as if we were soccer 
players who had scored a winning 
goal. The audience stood up as soon 
as we arrived on the stage. It’s in
credible to think they were doing it 
for us."

“Another good influence on Bob,’’ 
Weberman reports, “was folk sing
er Eric Williams, a black freedom 
fighter who’s been thrown around 
by the cops so much he’s learned to 
bounce.”

When George Jackson was shot 
at San Quentin prison, above
ground newspapers and television 
commentators spread the claim 
that he had been killed while trying 
to escape. Meanwhile, a different 
version went out in the under
ground circles frequented by Dy
lan’s new friends. The underground 
story was that Jackson had been 
shot because he was hated and 
feared by the prison guards and ad
ministration.

Why was Jackson allegedly 
feared, and why did he inspire Dy
lan’s “love?” The convict had writ
ten an eloquent book denouncing 
injustices in the prison system, and 
revealing the brutal practices used

For the last year or two the 
grapevine has been filled with ru
mors that Bob Dylan was turning 
conservative. Bob had supposedly 
gone back to calling himself Zim
merman. returned to old-style reli
gious beliefs, invested money in 
some questionable “capitalist” 
ventures, and begun to contribute to 
right-wing movements. Then, two 
months ago, came “George Jack- 
son.” a song that took a frankly 
radical stance. What turned Dylan 
back toward radical politics?

According to A.J. Weberman, 
who dug up the Dylan rumors in the 
first place, Bob was brought back 
to “the Movement” by a series of 
chance acquaintances. Weberman 
says he introduced Dylan to a 
one-legged Yippie named Terry 
who shared Dylan’s interest in 
Jewish problems. Terry, “who had 
attended many demonstrations and 
had fought police in D.C. with his 
crutches,” began by teaching Dylan 
a bit of Hebrew, and ended up 
reintroducing Bob to Movement po
litical workers and radical causes.

Stewart 
Kicks Off

Madison Square Garden was 
definitely ready for Rod, but first 
came Bull Angus, an appropriate 
name for that group, and then Cac
tus. Cactus almost got the crowd, 
but fell short. Everyone was there 
for one reason: Rod Stewart.

The lights dimmed; the entire 
garden seemed to draw in it’s 
breath; and then . . . what’s this? 
Five middle aged, very straight, 
tuxedoed musicians appeared on 
stage with trumpets and started 
playing a fanfare! Here they are 
folks, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck 
and three bears! Had Ringling 
Brothers changed their date? One 
will never know. After cavorting 
about the stage for three or four 
minutes, like a mirage, they were 
gone, and finally the real thing. Rod 
Stewart, the Faces, AND a riot.

Kids have run the aisles before, 
hysteria has hovered, but this was 
in a class of it’s own. Kids were 
jumping over the rails onto the gar
den floor, police converged from all 
sides, barricades splintered, kids 
were beaten and one boy was drag
ged by the throat all through the 
press section behind the stage, and 
out.
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Meanwhile, Rod looked magnifi
cent in pink satin suit, metallic 
pink shirt and red suede shoes. 
Ronnie Wood was wearing a Span- 
ish-style black satin, two piece bro
cade outfit. All the Faces had taken 
on a new super-sensational, star 
look.

Rod’s first song. “Gasoline Al
ley,” was all but lost in the melee, 
and “Maybe I’m Amazed,” his sec
ond song was swallowed by the 
sounds of the crowd.

This had to be one of the Faces 
best performances ever, despite the 
ruckus. The entire group was very 
up. Rod performed his microphone 
maneuvers in a manner which had 
been all but lost of late.

They camped it up (and down) as 
Ron Lane fell to the floor with the 
inevitable bottle of wine in hand.

Contrary to prior opinions, they 
did do songs from Rod’s album, Ev
ery Picture Tells a Story. During 
the drum break in “Losing You” 
(performed by Mick Waller on the 
album), Kenny Jones pounded 
away while Rod kicked 24 soccer 
balls into the audience.

For those who might be unaware 
of the fact. Rod, at one time was 
going to become a professional soc
cer player.

The crowd kept waiting and fi
nally the Faces played the opening 
bars of “Maggie May.” Again hys-
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(“All The Nasties’’), reinforce
ments arrived to fatten the sound. 
Nigel Olsson swung himself behind 
a silver heap of drums, and Dee 
Murray strapped himself into his 
bass. The sound began to sock as 
they pumped out “My Song’’ and 
“The King Must Die,’’ then worked 
its way up to a rocket pace and siz
zled through “My Baby Left Me.’’

The hand claps were moving hot
ly along, and Elton’s world was 
looking rosy, when suddenly T. 
Rex’s tiny leader, Marc Bolan, ap
peared on the proscenium. Within 
milliseconds the stage was swamp
ed by screaming little ladies, most 
of them in their teens, and Elton 
was forgotten. ‘Tis the price, mut
tered one sage, of being last year’s 

Elton John: "Either I move on or I get out.” superstar.
But Elton is determined not to 

disappear with yesterday’s papers. 
“The old sound has had its life,’ ” 
he admits, “But I’m going to 
change. Either I move on, or I get 
out!” Elton added a guitarist to his 
backup group and tried to “get a 
fuller effect.” His next step was to 
take the new ensemble off to 
France, use the Stones’ mobile 
recording unit, and try to get the 
new Elton down on tape. How new 
will the “new” Elton be? Only the 
LP he intends to make out of the 
French sessions will tell.

Elton John got off to a thin start, 
swept into a thick and solid sound, 
then got lost in the shadow of Marc 
Bolan. It happened at a Sunday 
concert in Croydon. Elton appeared 
onstage in his habitually low-slung 
trousers, seated himself at the pi
ano, and slipped into “Tiny Danc
er’’ without the benefit of his 
rhythm backup. Pretty, but much 
of the punch was missing. After El
ton had sung his stab at the press

Elton John :
Dodging

Obsolescence

with such incredible enthusiasm 
that the crowd began to get into it. 
A redhead from the audience 
jumped onstage, Leon grabbed her, 
kissed her. danced with her. drag
ged her to the piano, glued her to 
his knee while he bashed out one 
handed chords, hustled her to the 
front of the stage for another fren
zied dance, then jumped off the 
platform and into the audience.

The crowd had been on its feet 
for fifteen minutes, caught up in the 
incoherent frenzy. Now they had 
Leon to dance with. Freddy King 
rushed to the stage, grabbed the 
neck of his guitar, and joined the 
jamming confusion; one of the 
members of the Grease Band leapt 
behind Leon’s piano and took over 
the keys; the press backstage began 
to sing like hysterical madmen; and 
the roadies fished dancing-frantic 
Leon out of the crowd to put him 
back onstage. It was a night of 
glorious mania such as Amsterdam 
had seldom experienced.

A few nights later, Leon worked 
a London audience up to a lather 
that was equally insane. Then 
came the doctor’s orders, tour’s 
end, and the premature burial of 
seven unborn gigs.

Elton And Rod
Boogie Woogie giant John Baldry 

was supposed to tuck himself into a 
studio last month with Rod Stewart 
and Elton John to come out with a 
new album. Not that Rod and Elton 
will appear on the LP—they’ll stay 
behind the controls, producing.

Baldry will be filling the mikes 
with the sounds of a brand new 
band. He’s raided the ruins of Co
losseum and made off with the 
defunct group’s guitarist, Jimmy 
Litherland. He’s also picked up 
Bill Smith (bass) and John Dentith 
(drums). And he’s held on to guitar
ist Sam Mitchell and super-boogie 
pianist Ian Armitt, who flashed 
around the States with him on his 
last American tour.

England’s press is not sure how it 
stands on the Yoko Ono question. 
One reviewer listened to Yoko’s 
growing pile of singles and LP s, 
then concluded that the lady really 
knows how to rock’n roll. But an
other aired a different opinion: 
“It’s time somebody said it! Yoko 
Ono offering herself as a singer is 
the height of impudence. Her ap
pearance on albums the ultimate in 
self-indulgence. It’s the biggest 
confidence trick since the Trojan 
Horse!” 

Too much stomping and steam
ing onstage has done Leon Russell 
in. One week the report came from 
Amsterdam that Leon’s tour was 
taking a bizarre turn. The next 
week he hit London, and suddenly, 
the tour was over—Leon was too 
sick to carry on.

Leon had done over 150 gigs 
without a rest, and his exhaustion 
was showing. He didn’t look like 
Leon Russell: his hair was cropped 
at the shoulder and hair-sprayed 
into beauty parlor bangs; he’d 
gained weight and was sporting the 
forerunner of a double chin; and 
most of all. he looked wrung out. In 
Amsterdam, he staggered onto the 
stage, his coordination seemingly 
blown to bits, propped himself in 
front of the piano, and burst into an 
almost wordless growl—probably a 
befuddled version of “Wild 
Horses.” A few songs later, Leon 
got his tongue together and was 
playing the M.C. “Let’s hear some 
damned rock ’n’ roll,” he shouted; 
and while the band crowded onto 
the stage and broke into a musical 
sweat, Leon gripped a guitar then 
stumbled into a comic imitation of 
a fifties rock star, carrying it off
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George Harrison: Plenty of 
songs, plenty of plaster.

Harrison 
Heads Toward 

Fresh LP

Leon Russell’s final London con
cert witnessed a minor mir
acle—the second stage appearance 
of Eric Clapton since the break up of 
the Dominoes. Leon had just fin
ished the opening number of the 
evening, when a thin figure stepped 
onto the stage and was welcomed 
with loud roars of Russell approv
al. Half the audience was unaware 
of his presence, but Eric played 
throughout the rest of the set. unan
nounced and half-hidden by an am
plifier.

Clapton has begun preliminary 
work on an album at his home stu
dio. As yet. he’s brought no other 
musicians in to help him. and he’s 
shown his plans to no one. But At
lantic Records’ American office is 
hoping to have something ready for 
the record racks as early as next 
month.

George Harrison has been so ab
sorbed in projects (like the Bangla 
Desh album and the Badfinger LP) 
that he’s totally neglected his own 
compositions for a while. But ac
cording to Nicky Hopkins, Harrison 
should begin work on an LP of his 
own almost any minute now. Says 
Nicky. “When George was in New 
York, he played some new songs for 
us for about two or three hours. 
They were really incredible. So he 
has plenty of material for an al
bum.”

Nicky went on to explain that 
George, like John Lennon, has built 
a studio at his home, and will 
record the new album within a 
stones’ throw of his own living 
room. The living room, by the way, 
as well as the rest of the house, has 
presented George with major resto
ration problems. The residence was 
constructed at the turn of the centu
ry by a wealthy eccentric, then had 
its queerest features painted and 
plastered over by a zealous group of 
nuns. George has returned the place 
to its original, peculiar condition.

Jesus is competing with the Bea
tles’ old record for bringing Ameri
can gold into Britain. You’ll recall 
that several years ago. John, Paul, 
George and Ringo were presented 
with medals by the Queen for hav
ing hauled so much loot across the 
Atlantic. Now Tim Rice and Andrew 
Lloyd Weber, the writers respon
sible for Jesus Christ—Superstar, 
have been given special government 
awards for filling their country’s 
coffers. They’ve blessed Mother 
England with the proceeds from 
over three and a half million album 
sales.

Winwood
Backs Waters

TZ? lack American blues singer 
X.) Muddy Waters showed up sud
denly in London, settled into a stu
dio with a small, but extraordinary 
backup group, and spent a week 
laying down tracks for a “London 
session” LP. Traffic’s Steve Win
wood and Rick Grech handled key
boards and bass the first day out. 
and ex-Hendrix sidekick Mitch 
Mitchell piloted the drum kit. 
When can you expect to get your 
hands on the results? Probably 
March or later.

Two of the bands put together 
recently by former members of Free 
have already fallen apart. Vocalist 
Paul Rogers’ band. Peace, col
lapsed after a tour with Mott the 
Hoople. A spokesman for Island 
records explained that Paul “didn’t 
have the freedom he was hoping for 
in the new group.”

Stevie Winwood: Doing Muddy's blues. 
Free: The splinters are splintering.

Bassist Andy Fraser’s group. 
Toby, broke up just before finishing 
its first LP. Island’s spokesman 
says that Andy was uncertain 
about what he wanted to do.

The dissolution of the two groups 
triggered the following front-page 
headline in one of the music papers: 
“Free To Re-form?” The answer to 
that question is yes.

Several days later, the Mothers 
arrived in London, rented new in
struments, and rehearsed frantical
ly for what turned out to be another 
catastrophe. They performed a full 
show to an enthusiastic audience 
and were preparing to leave the 
stage when a member of the au
dience—supposedly infuriated that 
Zappa was getting too much of his 
girl friend’s attention—dashed on
stage and knocked Frank into the 
orchestra pit twelve feet below.

Zappa was rushed to the hospital 
with a broken leg and a fractured 
ankle. He remained in a state of 
shock for three days, totally una
ware of what had happened to him. 
His manager. Herb Cohen, ex
pected him to remain hospitalized 
in London for at least three weeks, 
then to be kept on crutches for an
other month.

Most of Zappa’s film and LP 
projects have come to a temporary 
halt. The famous nine-record set— 
destined to include tapes of re
hearsals, rejected studio tracks, 
concerts, business conferences, and 
everything else you might need to 
get an inside understanding of 
Mothers’ art—will come out in 
March. But Billy The Mountain, 
Zappa’s next film project, will not 
begin shooting on schedule. And a 
live album of the London concerts 
will never see the light of day.
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The Split 
In BS&T
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David Clayton-Thomas, as every
one knows, has left Blood, Sweat 
and Tears, but the former lead sing
er insists it is not a bitter split. 
“We were like a family,” says the 
Canadian born singer, ‘‘you just 
don’t turn your back on your fami
ly. Bobby Columby (BS&T’s drum
mer) produced my first solo album, 
and as far as I’m concerned I never 
want to work with anyone else. 
Also a few of the other musicians in 
Blood, Sweat and Tears, will play 
on my albums.”

David goes on to blame the press 
for the bad-feelings rumor that has 
been circulating about the band. 
“Reading that it was an amicable 
arrangement doesn’t interest any
one, does it? So writers create 
things that sell papers. But it sim
ply isn’t true.” Clayton-Thomas 
has recently sold his ranch in 
Northern California to move to Los 
Angeles. “I’m not retiring,” he ex
plains. “I plan to go on in music, 
and most of the music is in Los An
geles. The musicians are here and 
the studios are here.”

Joy Of Cooking: 
Words For

Women’s Lib
Carly Simon, one of New York’s 

best singers, played the Troubador 
in Los Angeles and completely won 
over this coast as well. Her song 
writing has earned respect and her 
strong delivery caught praise from 
the critics. Her exceptional good 
looks didn’t hurt either.
Joy Of Cooking

The Joy Of Cooking, one of the 
best bands in this country, have 
been signed by award-winning 
French director Agnes Varda to 
score her next movie, now shooting 
in San Francisco. The film, tan- 
tatively titled My Body Is My Own, 
deals in part with Women’s Libera
tion and Miss Varda has made a 
conscientious effort to only include 
women in the production. The Joy 
of Cooking partly qualifies: al
though there are men in the band, 
the writing and lead singing come 
from two women, Toni Brown and 
Terry Garthwaite.

phone movements; Townshend 
leaping and doing splits in thin air. 
With all that movement, how do 
they keep from hitting each other in 
mi,d-flight?

The Who belong to the small 
group of rock and roll bands that 
inhabit Mount Olympus. Turning 
on an audience isn’t so much a mat
ter of being bad or good, it’s simply 
a matter of being there. Even if 
they were horribly offbeat. The 
Who would be just fine. For the Los 
Angeles concert, they were good, 
giving the crowd so much music 
that everyone wondered about go
ing over the top.

Although the Rolling Stones 
were in town, none of them made it 
to the concert itself. But the music 
people are already saying that 
when the Stones play L.A. this 
Spring, it’s The Who they will have 
to top.

But Mick Jagger did show up at 
an after-the-concert party at the 
Continental Hotel on the Sunset 
Strip. He made his entrance, 
sweeping into the room with his in
credibly beautiful wife, Bianca. 
Even in old, jaded L.A. they were 
singled out with careful stares. 
Keith Moon made the second single 
greatest entrance when he walked 
in wearing a buffalo hat complete 
with soaring horns. The party was 
supposedly staged to present The 
Who with a platinum record for 
their latest album release.

r ■

David Clayton-Thomas:
’’A friendly split doesn’t sell papers.

Rolling Stones concert two years 
ago, the first 25 rows were unavail
able to the general public.

The concert itself was a whop
ping success. Pre-performance 
games of frisbee served to boost the 
energy level. Cries of “The Who” 
and “Tommy” spontaneously sur
ged into the air. When The Who fi
nally did appear on stage, they 
looker a good deal different from 
their last L.A. appearance 18 
months earlier. Gone was the cos
tuming. Pete Townshend came out in 
a tie-dyed jump-suit, but the leath
er was missing. The usually fringed 
Roger Daltry was subdued in 
down-home jeans and a plain shirt. 
Keith Moon—ringed by his drums 
—sweated through a T-shirt. Only 
John Entwistle looked like a pop 
star, obligingly coming onstage in 
velvet pants and what looked like a 
monkey fur jacket (which he later 
removed.)

One observer from backstage de
scribed the group as “insane.” 
When a guard came to lead them 
onstage, they followed behind, 
leaping into the air, making noises 
like bears and generally performing 
a “deranged” dance.

Onstage they were The Who. 
Daltry with his legendary micro-

so CW2OJS

f' 1 wo super-groups have invaded 
A Los Angeles and most of the 

music talk, if not straight news, has 
centered around them. The Rolling 
Stones came with the intention of 
staying until they could finish off 
their next album release and plan a 
Spring tour. The Who came to play 
a few concert dates and generally 
lifted everyone’s spirits.

The Who made a phenomenal 
impression, recalling the early days 
of Beatlemania. Their concert 
dates in the Los Angeles area (The 
Forum, 18,000; the San Diego Con
course; the Long Beach Arena, 
18,000) were sold out in a matter of 
hours. One report had the Forum 
tickets going in a record 90 minutes 
flat. Concert Associates, who pro
moted the appearance, sand this 
time-table beat out both the Beat
les and the Rolling Stones.

Over 200 faithful stayed out all 
night in freezing weather to buy the 
first tickets that went on sale. The 
Who, unlike most bands, have a ri
der in their contracts which de
mands that the first ten rows of any 
auditorium go on sale to the general 
public. Most of the time these 
choice seats are taken out of circu
lation by the record companies or 
the public relations 'firms. For the



James Taylor: Ten months ’til the next LP.

Carly Simon: Picking up praises. __________|
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Merry Clayton was planning to go 
into the studios with producer Lou 
Adler around the beginning of Feb
ruary. Says the singer, “We have to 
rotate, Carole King, David T. Walker 
and I. Lou can’t be everywhere at 
once, but now it’s my turn.” Anoth
er Lou Adler discovery are comedi- 
als Cheech and Chong. On a recent 
date down in Texas, the duo’s rou
tines were greeted with the same 
opening applause that audiences 
usually save for familiar songs.

Cheech and Chong: Chuckling with the weed.

“Dave’s Not Here” is rapidly be
coming a catchword out here in Los 
Angeles.

By the way, Cheech and Chong 
ran into a little trouble down in the 
Venice, California, area with their 
bus-bench advertising. The bus ben
ches supported a cartoon, dealing 
with the “Dave’s Not Here” rou
tine. Apparently the principal of 
Venice High School got a look at 
the bench and demanded it be tak
en down. It deals with the weed.

James Taylor’s 
Dry Spell

Don’t hold your breath for an al
bum release from James Taylor. A 
quick call to Warner Bros, records 
inquiring as to the next release date 
ended with the words, “sometime 
before next Christmas, if we’re 
lucky. If we’re really lucky we 
might have it by the end of the sum
mer.” As I said, don’t hold your 
breath.

Look out for John Prine and Steve 
Goodman, two exceptional sing
er-composers out of Chicago who 
are making the biggest waves in the 
country-rock ocean. Very similar to 
Kris Kristofferson in style, but defi
nitely their own men, Goodman 
and Prine have already been “cov
ered” by most of the best singers in 
this country. Each has a Dylan 
type delivery; each is worth listen
ing to.

Buzzy Linhart, well known to 
people in New York, made it out to 
Los Angeles to play the Troubador. 
Like Carly Simon, he made a sen
sational impression. On most peo
ple! Disneyland, however, wasn’t 
impressed. It seems Linhart want
ed to visit the Magic Kingdom and 
called to find out if he would be let 
in despite his extremely long hair. 
Disneyland officials said he would; 
however when he arrived out in 
Anaheim, Linhart was refused ad
mission. The problem? He had 
holes in his jeans.

Joni Mitchell 
To Tour

Joni Mitchell, who has long 
avoided going out on the road, will 
embark on a nationwide tour to
ward the end of winter. Her album, 
Blue (Reprise), was awarded a gold 
record. All the lady’s other record
ings, except her first, have also been 
certified gold.

“Easy Times” on the latest Judy 
Collins release was penned by Miss 
Collins and her long-time actor 
companion Stacey Keach. The song 
was written for a film called “The 
Repeater”—written, directed and 
starring Stacey Keach. “The 
Repeater” has won a number of 
awards in international film festi
vals and looks to have a national 
release by the summer. The short 
film deals with a man who is so 
conditioned to prison life that he 
cannot make it on the outside. 
Keach and Miss Collins plan to 
team up again professionally when 
he directs a film called “Outer 
Dark” dealing with incest.

Three Dog Night had some nice 
news around Christmas. Dunhill 
records informed the group that 
they had garnered over 5 million 
dollars in concert sales alone. That 
doesn’t count their record earnings 
or publishing rights, etc. No wonder 
they can afford their very own Lear 
Jet.
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From Germany-cuts include 
"America" (from "West Side 
Story") and more.
($7.98 ea.)

THE NICE
The Best of Nice 
(IMMEDIATE)

QUICKSILVER 
MESSENGER SERVICE 
The Best of Quicksilver 
Messenger Service (EMI) 
An exclusive "best" hits 
album just in.
(7.98 ea.)

JOE COCKER
Cocker Happy (HIFLY)
Joe Cocker's greatest 
hits—with two unreleased 
cuts. Never sold in the U.S.
($7.98 ea.)

A fine musician— 
this album will be 
tomorrow's classic. 
($7.98 ea.)

BURT JANSCH
Rosmary Lane 
(TRI)

HUMBLE PIE
The Crust Of
Humble Pie (EMIDISC)
From Holland—"Cold Lady", 
"Wrist Job", "Alabama".
and more. ($7.98 ea.)

THE MOVE
The Best of The
Move (FL Y)
Includes "Fire Brigade", 
Walk Upon the Water"- 
and 10 other fantastic hits. 
($7.98 ea.)

M__ L___
T. REX
The Best of T. Rex (FLY)
A collector's item at 
a budget price. 16 hits 
from earlier cut-out albums.
($7.98 ea.)

SMALL FACES 
Wham Bam! (EMIDISC)
Fresh from Holland- 
includes "Rene , 
Sunday", "Mad John 
and 8 others.
($7.98 ea.)
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ATOMIC ROOSTER 
Atomic Rooster (B & C)

Nick, Vincent and 
Carl in six great cuts— 
including "Friday the 13th 
and "Decline and Fair . 
<$7.98 ea.)
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Rush to me at once, the albums I have checked below:

O Charge my credit card Enclosed

SignatureAccount No.

please print
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 Bank Amcricard
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 Joe Cocker
 Fleetwood Mac
 Quicksilver Messenger Svce.

BRITISH IMPORT SOCIETY 
117 West 46th Street 

New York, N.Y.
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COCKER HAPPY
THE ORIGINAL FLEETWOOD MAC
THE BEST OF QUICKSILVER

MESSENGER SERVICE
THE WORLD OF CAT STEVENS
ATOMIC ROOSTER
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WHAM BAM!
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CAT STEVENS 
The World of Cat 
Stevens (DECCA) 
Stevens’ greatest cuts— 
an out-and-out classic. 
($7.98 ea.)

THE KINKS
The Kinks (PYE)
This greatest hits set 
features some of the 
Best best by this popular 
English group. It sells very well 
even though it's a mono.
(DOUBLE ALBUM/S15.00 aa.)

FLEETWOOD MAC
The Original
Fleetwood Mac (CBS)
The original group 
in an complete album of 
previously unreleased tracks.
($7.98 ea.)

DONOVAN LEITCH 
HMS Donovan (DAWN) 
A two record set of children's 
poems etc., by the great 
Donovan Leitch. It’s Donovan's 
latest . . . and a really sweet 
album.
(DOUBLE ALBUM/S15.00 ea.)
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| City-----
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 Cat Stevens
 Atomic Rooster
 T. Rex
 The Move
 Small Faces
 John McLaughlin
 The Nice
 Burt Jansch
 Humble Pie
 Donovan Leitch
 The Kinks

———- VERY LIMITED SUPPLY-®™^™® 
AS YE COME FIRST, SO SHALL YE BE SERVED

john McLaughlin
Extrapolation (POLYDOR)
An absolutely great 
album with John Surman, 
Tony Oxley and Brian 
Odges—three of Britain's 
top jazz musicians.
($7.98 ea.)

IMPORT SOCIETY ALBUMS
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HOT WAX ON CAMPUS

54 CIRCUS

Is there an FM ROCK STATION In 
your area that you feel deserves a list
ing in CIRCUS? Write Art Ford, Hot 
Wax, CIRCUS Magazine, 866 UN Plaza, 
New York, N. Y. 10017 ... and we’ll 
check it out right away!

1. Julie Driscoll (Import)
2. Funk—Earl Hooker—Blues on Blues
3. Hot Rocks—Rolling Stones
4. Captain Beefheart
5. Marty Carty and Dave Swarbick (Im
port)

WNEW-FM
New York
1. Fragile—Yes
2. Pictures At An Exhibition—Emerson, 

Lake & Palmer
3. Concert For Bangla Desh
4. A Nod Is As Good As A Wink—The Faces
5. Hot Rocks—Rolling Stones

WFPC
Florida Presbyterian College
1. Shanti
2. The Need of Love—Earth Wind and Fire
3. Wild Life—Wings
4. Year of Sunday—Seals and Crofts
5. Women's Love Rights—Laura Lee

KMET-FM
Los Angeles

WHCN-FM
Hartford
1. Batdorf and Rodney
2. Collaboration—Shawn Phillips
3. Levee Blues—Pot Liquor
4. Happy Just To Be Like I Am—Taj Mahal
5. High, Low and In Between—Townes Van 

Zandt

WMMR-FM
Philadelphia
1. Very Young And Early Songs—Cat Ste
vens
2. Fearless—Family
3. Hot Rocks—Rolling Stones
4. Pictures At An Exhibition—Emerson.

Lake and Palmer
5. Fragile—Yes

WKTK-FM
Baltimore
1. Changes—John Williams
2 Hot Rocks—The Rolling Stones
3. Thoughts of Movin' On—Lighthouse
4 Brain Capers—Mott the Hoople
5. Very Young and Early Songs—Cat Ste- 

> vens.

WWOM-FM
New Orleans
1. Papa John Creach—Grunt
2. Rare Earth In Concert
3. Straight Up—Badfinger
4 Naturally—Jesse Hill
5. Happy Just To Be Like I Am—Taj Mahal

CHUM-FM
T oronto
1. Gonna Take a Miracle—Laura Nyro
2. Grootna
3. Living Game—Mick Greenwood
4. Guilty—Burdon/Witherspoon
5. Canada—Main Line

WMAL-FM
Washington D.C.
1. Garcia—Jerry Garcia
2. In Hearing Of—Atomic Rooster
3. Music—Carole King
4. Second Album—Curved Air
5. Muswell Hillbillies—The Kinks

WRCT, Pittsburgh
Carnegie-Mellon Univ.
1. Different Roads—Jake Jones
2. Happy Just To Be Like I Am—Taj Mahal
3. Straight Up—Badfinger
4. Already a Household Word—Repairs
5. Hot Rocks—Rolling Stones

WFIB
University of Cincinnati
1. Gonna Take a Miracle—Laura Nyro
2. Rare Earth in Concert
3. Straight Up—Badfinger
4. Early Songs—Cat Stevens
5. R.E.O. Speedwagon

liot wan predictions
Since music tastes and preferences 

vary, CIRCUS asks FM Programmers 
to predict what five records will be 
most likely to top the lists when we 
appear on the newsstand. Here are our 
predictions.

KSFX-FM
San Francisco
1. Merry Clayton
2. Papa John Creach
3. Family Album—Stoneground
4. American Pie—Don McLean
5. Hot Rocks—Rolling Stones

*
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If the Mike Matthews freedom Amp 
is net the greatest amp you've ever owned, 

return it for a complete refund.
TheMikeMatthewsFreedom Ampwill let you-
• play your axe while traveling 

to a gig.
• blast out in the solace 

of the woods.
• lead a pilgrimage to 

the mountains.
• become a star.

Complete 
kit

 S129.0C
““ 169.00

139.00
179.00
129.00
169.00
$

This 400 watt peak PORTABLE amplifier uses 
patented low drain circuitry which allows it to 
operate on standard flashlight batteries. Just 
one specially designed super heavy duty 10" 
speaker is all that’s needed to pump out all this 
power, making this unit the most compact, 
rugged amplifier ever developed. In fact, it's 
so rugged we’ve guaranteed it for 10 years.

The Guitar Amp.
The Guitar Amp comes with a built in Attack 

Equalizer Control System. This allows you to 
suck out and emphasize the BITE you get just 
when your pick plucks the strings. The attack 
control used in conjunction with the tone 
control will give your instrument all the balls 
you want, letting you taste and feel each note.

The Pass Amp.
The Bass Amp has a Heavy Low Frequency 

Resonance Control. This gives the amp more 
depth and wallop than units with two 15" 
speakers. .The P. A. Amp.

The P. A. Amp has ultra recording studio 
fidelity to match all the phenomenal power 
it delivers.

If putting things together is your bag, we 
also have the same amplifiers in Kit form. Each 
Kit comes with all parts and a set of easy to 
follow instructions.

All Matthews Freedom Amplifiers are 
available with the option of (DC) batteries only, 
or with AC/DC capability.

If you are not completely satisfied with 
the factory wired Mike Matthews Freedom Amp 
simply send it back to us within fifteen 
days and get your money back.

e/ectro-harmonix c-i3o3
15 West 26th Street, New York, NewA ork 10010

Factory 
wired

 $179.00
— 229.00

189.00
239.00
179.00
229.00

Please ship:
DC Guitar Amp 
AC/DC Guitar Amp 
DC Bass Amp 
AC/DC Bass Amp 
DC P. A. Amp 
AC/DC P. A. Amp  
 Enclosed is total check for order 
 Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10?5 deposi t $--------
 Please place me on your new product an-
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Jamming With 
The Stones:

der. 
the

Ace guitarist 
Ry Cooder plays a 

key role on the 
Nicky Hopkins 
Rolling Stones 
extravaganza 

Jamming With 
Edward. So why does 

he insist that he 
“didn’t want

f the three current Rolling 
Stones Record releases, the 

most spontaneous, off-the-cuff con
tribution has to be the two-year old 
Nicky-Hopkins-dominated waxing 
titled Jamming With Edward. 
(Rolling Stones Records, dis
tributed by Atlantic). Besides being 
the most impromptu of the three 
records, it is also the most con
troversial, as we shall soon find

master of the blues mandolin.
Let It Bleed: Those of you not fa

miliar with Mr. Cooder’s work have 
probably heard him on any number 
of recordings by such diverse artists 
as Captain Beefheart, Jackie 
DeShannon, The Gentle Souls, 
Paul Revere and the Raiders and 
Taj Mahal’s first group—The Ris
ing Sons. Cooder, who has spent 23 
years accumulating respect at a ra
pid rate, collaborated with Van 
Dyke Parks to produce his own 
first solo recording—a collection of 
modernized blues works which con
tribute more to the blues tradition 
than they borrow from it—and has 
just come out with a second solo 
LP, Into The Purple Valley (Re
prise). Still in all, it is Ry Cooder 
the session man that most music 
buffs will recognize, and it is the 
controversial Rolling Stones Let It 
Bleed sessions which Cooder will 
recall himself, mainly because:

(1) that is where the Stones alle
gedly stole several of Cooder’s 
musical licks

-and-
(2) it was there that Jamming 
With Edward first originated.
As Ry recalls, “The Stones flew 

me in especially to do the Let It 
Bleed sessions A lot of initial rif- 
fing and good-time practicing went 
down. You know what happens in 
the studios: you get in there and try 
to get loose. We got down to some 
jamming, because that’s what hap
pens at these things.”

As it was, Cooder could not help 
but play a dominant role in the 
spiritual and physical chemistry of 
the sessions. Some say he created a 
certain atmosphere (call it aura if 
you like) that the Stones camp had 
not yet been exposed to. But when 
the smoke cleared and it came 
down to the actual recording, the 
only visible credits he received were 
for playing mandolin on the Stones 
version of Woody Payne’s “Love In 
Vain.”

The rip-off issue: Articles in the 
rock press had it that during the 
practice periods several of Ry’s in
itial innovative riffs were borrowed 
for other tunes on the Let II Bleed 
record (e.g., “Honkey Tonk Wom
an”— which the Stones called 
“Country Honk” on the album). 
Furthermore, when Ry was sent 
home, the Stones allegedly used 
several other portions of his riffs 
without Cooder or credits!!

Cooder didn’t shout ripoff when 
we spoke to him via telephone at 
his Southern California hideaway, 
but he certainly sounded like he 
wanted to forget the whole affair.

out. Stonenien Jagger, Watts and 
Wyman, along with Hopkins and 
ace session guitarist Ryland P. 
Cooder, were reportedly passing the 
time away with a “jam thing’’ 
while awaiting the arrival of tuitar- 
ist 'Keith Richard. Chief engineer 
Glyn Johns, obviously not asleep in 
the control room, taped a good por
tion of the session and voila—a new 
Stone LP was upon us!! The high
er- ups at Rolling Stone Records 
assure us that Jamming With Ed
ward is theoretically Hopkins’ 
baby, mainly because “he has done 
most of the work for it.” Hopkins, 
who has done live and studio work 
with the likes of Jeff Beck, The 
Quicksilver Messenger Service, The 
Kinks, The Beatles, and The Who 
as well as The Stones, shares the 
spotlight on the LP not only with 
Jagger & Co., but with Ryland Coo- 

the contemporary kingpin of 
bottleneck guitar style and

“I’m not saying they stole them, 
and I’m not saying they didn’t 
—just that the other magazines had 
it all wrong. They had all the 
wrong facts. Let’s say I just hap
pened to be there, that's all. (ital
icized.)”

Ry Cooder “just happened to be 
there,” and all he got out of it was 
love in vain and a chance to jam 
with Edward.

“Well, we really didn't know 
that the rest of the jamming was 
ever going to be used. At first it was 
Jagger, Wyman and Charlie Watts 
and myself on guitar. And, of 
course, Nicky (Hopkins). In fact, 
that’s why they called it Jamming 
With Edward. Marshall (Chess of 
Rolling Stone Records) mentioned 
something about that being his 
nickname or real name or some
thing like that. I think Ian Stewart 
(former Stones piano player, cur
rent all-around road manager) was 
present, but I don’t think he was 
playing much. It’s all very vague 
now. You have to remember it was 
around two years ago.”

A touch of Brian Jones: Nicky 
Hopkins was a little less vague 
when he told a British reporter 
about the album: “Keith Richards 
had to go home because Anita was 
sick. We thought he’d be back in an 
hour or two, and we started play
ing.”

“The name,” says Nicky, “came 
from some banter between Brian 
(Jones) and myself a few years 
back. He was playing bass for some 
reason I can’t remember, and I was 
at the other end of the studios play
ing piano. He called over, ‘give me 
an E, Nicky’—but I couldn't hear. 
So he shouted, ‘give me an E for 
Edward.’ ”

When Cooder was asked who 
spearheaded the musical barrage, 
and if he could perhaps fill us in on 
the mode of playing, he remained 
quite vague in his answers: “Nicky 
would start something off, and the 
rest of them and me would just fill 
in. It was nothing particular, noth
ing special—just a bunch of notes. 
All it really was was a jam; listen 
to it yourself. It was just like an af
terthought really, an extra thing to 
do. It was like something you do in 
an idle moment. I really didn’t take 
much notice of what went down. In 
fact, no one really did!”

A stale sound: Well, Ry, obvious
ly someone did, because the red 
lights were on, the tapes were roll
ing, and that meant potential sa
leable product. For about a year 
and a half later Marshall Chess 
dropped in on Ry with some very



"It was one long, continuous jam full of notes.”
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valuable and unusual tapes of Coo- 
der jamming with Nicky Hopkins 
and assorted friends. As Marshall 
laid the tapes on the machine, the 
unmistakable sound of Cooder's 
guitar could immediately be recog
nized—or could they? “Right away 
when I heard it, I didn’t want any 
part of it. To tell you the truth, I 
didn’t recall a thing. At first I 
didn’t think it was me. I couldn’t 
recognize the melodies, and I had to 
listen to them a couple of times be
fore they became even slightly fa
miliar. I really didn’t want any
thing to do with 'em. First off, it 
wasn’t my best work by any means 
and besides, it sounded stale—they 
were around two years old.” 
Seemingly perturbed about the 
whole affair, Cooder hesitantly 
continued: “I really don’t want to 
be quoted on all this, but I just 
couldn’t identify with the tapes his
torically. It really doesn’t mean a 
thing to me. If you ask me, they’re 
really nothing. So what; I was on it. 
Big deal!! I want, or feel, no con
nection. It just doesn’t represent 
me. It was one long continuous jam 
full of notes. No one sat down and 
figured anything out. No one wrote 
anything beforehand. It was like a 
lark.’’

A better reason: Nicky Hopkins 
also feels that the record suffers be
cause no one sat down and planned 
it—but he still thinks that there are 
good reasons to put it out. “It’s not 
a serious album by any means,’’ he 
explains, “and I’d hate people to 
say ‘is this the best Nicky Hopkins 
can do.’ But we thought people 
might like to hear what goes down 
between actual recording proper."

But back to Ry Cooder. When 
asked if he thought he was an in
tegral part of the Stones’ sound 
now that they have finally released 
the album, Cooder responded 
emotionally with a blunt, almost 
bitter retort: “Let’s get one thing 
straight!! I never was, and I’m not 
in any way, an integral part of the 
Rolling Stones or their music. I 
can’t identify with the record or 
with them. Like I said before, 
there’s really no story; there’re no 
more comments. I just happened to 
be there, that’s all!!’’

Is Jamming With Edward, really 
as bad a record as Ry Cooder 
makes it out to be? Will it be popu
lar? Is it valid? Who’s gonna like 
it? Fact of the matter is, some will 
love it while others will hate it. But 
rest assured; most will buy it. After 
all, who wants to miss an album 
that Mick Jagger sings on???!!!

Ry Cooder: ''I'm not saying they stole them, and I’m not saying they didn't— 
just that all the other magazines had it all wrong.”
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by Patrick Wm. Salvo, Feathers of an Angel
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What Hath
Jagger 

Wrought?

The Rolling Stones- 
Jagger says they’re 

"not rebelling 
against anything."

'7 7 7?

“A lot of things are 
not what you'd 

expect from the Stones," 
says keyboard 

sidekick
Nicky Hopkins, 
puzzling over the 

changes on the 
newborn Stones LP.
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Keith’s house. Meanwhile Charlie 
and Bill have been back home (in 
the French Riviera, where the Brit
ish couldn’t hit them with taxes) 
making last minute arrangements 
before hitting the road for what 
must seem like the umpteenth 
time.

Twenty two tracks and ready to 
roll: Aside from the two other major 
Stones' releases. Hot Rocks (Lon
don's double-LP rehash of 21 gold
en gassers from the Stones' single 
archives) and Jamming With Ed
ward (the Stones’ and Nicky Hop
kins' improvised LP) the group has 
just laid down the official follow-up 
to Sticky Fingers, which should hit 
the racks by the end of February. 
Unlike Jamming With Edward or 
Hot Rocks, the album consists of 
all five Stones plus their reliable 
backup troupe of pianist Nicky 
Hopkins and hornmen Bobby 
Keyes and Jim Gordon. Tentative
ly titled Eat It, the two-record set 
was actually recorded in the base
ment of Keith Richard’s mansion 
in the south of France with the aid 
such unreleased maxi tunes as 
‘‘Brian’s Blues.” “High Heeled 
Sneakers,” “Looking Tired.” 
“How Many Times” and “In the 
Bottom” and was probably record
ed around the Stones 12 x 15 period 
(1964) at Chicago’s Chess Studios. 
Nonetheless, the quality was ex
cellent, and Mick’s voice never 
sounded more raunchy.

The real thing: Getting back to 
the legal Hot Rocks LP, it contains 
a vivid cross section of nostalgic 
numbers from those illustrious 
Stone years —1964-1971. From 
the years 1964 and 1965 London 
has contributed such tunes as 
“Times is on My Side.” “Satisfac
tion.” “Play With Fire,” “Heart of 
Stone” and “Get Off My Cloud.” 
The years ’66 through ‘68 give us 
wholewheat portions of “Mother’s 
Little Helper," “Paint It Black,” 
“Under My Thumb.” “Jumping 
Jack Flash,” and the uncut version 
of the classic Rolling Stones bed
time story “Let’s Spend the Night 
Together.” From the year ’69 we 
appropriately receive just two red 
hot mammas, namely “Honkey 
Tonk Woman” and “You Can’t Al
ways Get What You Want.” We ac
tually didn’t get what we needed ei
ther, but we seemingly got our just 
desserts from that era in the form 
of two Altamont sure-shots — 
“Gimme Shlter” and “Midnight 
Rambler” (two un-45 type 1970 
recordings).

The hassle: Finally, side four ends 
in a fine wheelin’-dealin’ style with 
two splendid opuses from 
1971—“Brown Sugar” and “Wild

I ike a series of high-energy 
JLj ejaculatory thrusts, the Roll
ing Stones have bad-assed their 
way back into the pulse of the mu
sical world once again. What 
seemed like an unproductive period 
in the group’s career has in actual
ity turned out to be a time for tun
ing up the gears. In between Mr. 
Jagger’s marriage, the setting up of 
their own mobile recording unit in 
the south of France, applying and 
reapplying for those elusive Ameri
can touring visas and generally get
ting acquainted with the politics of 
controlling their own business in
terests (without the advisory ex
pertise of Allen Klein), the Stones 
have been anything but idle. As 
Keith Richard would say. they’ve 
geen “getting it together.” Their 
American tour is tentatively sched
uled for early spring: so both of the 
Mick’s (Taylor and Jagger), plus 
Keith, have been over here final
izing dates, mixing down the last of 
their LP tracks in Los Angeles, and 
replacing some guitars (in Nash
ville) which had been nicked from

The Hot Rocks
Hassle

I he Stones may have their own 
A record company these days, 

but a rival organization, London 
Records, still managed to scoop 
them and bring out a Stones 
two-record set. Hot Rocks, just in 
time for Christmas. What kind of 
maneuvers made the London 
LP’s possible? After all, when Eng
lish Decca sprung a similar coup 
and reasserted old Stones tunes 
into a “Best Of’ package, the group 
was not too pleased. In fact, they 
proceeded to take out assorted ad
verts denouncing the whole esca
pade. Jagger, obviously perturbed 
by the English incident, was report
ed as saying: “I hope it pays for Sir 
Edward Lewis’s hospital bill.” 
Most scribes and music industry 
people were slightly confused, since 
Sir Edward (head of English Dec
ca) was in the best of health at the 
time. Wonder what Jagger will 
have to say about Hot Rocks?

Bootleg brother: To avoid any 
further confusion, loyal Stone fa
natics ought to be warned well in 
advance that the Hot Rocks LP 
bears no similarity to the bootleg 
EP (extended player) of the same 
name. To set things straight, the 
Hot Rocks bootleg was circulating 
in great droves about six months 
ago in front of concert halls and 
down dark alleyways, and although 
it was somewhat illegal, it was gold 
to famished Stones surveyors.

The record in mention contained
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of the Stones' unique mobile 
recording unit. It may seem weird, 
but at times the musicians just set 
themselves up in strategic rooms 
around the house (Charlie and Bill 
were in the master bedroom and 
Jim Gordon and Bobby Keyes were 
in the kitchen) while the sound was 
controlled by the board in the mo
bile unit parked outside.

Recording in your shorts: Their 
reasons for the truck are valid and 
twofold, with the word “feel” being 
the integral hook in each instance. 
The Stones could now record live 
performances without all the clap
trap problems that usually plague 
groups trying to “feel” out the fren
zy of a fierce, exciting stage act and 
still manage to capture the techni
cal perfection of a studio produc
tion. The second reason is obvious. 
A pure matter of availability mixed 
with comfort, better known as con
venience. The Stones (as well as 
Zeppelin. The Who. Faces and oth
ers) figure it’s much easier to get 
loose in one’s own environment 
than in a sterile studio atmos-

Horses.” As you’re well aware, 
these two cuts first appeared on the 
Rolling Stones’ label’s initial re
lease—Sticky Fingers (Rolling 
Stones Records COC59100), which 
was distributed by their parent 
company, Atlantic Records. The 
question now arises of why, and 
most importantly, how do these 
two tunes happen to pop up less 
than a year later on a record (a 
record the Stones probably don’t 
favor) put out by their old. and now 
competitive company. London? A 
reliable source at London Records 
simply had this to say about the 
matter: “One must obviously look 
to Allen Klein when it comes down 
to Stones material. The permission 
to use those two cuts actually came 
from his desk—period.”

But Klein denies any wrong
doing. and swears the release 
was approved by Jagger. Could it 
be that Mr. Klein, the man the 
Stones once trusted with their fi
nancial matters and whom the 
Rolling Men are currently suing for 
$1,250,000 still holds the key to 
what Stones material can be re
leased where, when and by whom??

No matter what its origins. Hot 
Rocks has to be appreciated as a 
Mother Hubbard of antiquated 
stonehenged sounds which, if noth
ing else, can come in quite handy as 
a chronological time scanner—a de
vice which allows you to pinpoint 
and recall past lovers, long-for
gotten Ed Sullivan Shows, and pre
vious personal rock and roll esca
pades, all with a quick switch of 
the wrist. by Patrick Wm. Salvo •
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phere where everything is con
trived for a certain set time. For the 
Stones, the mobile unit was like a 
dream come true. Imagine waking 
up one morning with a vision of the 
world’s greatest rock and roll tune 
leapin’ around in your head?’ All 
you’d have to do was walk down
stairs in your shorts and just plug 
in. You could record your num
ber-one smash while you’re having 
breakfast. In short, the truck is 
really the supreme studio control 
room on spinners, and by the way 
the Stones French sessions went, 
it’ll probably be the new recording 
wave for the future. (Deep Purple 
have already arranged to use the 
Stones’ mobile unit when the Jag
ger crowd can spare it.)

The album: Although the mobile 
unit was of instrumental impor
tance, the album, which the Stones 
hoped would be ready by Septem
ber-November 1971, ironically 
started out in the studios and by 
the looks of things, is being com
pleted there. Initially Jagger and 
Co. laid down several tracks early 
last spring at a London studio, but 
for no obvious reason chucked them 
all away. They then decided on 
their mobile gig and started record
ing once again around June. Ap
proximately 22 instrumental tracks 
were completed by November, but 
it became apparent that Mick 
hadn’t gotten down to any serious 
lyric writing; and by the beginning 
of December veteran tenor saxman 
Bobby Keyes, a man who has be
come an important part of the 
Stones’ swing sound, was getting a 
little worried about where the vocal 
lines would come from: "What I 
have heard of the album, it sounds 
amazing, but I just hope Mick has 
got some words together. I never 
have the faintest idea what a track 
is going to sound like when they're 
unmixed and there’s no vocals 
down. You know the vocals can 
change the feel of the whole song.’’

Contrary to initial reports that 
Keith had written all the tunes 
by his lonesome, Jagger did finally 
get his shit together and was last 
seen scrambling off to Los Angeles 
with Keith, Mick Taylor and Nicky 
Hopkins to lay down those elusive 
vocals in the studio.

Surprises: As for the music on the 
new LP, it may very well come as a 
shock. "A lot of things are not what 
you’d expect from the Stones,” says 
Nicky Hopkins. And Mick (the 
Master) Jagger has been heard to 
say, "You get fed up playing hard 
rock all the time. Well, I do. I 
mean, you can’t do that all the 
time, especially if you think you 
know more or less how to do it. You 
want to try and do something else.
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and large the Stones were raised by 
middle class parents—or else by 
English working class parents who 
kept fooling and feeding them 
middle class values. They weren’t 
denied the good things of life by a 
long shot, and what’s more their 
folks even sent them to college. 
Only now can Mick deny those un
truths from the past. "We weren’t 
from the gutter at all. Most of the 
big groups, including the Beatles, 
are children of quite well off par
ents. Those gutter stories—not true 
at all. I even went to university for 
two years, the London School of 
Economics.”

Opening jams: During those 
school daze Mick was reunited with 
old pal Keith Richards (who later 
changed his name to Richard) and 
they soon found out they shared a 
common ground — the music of 
Chuck Berry, Little Walter, Muddy 
Waters, etc. They enlisted guitarist 
Dick Taylor (now with the Pretty 
Things) and began jamming at 
Taylor’s house. They then ran into 
this cocky blonde guitarist from 
Cheltenham playing Elmore James 
shit at a little blues club in Ealing 
and immediately scooped him up. 
Brian Jones had arrived. Brian, in 
turn, introduced the lads to a rather 
straight-looking boogie woogie and 
jazz piano player by the name of 
Ian Stewart (currently the Stone 
roadie). Since D. Taylor had 
switched to bass by this time, all 
they needed was a drummer.

By now Mick. Keith and Brian 
had gotten a pad in what was then 
considered the Chelsea district of 
London. And it was a mess. The 
boys hardly had any money, vir
tually no heat, and their diet con
sisted of mountains of mashed po
tatoes minced with an occasional 
fried egg. Nonetheless when Jagger 
reminisces, he doesn’t reckon it was 
such a hearty sacrifice. In fact he 
still insists it was a typical middle 
class move to split from his par
ents. "Sure, we had times when we 
didn’t have any bread, but we were 
just bourgeois children.” Actually 
Mick was the rich man of the out
fit. He at least was getting some 
money from a government grant to 
help him through his studies (not 
unlike our student loans). Keith’s 
mum sent the boys the odd food 
parcel, and she also loaned him a 
few pounds from time to time (not 
unlike the mums of today?), though 
she probably guessed that the mon
ey was more likely to go on commu
nal smoking endeavors than a good 
nourishing bowl of soup.

The hero image: Mick continues, 
"You have to remember that part 
of the hero image is making it from 
the bottom. It’s more of a hangup

You don’t quite yet know how well 
it’s gonna turn out. But if it turns 
out shitty, well, that’s too bad!!”

By the gist of Jagger’s comments, 
who knows what the Stones have 
up their sleeves this time. Will 
there be a minimal amount of hard 
rockers on their new LP? Will they 
be heading in the direction of those 
robust percussive rhythms a la 
"Sway” off their Sticky Fingers al
bum? Will the horn section be even 
more prominent this time than in 
the aforementioned record, and 
what of the lyrical content? Surely 
Jagger’s marriage, mixed with re
siding and recording in the south of 
France, has had some effect. Or has 
it? Has Jagger mellowed out entire
ly? Will Mick and his compatriots 
continue to sneer at the distaff side 
with one of those chauvinistic in
nuendos (e.g., "Under My Thumb;" 
"Stupid Girl;’’ "Ride On Baby” 
etc.) now that he’s a respectable 
husband. If he doesn’t continue in 
that vein, what will the lads think. 
Would it mean he’s getting soft or 
merely being a good hubby? On the 
other hand, will Jagger dedicate a 
soft, melancholy tune to his be
loved Bianca and daughter Jade, or 
will he leave that kind of slop to 
John Lennon? What about a ditty 
to his dear friend, Mr. Klein? I’m 
sure Mick can better Paulie’s ver
sion ("Uncle Albert”) by a long 
shot. And finally, while we’re at it, 
it would be nice to know whether 
the Stones are planning to include 
one of those groovy revolutionary 
rock songs like "Sympathy For the 
Devil" or "Street Fighting Man" 
on their new record, ’cause a lot of 
folks out here in rockland want to 
know where the Stones really stand 
on that revolution issue. After all, 
the Stones have always been rebels 
who do tend to influence the youth. 
Right?

Middle-class boys: Maybe the an
swer to all of this is simply that the 
Stones, and Michael Phillip Jagger 
in particular, aren’t into any of that 
lot anymore. Maybe they are get
ting a little too old for it, which 
would leave us with a real baffler. 
Were the Stones really ever into all 
that? Or was it a simple matter of 
the Stones just adhering to an im
age that their first manager and 
freaked-out, ultra-media oriented 
press agent, Andrew Oldham, pick
ed out for them? Whatever the case, 
the image that was created was like 
a luxurious banquet to the long 
starved English press; and being 
the journalistic monp-els that they 
were, -they immediately harped 
upon it, using the image (and the 
Stones) as a scapegoat for all that 
ailed Great Britain and the world.

You have to remember that by
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man. One day around ’62-’63 Chap
man was asked if he knew any good 
bassplayers. Sure enough this cav
alier type named Willie Wyman 
showed up at the Wetherby Arms in 
Kings Road the very next day bur
dened down with some of the most 
luxurious Vox equipment Messers. 
Richard and Jones had ever 
swung an axe to. “They didn’t like 
me,” Bill exclaimed, “they liked 
my amplifier. The two they had 
were broken and torn inside. 
Sounded great, really, but we didn’t 
know that then. I had a good amp, 
a Vox 130. But quite honestly I 
didn’t like their music very much. 
They were into pure blues and 
R&B. I had been playing hard 
rock." With time the musical dif
ferences mellowed out, and the ear
ly combinations of the raw blues, 
R&B and vicious hard rock and 
roll somehow fused together to be
come the Rolling Stones’ sound. An 
old drummer friend, Charlie Watts, 
had been following their career 
(while he made his own working 
with Alexis Kroner and Cyril 
Davis) and suggested they needed a 
better drummer. They had a few 
drinks together and showed each 
other their musical chops and voila 
Beau Brummel Charlie became the 
Rolling Stones’ time-keeping can 
basher.

Rhythm ’n blues revolution: At 
this point it would be wise to recap 
the musical situation around that 
time. There were a few clubs oper
ating in the London area which had 
swung over from the traditional 
jazz boom of previous months and 
were pioneering rhythm n' blues. 
Alexis Korner was the high priest 
of the new movement, along with 
mouth harp star Cyril Davis. 
Charlie Watts had played with 
Korner, drumming up a storm 
which was certainly different from 
the out and out modem jazz he’d 
liked all his life. But Alexis and' 
Cyril were still regarded as revolu
tionaries.

They laid off the standards and 
pulled material from the LP’s 
available of the American "color
ed” (as they were referred to back 
then in London town) greats. This 
was the movement the Stones 
wanted to join. They knew in
stinctively that they had the right 
feel, and they started a policy of in
filtrating the club atmosphere by 
occasionally sitting in with the 
Korner Band. This gave them ex
perience, but they needed some
thing else. The Stones decided that 
they didn’t want to go out and just 
copy the American greats. So they 
used their disc listening to simply 
soak up the right sort of atmos
phere. plus the lyrics and phras-
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makin’ it if you’re from the bour
geoisie. ’cause if you’re on the bot
tom, like penniless, you’ve got 
nothing to lose.” Actually the 
Stones had everything to gain. But 
there were going to be problems. 
First off, bass player Dick Taylor 
just got up and left. Then there was 
the drumming problem. “Drum
mers were a terrible drag.” accord
ing to Mick. “We had several, but 
they didn’t somehow spark things 
off as they should. They could nev
er pick up on that ol’ Jimmy Reed 
stuff. We knew only characters 
who’d been involved in much more 
straightforward types of music.” 
People like Mick Avery of the 
Kinks, who Keith figures was “ter
rible,” and a bloke by the name of 
Tony Chapman who was even 
worse. But if it wasn't for Chap
man, the Stones might not have 
ever met up with bassman Bill Wy-
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northern England ways, the guys in 
the audience would get jealous be
cause the Stones were winning the 
affection of their old ladies’ hearts. 
Instead of seeing a Rolling Stones 
concert as a simple sociological ex
ercise in huma,n emotion, these 
young brutes (filled with kegs of

ings. They had chosen a righteous 
path—concentrated originality.

Silver Stones: By this time they 
had picked a name. Originally they 
thought of the Silver Rolling 
Stones as a good title—some say 
because a Muddy Water’s LP track 
put them on a Stone-rolling kick. 
Others claim that Jagger chose the 
name to honor his silvery haired, 
sainted uncle Roland Stoneham, a 
former whipmaster from Heiden
heim. Still others insisted that 
Brian (no doubt while under an in
fluence) had read the story of Sis
yphus, the cruel king of Corinth 
condemned forever to roll a huge 
stone up a hill in Hades only to 
have it roll down again upon near
ing the top. Finally others swore 
that Keith, also an avid reader, 
happened to hit upon the famous 
adage while flipping through Bart
lett’s book of quotations. Where it 
came from proved irrelevant—for 
now they had a name and a sound. 
All that they needed was a man
ager and of course an image.

Every good group deserve an im
age: Enter Messers. Eric Easton 
and Andrew Loog Oldham. Easton 
was a rather stuffy old geezer who 
took care of the Stones’ extraneous 
business affairs, while Oldham was 
the hustler—a walking UPI service. 
He did his job well, but you could 
say he was rather confused. At the 
onset he was dead set against the 
rebellious attitude—if you like, the 
whole “Stones’ Thing.” He even 
tried (and succeeded) to get them to 
wear conforming black leather 
vests, jackets and knit ties, the very 
same ones all those chubby blond 
chicks with Brian Jones obsessions 
were sporting while they were hang
ing out at the plush N.Y. hotels, 
waiting for their heroes. But, final
ly, it all proved too much for old 
Oldham, the Stones Image had 
caught up with him and he just let 
it go and go and go. Until finally it 
paid off, mainly because it was a 
natural occurrence for 5 middle
class lads, and because in most 
cases the press was with them by 
being against them. Eventually the 
image became so tight, so direction
al and so very, very hard to shun 
that after a while, they didn’t try to 
any more!!

Throw them out: By this time the 
Stones were constantly bei’g har
assed for simply being themselves. 
Be it at plush hotels where they 
were refused admittance for their 
long, straggly hair styles (“We had 
long hair when the Beatles were 
still using Brylcream”), at restau
rants throughout England and 
America, where they were con
stantly denied meals because of
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their unorthodox dress (“But we 
only have one tie between us”), or 
simply by the authorities, who con
tinued to hawk their every move
ment. Like the time they made all 
that fuss over a couple of Rolling 
Stones pissing against a garage 
wall back on St. Partick’s day ’65. 
The English “law” made it seem 
even worse than the St. Valentine’s 
Day Massacre which also occurred 
against a garage wall somewhere in 
Chicago. Could it be that the Roll
ing Stones had more potent tommy 
guns than the mafia? Or how about 
all those dubious inquiries by the 
law when either Mick. Keith or 
Brian would leave their flats: “Ah 
me lads still on the hard stuff? 
Let’s have a look at your arms.” 
Then there were those senseless 
busts for the odd joint or pill, for 
the most part executed to set an ex
ample for the English youth. In the 
final analysis it only served to 
“turn on” teenies all the more. 
And of course while all of this was 
going down, the flacks on Fleet 
Street were having the time of their

lives. A headline a day was com
monplace. Their photos adorned 
every magazine. If a Rolling Stone 
broke a fingernail he made the 
news. If it was a dirty fingernail he 
made the front page. In the begin
ning that’s how it was being a Roll
ing Stone. And it got worse. Up
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freedom. Parents don't really have 
any idea of it at all. no conception 
of what it is. so they are frightened 
and their kids aren’t. They are not 
a bit alike. Older people don’t want 
to know where it’s at and the kids 
are finding out and are not fright
ened. Parents are functioning in the 
system, and younger people are 
finding out how to function outside 
of it and be free.”

Blame it on the Stones?: Although 
many people entertain the absurd 
belief that the Stones have been a 
bad influence on our so-called gen
eration. wouldn’t you agree that 
their lifestyles, their music and the 
stories they tell in their songs come 
closer to being a mirror which re
flects all the good, bad and ugly in 
the youth of yesterday, today and 
tomorrow? Think about it. Or bet
ter yet. just ask Mr. Jagger. He’ll 
readily admit that the Stones mu
sic is simply a “reflection on cur
rent trends and lifestyles.” As far 
as he’s concerned, his songs “just 
reflect what’s going on:” always 
have and always will. For, after all, 
umpteen thousands of youths were 
basically into the same lifestyles 
and shared the same grievances 
that the Stones expounded long be-

right there, hitting it 
both live and on wax.

So, if for one reason or another 
you seem a little unclear about 
what exactly is unfolding in front of 
you, or if you'd like a hip version of 
what’s been going down in the 
heads, hearts and souls of our cur
rent generation, just latch on to the 
next Rolling Stones album, turn it 
up full volume and take a good look 
into the mirror. No doubt you’ll be 
enlightened. •

bitter), would spit, curse and usual
ly before the night was over, resort 
to fisticuffs with Stone people (or 
even amongst themselves) to try 
and subdue their frustrations. (Fun
ny, something like that happened 
at a Grand Funk riot a couple of 
weeks ago.)

"I'm not rebelling”: But what was 
it precisely that irked the throngs 
who loathed these five middle class 
musicians? Most anti-Stones freaks 
agreed that what irritated them the 
most was the Stones’ “blatant re
bellious attitude.” Finally, one day 
Jagger came forward and spoke in a 
quiet voice: “I’m not rebelling 
against anything. I may not want 
to be part of it, but I’m not rebell
ing against anything. I never say 
things like that. I never rebelled 
against my parents. Rebellion has 
nothing to do with it. A lot of kids 
of this generation have nothing in 
common — nothing at all—with 
their parents. They are totally un
like them. Everybody always talks 
about problems of communication, 
but it’s more than that. Kids are 
not afraid of their freedom, ’cause 
they’ve had it all their lives. Older 
people are frightened of younger 
people ’cause they’re frightened of

MUSIC

fore the group became popular.
The Rolling Stones and the gen

eration that spawned them are 
much more alike than they are dif
ferent. Remember, the Stones were
n't the only ones acting strange in 
those days—not by a long shot. A 
great number of us sported ul
tra-long locks, dressed funny, lis
tened to the great old bluesmen. 
looked suspicious and acted fu
riously wild way before the Stones 
became notorious for these traits. 
In fact, we acted so wildly that we 
often got harrassed by the law for 
such world-shattering acts as en- 
dulging in those funny-looking ciga
rettes or relieving our bladders by 
watering a couple of dead flowers 
by the side of the road. (Sounds like 
an early Rolling Stones press re
lease. doesn’t it?)

Through the eye of a record nee
dle: The Stones were five in
telligent, middle-class lads who be
came quite successful because of an 
enormous talent to compose, sing 
and play some of the finest rock & 
roll music in the world. No more, 
no less. Their sociological likeness 
to most average middle-class young 
men who have an intense love of 
music and a normal desire to live 
an interesting life is incredible.

The Rolling Stones—spokesmen 
for our times? Not quite. More like 
a barometer, or better yet. a reflec
tion of a generation. And if you 
tend to doubt it, all you'd have to 
do is listen to their records. That’s 
right: it’s all there in the music for 
everyone to see. Without having to 
listen very hard and without having 
to be ultra hip. you’d soon realize 
that most all of the Stones’ songs 
were typically youth-oriented, in 
that they reflected the wants, needs, 
frustrations, desires, etc., of not 
only their composers, but of you 
and I. From the reverberating feed
back of “I Can’t Get No Satisfac
tion” to the sensual dry-mouthed 
imagery in “Let’s Spend The Night 
Together” through the past darkly 
to the wretched escapades that en
gulfed “Let It Bleed” all the way 
up to the hearty drug inferences in 
“Brown Sugar” and “Sister Mor
phine," the Stones were always 
—Qn heacj
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Carole 
King 
Music

inside my head
Over and over and over again 
My friend, there’s no end to the music
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